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Psychosynthesis is a transpersonal psychotherapy. It was founded by Dr Roberto Assagioli, an Italian psychiatrist who lived from 1888 to 1974. He was involved in some of the early psychodynamic activity early in the twentieth century, but split from Freud at about the same time as Jung. Psychosynthesis was developed between 1910 and the 1950s in Florence and Rome, but in the 1960s became more internationally known with centres opening round the world.

This study is an investigation of the ideas lying behind psychosynthesis: these ideas spring partly from scientific study of the unconscious, but they also originate in the long mystical tradition of both the Eastern and the Western world. In tracing back these ideas to their sources, the nature of the knowledge underlying a modern spiritual, or transpersonal, psychotherapy is inevitably discussed. Roots of such a discipline lie in a split tradition within the Western world - psychology aspires to be scientific, religion or mystical knowledge is studied within the discipline of theology, and the two are very little related in our present conception of knowledge.

Roberto Assagioli's framework is thus a 'synthesis' in several senses: in the attempt to relate the soul and theology to the personality and psychology; in the attempt to perceive personal developmental patterns as a microcosm of larger social and historical patterns; and in the particular characteristics of his therapy with the individual. The meaning of these syntheses is examined within the context of the knowledge on which he explicitly and implicitly drew.

Psychosynthesis is a product of the twentieth century. It originated at the turn of the century when many new ideas were questioning the old certainties of nineteenth century thought. It began to flourish at the time in the 60s when once again criticism was being levelled at the direction of Western development. An examination of its origin and development throws light on many aspects of our present values.

Jean Hardy, February 1986.
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'Call the world if you Please "The vale of Soul-making" Then you will find out the use of the world ... I say 
"Soul making" Soul as distinguished from an Intelligence - There may be intelligences or sparks of the divinity in millions - but they are not Souls till they acquire identities, till each one is personally itself. I(ntelligences are atoms of perception - they know and they see and they are pure, in short they are God - How then are Souls to be made? How then are these sparks which are God to have identity given them - so as ever to possess a bliss peculiar to each one's individual existence? How, but by the medium of a world like this? ... I will call the world a School instituted for the purpose of teaching little children to read - I will call the human heart the horn Book used in that School - and I will call the child able to read, the Soul made from that school and its horn-book. Do you not see how necessary a World of Pains and troubles is to school an Intelligence and make it a soul? A Place where the heart must feel and suffer in a thousand diverse ways! ... As various as the Lives of Men are - so various become their souls, and thus does God make individual beings, Souls, Identical Souls of the sparks of his own essence - This appears to me a faint sketch of a system of Salvation which does not affront our reason and humanity.'

letter from John Keats
to his brother George.
21 April 1819.
Introduction

Psychosynthesis is a transpersonal, or spiritual, psychotherapy, a phenomenon of the twentieth century Western world. It is a theory and practice of individual development and growth, though with a potential for wider application into social and indeed world-wide settings; and it assumes that each human being is a soul as well as a personality.

It was founded by Roberto Assagioli, an Italian living in Florence for much of his long life from 1888 to 1974. Dr Assagioli was a psychiatrist who was involved in the development of psychoanalytic theory at the very beginning of his career, but who worked out his framework for psychosynthesis simultaneously and independently.

Psychosynthesis was initially described in outline in Assagioli's paper 'La psicologia delle idee-forza e la psicagogia' in 1908. He worked as a psychiatrist and doctor through the first world war, and in 1926 set up the Istituto di Cultura e Terapia Psichica in Rome. He survived Mussolini's years of power in Italy with some hardship, being once imprisoned in 1938 and forced to flee to the countryside. He continued developing his theories, writing articles and practising as a psychiatrist after the second world war, but it was only in the 1960s that psychosynthesis became internationally known. In 1961, the Istituto di Psicosintesi was founded in Florence. Centres have now been de-
veloped over the world and the theory and practice is well-known and respected in the humanistic/transpersonal field.

Roberto Assagioli was a 'thief' (he said) in his use of the many fields of study with which he was conversant. He lists many of these in his book Psychosynthesis published in 1965 - the psychodynamic movement (Janet, Freud, Adler, Jung, Rank, Horney), psychosomatic medicine, psychology, psychiatry and anthropology; also the psychology of religion (William James, Evelyn Underhill) and the investigations of the 'superconscious' and 'holism' (Bucke, Ouspensky, Maslow, Progoff, Smuts, Keyserling); and the study of parapsychology, though he was careful to use this material with discretion. He was most interested in the many techniques of individual psychotherapy, and psychosynthesis is well-known for its flexible use of a large number of techniques: these include Gestalt, guided fantasy, meditation, group psychotherapy, use of art, music and writing, work on meaning and purpose as well as on problems.

The sources that he lists in Psychosynthesis are those which he regarded as scientific. Like Freud, and indeed most psychiatrists today, he was determined that his work should pass muster and be accepted as a respectable scientific theory. In the twentieth century, a scientific study of the unconscious has just begun. But psychosynthesis, like psychoanalysis, was developed outside the universities, in a 'School'; it is still not widely accepted or known by academics whose work is based firmly in the scientific tradition, the predominant paradigm of formal knowledge for
the past three hundred years in Western society, there is now a clear and seemingly unbridgeable distinction between science and religion.

Assagioli's work, however, in its assumption of the existence of the soul, harks back to a wide literature of religious and spiritual mysticism, both Western and Eastern, to neoplatonic theory, to the many mystics of the Middle Ages in Christian and Jewish thought - Dante, Eckhart, St John of the Cross, the Kabbalah, to the Schools of knowledge founded in the West before the split between science and religion, to Buddhism and Hinduism, and to classic Greek philosophy, particularly Plato. At the beginning of the twentieth century, and also in the last twenty years, there has been access to and fascination with many forms of hitherto generally hidden knowledge, now made widely available. Assagioli was brought up in sympathy with this wide range of material - his mother became a follower of Theosophy, an esoteric School founded in America in 1886 with a branch in Italy in 1902. And the twin commitments to scientific work with the unconscious, and the religious and mystical knowledge based on personal experience, were present from his first writings.

Spiritual thought is concerned with the perception of a non-material being within the universe: it postulates that the reality of our lives is at its deepest non-material. It is often concerned with meaning and purpose within the lives of individuals and with the development of the human race as
a whole. It is opposed to the materialistic system of thinking which assumes that the most real things are what we can perceive with our five senses.

Assagioli kept these mystical interests specifically separate from psychosynthesis, but clearly his wide knowledge of many centuries of spiritual thought is relevant to the theory and practice eventually developed in psychosynthesis — though this is rarely acknowledged in his therapeutic writing. It is this spiritual material which is my own main interest here. This thesis is attempting to identify links, both directly and indirectly, between the structure of psychosynthesis knowledge as expounded in the first Part of this study, and the religious material that is spelled out in Part Two. Sometimes the link is direct, sometimes more non-specific. And this wide theoretical stream of thought has to be contained both by Assagioli, and realistically by myself within the study, because of his own identification as a doctor, a psychiatrist and a scientist.

Part One begins with a chapter on the history and development of psychosynthesis which places Assagioli's work in its setting in Italy in the twentieth century. All the rest of the chapters in this first part offer what might be called the conceptual architecture of psychosynthesis. Assagioli's theory is an extensive and complex one, developed over half a century. My description concentrates on the theory, as far as possible in his own words, particularly on the significance he places on myth and symbol: there is
only one chapter on the techniques of psychosynthesis therapy. This balance would certainly not have been Assagioli's own - he was more interested in direct effective therapy than in theory, but it is the ideas that have most interested me, and which are the subject of this study.

In Part Two I attempt to trace the themes emerging in Part One back to the tradition of mystical writing to which Assagioli directly refers and also to material which he does not specifically acknowledge but which also picks up the themes within the psychosynthesis system which were mysterious to me. In reading the material now contained in the second part of this thesis for the first time, many of what had seemed to be Assagioli's idiosyncracies and mysteries became intelligible when placed in this wider context. I had not understood before that this context of ideas existed, but when placed within it, psychosynthesis, which seemed so puzzlingly strange, and foreign, became perfectly comprehensible. This religious material is counteracted at the end of Part Two, with Assagioli's conviction that his theory is a scientific one.

A question for a researcher of the rationale of a theory that combines in such a magpie way, so many concepts from all parts of the world and from most historical epochs, is its value. Keen, in an article on 'The golden mean of Roberto Assagioli' published in *Psychology Today* in December 1974, asked frankly whether psychosynthesis 'is a marriage of the
best in modern psychology or an eclectic mishmash that boils down to a game of words?'. My own judgement is now, both from my research and my personal experiences of psychosynthesis, that out of his wide reading of mysticism and his own mystical experience, his capacity for feeling and work with people, and his originality of mind, Assagioli has woven a theory that makes deep and sane sense.

Assagioli produced two books, *Psychosynthesis*, published in 1965 and composed largely of a series of articles, and *The Act of Will* in 1974. There are also numerous unpublished papers written throughout his life and mostly undated. His own writing, however, does not really convey the width and basis of his work, or set it forward in any systematic way. And because of his predominately psychological and practical approach to psychosynthesis, deeply philosophical issues are just not discussed in his work - the practice is presented as an already created whole, without much explanation of the context of ideas which are so deep and wide. This present study in examining this context, should at least provide the beginnings of a study of the wider framework, which is in its own right most fascinating, and significant to our present situation.

Keen, in his article, contrasts the self-confidence and optimism of psychosynthesis with the Christian tradition, which accepts the 'fallen' nature of mankind, and comments: 'in the Christian tradition healing comes from accepting
our brokenness, not from synthesizing our parts into a perfect whole'. He adds, 'the idea of wholeness, realizing the full human potential, transcending contradictions, achieving enlightenment, intrigues me'. The potential involved in the theory is intriguing, both in practice and in the roots from which it springs. But Keen offers an unreal distinction, because the theory of psychosynthesis postulates that it is in accepting and working with our brokenness and fragmentation, we have the means of becoming whole.

Both the concepts of transcendence (God being experienced as the 'other') and immanence ('the God within') are drawn on in psychosynthesis, and both, Assagioli believed, could work toward the fuller potential of the individual. The more the person becomes what he or she could be, the more the unique individual becomes truly part of the whole. These elements are found in all mystical religions, with some placing more emphasis on on transcendence and and dualism (the differentiation of spirit and matter, and the journey towards contact with the spirit being the goal of the aspiring person) and others on immanence and monism (the recognition and realization of the Self, the soul within). Assagioli insisted that psychosynthesis was religiously non-specific, and both concepts are implicit in the theory and practice.

Psychosynthesis, then, can be thought of both as part of the development of scientific theories of the nature of the person in psychology and psychotherapy, and as part of the long mystic tradition, traceable over thousands of years.
It is in studying this latter material that I attempt to identify the theoretical links discussed earlier.

This work started for me as a researcher with a stream of thought I hardly knew existed. I followed Assagioli's own acknowledged sources back to the Plato and Dante of his childhood. Both authors were part of the inheritance of all well-educated Italian school-children, and both are explicitly mentioned by him many times as central to his way of seeing the world. Each of these writers concentrates on the journey of the soul through life; each has a strong sense of the soul, that ancient word for the non-material divine sense in the human being, which seems, in the vissicitudes of life, permanent, and both personal and objective. Both take the reader into unfamiliar worlds, very different from the materially based existence of the twentieth century. There is, however, another, less familiar element which has a strong resonance with the basic ideas of psychosynthesis. I realised, on reading some Kabbalistic material at the same time, that the Tree of Life and the esoteric ideas contained within both the picture of the nature of the person in psychosynthesis, and the description of the journey through life, have strong correspondances in Assagioli's work. And in reading Jung more deeply, and his very explicit exploration of the esot-
eric field of knowledge, I came to understand that both Assagioli and Jung - who were in touch with each other and whose images share so many likenesses - draw on an agnostic and neo-platonic heritage that has formed for centuries part of an alternative mystical stream in European culture. This guess was strengthened as I learned that both Assagioli's mother and wife were Theosophists, and that this theory can be traced back through the centuries to the same roots, with a greater emphasis on hermeticism. As I read Oupensky, Bucke and Keyserling, whom Assagioli explicitly mentions, I recognised again some of the same basic ideas - that some people sleep through their lives, never again to realise the spiritual potential they have available to them, and that the search for the soul is a matter of personal discovery. I also began to recognise with a completely new understanding that what had often seemed to me to be the magic of the Renaissance, which I had studied in history, owed much of its brilliance to these gnostic forms of understanding and perception, in art, in music and poetry and ways of living: it is this element that Frances Yates has recently so startlingly uncovered. And I recognised too that the metaphysical poets of the seventeenth century and the romantic poets of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, whom I had studied in English literature, also owe much of their beauty to these self-same roots - most explicitly in Donne, Coleridge and Yeats, but present in so much of the well-known work. This source had not been mentioned in the good but conventional teaching I had received, and uncovering this material has
given me a new and different perception of the arts altogether and the sources of their inspiration.

However, how can I establish links between Assagioli's work and his relationship with an esoteric form of knowledge relatively unknown and unacknowledged in conventional education? I can do so partly by a commonsense method - that his library in Florence when I visited it was full of books consistently in this stream of knowledge. And partly I think by my own growing familiarity with the tone of this material, very different from the much more factual, analytical style of school and university education in a mundane society that distrusts the unknown and the mysterious unless it can be presented as a problem to be solved. Hausheer in his excellent introduction to Isaiah Berlin's Against the Current, a study that also considers thinkers with an alternative perception of life, "the dark, uneasy, brooding seasons of the human spirit beneath the bland rationalistic surface", comments himself on the contrast. He compares the experience of those people who are 'against the current' with the wider industrial, technological and rational stream; "what all those rationalist thinkers shared was the belief that somewhere, by some means, a single, coherent, unified structure of knowledge concerning questions both of fact and value was in principle available". By way of contrast the stream of thinking into which I penetrated by my following the clues to the origins of Assagioli's work led me to an older, more mysterious, seemingly less respectable world of knowledge in modern terms, one where inner experience, intuition, and a sense of
the numinous are more highly regarded than analytical thought. And the original hope of science shared by such seventeenth century pioneers as Francis Bacon and Rene Descartes, that human beings could potentially solve the problems of their existence by careful analytical reasoning, holds no sway in this alternative world.

Of course, it is necessary to be cautious in making claims about the origins of anyones ideas. The creation of any system of thought emerges from the individuals involved. In the case of psychosynthesis, the conviction and much of the framework was based on Assagioli's personal experience - his sense of his Self, well-documented by people who knew him and dating back explicitly to a boyhood experience. Also, as O'Brien points out in his study of Plotinus, "it is the abiding temptation of the historian of ideas to account for every point of doctrine in a given author as an appropriation, conscious or unconscious, from someone who went before", whereas what we are looking at here, as O'Brien was with Plotinus, is original experience, creative knowledge, bound up in an original view of the world. O'Brien goes on to say that "historians...like to have things neat, tabulated, pigeon-holed, and are distressed when this cannot be done": we must take for granted in this study, as in all studies about ideas, that we can trace some of the roots of ideas carried by a creative thinker such as Assagioli either consciously or unconsciously, but that his work is irreducible to other peoples' thoughts. William James would go further and say that "mystical classics have neither birthday nor native land". All creative work is in the end, sui generis.
However, even given the essentially experiential nature of much creative writing, it is still possible to see similarities between the ideas contained in Part One of this study and other previous writing. Some material was entirely basic to Assagioli, in the sense that he had been familiar with it all his intellectual life. His own thought was grounded in specific themes from these authors - Plato's notion of the soul and Dante's picture of the person journeying through the hell, purgatory and paradise of life to find Beatrice, his soul, are intrinsic to the core of psychotherapy that Assagioli expounded and practised. The actual modelling of the framework in psychosynthesis has no acknowledged source: but its similarity with the Kabbalistic depiction of the Tree of Life is remarkable. Most of the other ideas detailed in Part Two are part of a wider, but somewhat hidden framework of thought and experiences which have resonances with psychosynthesis which are traced out in the text.

I would maintain that the origin of psychosynthesis is Assagioli's own experience. It is actually based in material from his early classical education. There are however references throughout his work to many sources both within the scientific and mystical tradition. These references are substantiated within his extensive library in Florence, and that many similarities and themes can be traced through a wide and relatively coherent mystical tradition which has always been underground in society. No mystical writing is accounted 'mainstream' in our scientific age. Assagioli was deeply
interested in well-known Christian, Buddhist, Islamic and Hindu spiritual material, as well as the esoteric material already referred to. I wish to argue in this thesis that psychosynthesis can only be understood within their streams of thought, and that the ideas and themes of Part One are only really intelligible when placed in the context of Part Two of the study.
Chapter 2

A theoretical approach to understanding psychosynthesis

The two most relevant disciplines of study of the development and transmission of ideas are those of the Sociology of Knowledge on the one hand, and the History of Ideas on the other. Both have something to offer to this present study. Both bring a theoretical understanding to bear on this long history of alternative mystical thought, and on the twentieth century study of unconscious material.

The History of Ideas

Preston King, in a book called simply 'The History of Ideas' published in 1983, maintained in the Introduction that Arthur Lovejoy has been called "the chief inspirer of the history of ideas"; "Lovejoy's argument was that we understood ourselves better by understanding the ways in which we have evolved, which largely means to understand the manner in which we have come over time, to hold the ideas that we do". Lovejoy, who died in 1962, was an American philosopher, and founded, with others, in 1940, the well-known Journal of the History of Ideas. The problems dealt with in the Journal are in general philosophical and historical questions, and particularly concern the possibility of knowing and understanding the past in the present. There is a strong emphasis on the continuity of ideas over time on the one hand, and the constant reworking of ideas, their relationship to experience and
their metamorphosis in different cultures on the other. Ideas are recognised as existing at many levels - the deeper, more fundamental ideas, part of which are the unconscious assumptions of a culture or a stream of thinking and belief (the area that Foucault was later to specify as needing an 'archaeological' investigation by historians) - and also the relatively conscious more obvious ideas and conflicts, arguments that occur through history. The whole mystical tradition, particularly the esoteric tradition, can be seen as part of the continuing fundamental partly unconscious framework of knowledge, existing and modifying over time.

Lovejoy in his classical study of The Great Chain of Being was looking at a fundamental idea that existed over two thousand years, from the early Greeks to the eighteenth century. "The postulate of such a study is that the working of a given conception, of an explicit or tacit presupposition, of a type of mental habit, or of a specific thesis or argument needs, if its nature and its historic role are to be fully understood, to be traced connectly through all the phases of man's reflective life in which those workings manifest themselves." He wanted to put "gates through fences" - in other words to cut through the conventional discipline boundaries in which we at present categorise knowledge. In tracing through the 'alternative' mystical tradition in this thesis, something of the same process is inevitably used. My argument is that Assagioli was heir to a stream of thought which was not routinely available, and it is this that needs to be
traced if the somewhat unusual ideas of psychosynthesis in twentieth century thinking are to be placed in any kind of context.

Some of this material is of course hard for the modern person, brought up within the modern industrial scientific world either to grasp or to take seriously. But the views of the mystical tradition are of course much older than our present day science: in the long run the mystical and religious views may be those that last, and the present overwhelming predominence of the scientific spirit may already be fading.

The history of ideas as a subject is still fighting for a place in the intellectual syllabus, though there are now degrees in the subject in England, both in Polytechnics and Universities. But its claim for a place in our curriculum is strong. Roger Hausheer in his introduction to Berlin's book wrote in 1979: "there is a growing feeling that investigations of what men have thought and felt, and of the basic ideas in terms of what they have seen themselves and framed their aspirations, may provide a more luminous source of light in the study of man than the established social, political and psychological sciences, for all that many of these have developed is an apparatus of specialised terminology and the use of empirical, quantitative methods. For in so far as they tend to view men, both as individuals and groups, as the proper objects of the generalising empirical sciences, as so much passive, inexpressive material moulded by impersonal
forces obedient to statistical or causal laws, these sciences tend to leave out, or at least play down, something of central importance: namely that men are defined precisely by their possession of an inner life, of purpose and ideals, and of a vision or conception, however hazy or implicit, of who they are, where they have come from, and where they are at".

My position is that, though Assagioli was part of a long-standing mystical stream of thought and experience, his particular conception has very personal characteristics, partly related to the historical period in which he himself was writing, and partly related to his own personality and experience - his Italian nationality and education, his Jewish background, his Theosophical interests, his personal conviction about his own spiritual nature. He did indeed have a vision of himself and of the nature of the human race as a whole, although he was not articulate on paper about the extent of his personal vision and much has to be deduced from his worked out system of psychosynthesis.

Hausheer's point here about the tendency of social sciences to downplay the individual was, as will be seen later, taken up in the 1970's in the sociology of knowledge in particular. But this is certainly one of the overall differences of the various disciplines. While the history of ideas does see ideas being clearly mediated through the experience of individuals, sociology is a more generalising discipline. Sociologists are always more interested in the social forces, and the general significance of the individual thinker.
Whereas Lovejoy's study had been of the mainstream of Western religious thought up to the time of the Enlightenment, Berlin, as his title Against the Current suggests, is of thinkers who rejected or questioned the rationalist thinking of modern industrialist society - Vico, Montesquieu and Herzen, for instance. As it happens, many of the writers Berlin studied were concerned with the nature of human knowledge, and questioned the modern assumption that "somewhere, by some means, a single, coherent, unified structure of knowledge concerning questions of both fact and value was in principle available". He is particularly interested in Giambattista Vico's (1668-1744) theories, which distinguished between the direct knowledge we can have of the world through our living experience, and the theories that we make; and also of Vico's sense that each age loses as well as gains from the changes occurring through human history, questioning the dominant sense of progress typical of modern Western thinking. Berlin as a philosopher has a strong sense of the freedom and responsibility of the human being, and also a strong sense of the tragedy in human history: "avenues to human realisation may intersect and block one another; things of inestimable intrinsic value and beauty round which an individual or a civilisation may seek to build an entire way of life can come into mortal conflict; and the outcome is eradication of one of the protagonists and an absolute irredeemable loss." Many people maintain, and I would do too, that the modern scientific age has lost older knowledge - that in many ways our society is
diminished by that loss.

Relativity in the history of ideas is a very strong argument in Berlin's book. Vico, for instance insisted strongly on the relativity and plurality of cultures, and Berlin comments - "for Vico, men ask different questions of the universe, and their answers are shaped accordingly". Questions of meaning are not easy to raise in the conventional education of our time. Spirituality, that sense of a force underlying the material world, is far less accepted in the twentieth century than it was say in the thirteenth.

Thus Berlin in his study again brings out many of the major themes itemised earlier - the predominence of a world view and the questioning of this, the force of individual ideas which are not powerful at the time but represent what is not being recognised in the major culture, the sense of change and the tragedy of loss. He is interested in the writers that pick up the relatively unconscious ideas of a culture - those things which are not being said.

Thomas Kuhn, as a physicist and a historian of science, made in the sixties a classic contribution to our understanding of changes in scientific thinking in his *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*. It is interesting that in this very different area of human thought, he pays tribute, on the second page of his Preface, to Arthur Lovejoy, who has been "second only to primary source materials in shaping my conception of what the history of scientific ideas can be".

Kuhn is interested in the predominant scientific model of
thinking held at any one time in a community and how this comes to be changed. Normal models he calls paradigms - "these I take to be universally recognised scientific achievements that for a time provide model problems and solutions to a community of practitioners". Later he refers to paradigms as being a term that relates to 'normal science'; "I mean to suggest that some accepted examples of actual scientific practice - examples which lay in law, theory, application, and instrumentation together - provide models from which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific research", for example, Ptolemeic astronomy. He then traces, in theory and practice the anomalies that will arise to question a particular paradigm, that will grow in number and persistence and will eventually shatter a particular paradigm and lead to the emergence of a new one. This is the revolution referred to in the title of the book. Then, as Kuhn states: "though the world does not change with a change in paradigm, the scientist afterwards works in a different world". This incidentally picks up Vico's idea above, that we only get the answers to the questions that we seek. The paradigms, the world views, whose assumptions we accept, we take on board wholesale, not bit by bit. It is not that knowledge constantly grows incrementally throughout human history, at least in science, but that a whole picture of what is 'reality' is built up and subsequently shattered. This is near to Berlin's sense of the loss of ways of seeing from the past, and that our present
Western civilisation may lack much of the understanding taken for granted at other times, in other civilisations. The history of ideas is not a well-developed or clear discipline, but it does provide a framework which gives due weight to an individual writing within a wider stream of ideas: it has a sense of ideas existing and modifying at different levels of consciousness or unconsciousness: and it has a sense both of the continuity of thought and of cultural differences, so that similar ideas may have quite a different meaning in different societies or cultures. These are necessary bases for a study of Assagioli's thought as for any other.

The Sociology of Knowledge
It is neither necessary or appropriate to explore extensively the sociology of knowledge, merely to point out some useful concepts contained within that discipline which are helpful as part of a theoretical understanding of psychosynthesis.

Giddens offers the essential definition that "all understanding is situated in history, and is understanding within a particular frame of reference, tradition or culture". Sociologists stress the social basis of knowledge, the power of knowledge held by the dominant culture and institutionalised in society. There is an emphasis on collectivity, and since Marx there has been an awareness of knowledge being based within the economic and social power structure of society. The acknowledgement of the connections between ideas
and beliefs, and the difficulty or impossibility of being in any existential sense objective about knowledge was beautifully put by Francis Bacon in the seventeenth century: "The human understanding resembles not a dry light, but admits a tincture of the will and the passions, which generate their own system accordingly, for man always believes more readily that which he prefers".12

Mannheim's classic book Ideology and Utopia develops this theme of the differential power of social knowledge. His major thesis, as is indicated by the title, is the overarching division of knowledge into 'ideology' - "those complexes of ideas which direct activity towards the maintenance of the existing order" and 'utopias' - "those complexes of ideas that tend to generate activity towards changes of the prevailing order".13

Clearly ideologies can change into utopias and vice versa. In relation to this thesis, the once predominant religious ideology has on many counts been transformed into a utopian mode of thinking in a society whose major ideology is scientific and materialistic. On the other hand, the spiritual ideas that are discussed in the second part of this study, have always been, by and large, part of the utopian mode. Because they are largely based on personal experience, they have been perceived as 'other' whether in relation to the medieval Catholic church, the Protestant reformation or the modern industrial society - all ideologies that have been, and are, heavily institutionalised in society and strongly power-
ful. The utopian ideas I describe are part of an alternative radical voice which has rarely become powerful, but which is persistant and enduring.

Sociologists of knowledge have continued the development of their conceptual base in the last twenty years through the work of such thinkers as Gouldner in his 1970 *The coming crisis of Western sociology*, the application of Kuhn's work to sociological understanding in general through the writing of Barry Barnes, through Berger and Luckmann's *The social construction of reality*, and through the use of hermeneutics. The movement is towards an understanding that reinstates the individual thinker as an active force in the pursuit of knowledge, though seeing all the time the interaction between his or her inner world and the institutional nature of society around. Interest has developed into unconscious as well as conscious bases of knowledge, and the way that a society constructs its own reality, which to a greater or lesser extent will be accepted by the individual depending on the success of his or her socialisation and the relative power of the inner world of the individual thinker. Experience is taken more seriously now - knowledge is not assumed to only lie in books. All of these shifts in our understanding of the relationship of the inner and outer worlds in the production and application of knowledge, give a particular interest to the study of a writer such as Assagioli, who draws on an old framework, who for a large part of his life was ignored, and whose work is now still very much part of an alternative, not
an element in the mainstream.

The material in this thesis can therefore be seen in the light of these two theoretical disciplines. The material is certainly part of a continuing stream of thought which has always been utopian in Mannheim's sense. The thesis attempts to trace back the thematics of psychosynthesis, both to material that Assagioli acknowledges to have been a direct influence on his way of perceiving the world, such as Plato and Dante, and to material which I would maintain is part of his own historical esoteric stream of thought, which has constant resonances with his own ideas, and to his own direct experience - which even the sociology of knowledge is now ready to take more seriously since the re-emergence of phenomenologically based thinking in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The whole framework of mystical thinking which I would argue is the basis for psychosynthesis exists in an entirely different world from that of science, even though, as we shall see, science sprang out of 'natural magic' in the seventeenth century. Both Assagioli and Jung, among others tried once again to relate these two worlds through their respective theories of the nature of the person, and there is continued interest in the relationship of those two world views today. What both the history of ideas, and the sociology of knowledge can offer is a conceptual base on which to examine this material, and a method of understanding the movement of ideas over time.
Psychosynthesis and the frameworks of theoretical understanding

Assagioli of course was not a great thinker or a great writer - far from it. He was also convinced that he was working as a scientist - he was trained as a doctor and as a psychiatrist. But part of the interest of psychosynthesis for me is that it restates much of the questioning in the twentieth century of the materialism in which we are deeply rooted: like Jungian thinking, it accepts the idea of the unconscious, and of the wisdom contained in the long spiritual tradition of both East and West. And as with Jung, Assagioli was concerned about the state of the whole world - there is a vision, admittedly not well-developed, of a wise and peaceful international world.

It has often been maintained that minor writers can give more of a sense of the time than major figures. Psychosynthesis is based in a hierarchical religious tradition, but because of the openness of its methods of work and its conviction about the potential wisdom of each individual, it accords with the questioning of an articulate minority about many of the values of present society. It is difficult to know the exact significance of the growth and popularity of personal therapy in the twentieth century. It is of course part of the old tradition of healing, and only became possible in its present form with a more explicit awareness of unconscious forces. It is presumably part of the liberal human being's search to make sense of his or her life. Assagioli's approach seems particularly interesting as it was never part
of the 'pathological' model of person. There was always an inbuilt conception of the soul as well as of the personality. Psychosynthesis has potentially a radical element that is not part of many of the psychotherapeutic systems, because it rests on the wisdom of the 'client' and because its vision is about the nature of society as well as the nature of the person: it also rests in the tradition of striving to understand the nature of human reality which has been present in every society and which we know as religious.

Thus this research into psychosynthesis was triggered by my considerable curiosity about the origins of the ideas in the framework Assagioli presents, but which he does not explain: as the spiritual origins of much of the material became clearer, and more intriguing, the relationship between Assagioli's self-identification as a scientist and a clinician and this material becomes most interesting, and the relationship between science and mysticism became part of my search. The emergence of 'Transpersonal psychotherapy' seemed to me more clearly a twentieth century rewriting of much older patterns, tackling a split that now exists between psychology and religion. This search has uncovered to me older utopian frameworks of theory and experience which throw much light on our present struggling theories of the nature of the person, and maybe of the development of the human race. Perhaps it is true that in the twentieth century we have forgotten much of what people in the past once knew. The idea and experience of 'synthesis' may have compelling relevance to us on many levels and over
many historical periods.

A brief outline of the argument of the book

In the first Part of this book I trace the conceptual architecture of Assagioli's scheme of the theory and practice of psychosynthesis, and in this have tried to keep as far as possible close to his own words. This puts more emphasis on his basic theory than on the variety of psychotherapeutic practices - more time is spent, for instance looking at the nature of symbols and myths than would be initially thought appropriate from looking at his own work, but in this I have been most interested in looking at the assumptions underlying his propositions. I have used in this description his own books, his articles most of which are updated and unpublished except within the Psychosynthesis Institutes, and also his notes that have been catalogued in his own library in Florence. I have also used the few psychosynthesis journals, particularly Synthesis which was published in America in the mid 1970s.

Articles and books by psychosynthesis teachers are categorised with Assagioli's own work in a separate bibliography in the back of this thesis. These have also been extensively used in the first part.

For the history and development of the psychosynthesis chapter, I have used again material from his own library and books, evidence by people given to me verbally by people who
knew him, particularly Diana Whitmore, the Director of the Trust for the Furtherance of Psychosynthesis and Education in London, Dr Piero Ferrucci and Michal Eastcott. All the material in this chapter has been checked by Dr Piero Ferrucci and by Dr Eugene Smith who is writing a biography of Roberto Assagioli in Boston, USA.

In the second part of the thesis, I have used the framework of the history of ideas and the sociology of knowledge discussed in this chapter to reflect on the probabilities of some of the origins of psychosynthesis. Some of the ideas of Part Two seem directly causal to Assagioli's beliefs, others seem influential only, a third category seem part of a general world view, and a fourth stress the significance of direct spiritual experience in the formulation of an individual's view of the world. Most of this research is based on available literature, mostly in English libraries but also in Assagioli's own library in Florence.

At the end of the second Part of the study, I reflect on what we can legitimately say about the influences of Assagioli's theory of psychosynthesis, and how we can understand the antecedents of this most interesting twentieth century psychotherapy. At the end of the study, I have to reconcile the religious and mystical strands of thought running through psychosynthesis with Dr Assagioli's identification of himself as a clinician and scientist. I also reflect on these frameworks of ideas in relationship to the structural analysis of
psychosynthesis theory contained in the first section of the book. I maintain throughout that the mystical stream of thinking and belief is an integral and largely unacknowledged part of Dr Assagioli's framework.
PART ONE

PSYCHOSYNTHESIS: HISTORY AND CONCEPTS
Preface

Psychosynthesis is rooted in the early part of the twentieth century. It was founded on the theory of the person based on drives and instincts which was current at that time, and on the discoveries about working with unconscious material promulgated by Freud and Jung in their great psychoanalytic international conferences held before the first world war. But from the beginning, both Jung and Assagioli held that the unconscious is potential as well as problem, and that the two are related: it is in working through the past, the defences that are no longer useful, and the Shadow, that the potential can be reached: creativity springs from these areas beyond the rational and the everyday mind.

Psychosynthesis, like any other living theory, has developed over time and will continue to evolve. The term 'psychosynthesis' had been used before Roberto Assagioli adopted it as the most appropriate description of his scheme of transpersonal, personal and social therapy. In the Freud/Jung letters\(^1\), Jung mentions the first system of psychosynthesis, advanced by Bezzola and reported to the Amsterdam Psychoanalytic Conference in the year 1907. Freud irritably remarked that this earlier version of psychosynthesis was just the same as psychoanalysis - 'after all', he wrote, 'if we try to analyse to find the repressed fragments, it is only in order to put them together again'\(^2\).
Assagioli used the Italian 'psicosintesi' when he opened his first Institute in 1926, but in English he translated the term as 'psychosynthesis'. His synthesis is distinguished from almost all other therapies, including Jungian, by its specific and explicit techniques to put the 'repressed fragments' back together again.

In Chapter 3, I will describe first of all Assagioli's life-story as it relates to the formulation of psychosynthesis as a method of working - the early years in contact with the beginnings of the psychoanalytic movement; the long period of time working in Italy founding and developing the theory and practice, from about 1913 to the mid 1950s, 40 years at least, in relative obscurity; and the final flowering from the late 1950s to his death in 1974. Psychosynthesis continues to flourish in its many centres round the world, and some of its old forms give way to new ones, influenced most particularly by new theories of scientific knowledge, and a renewed acknowledgement of the feminine.

The next three chapters (5-6) give the 'egg-shaped diagram', the picture of the nature of the person that Assagioli used from at least the 1930s onward, and which has links both with the Kabbalah and the philosophers stone. I am presenting this material as closely to the way that Assagioli gave it as possible, but am throughout concerned to pick up the assumptions contained in this work, and both the roots of these assumptions and how they may be changing. Chapters 5 and 6 similarly go on to consider in more detail
the theory of subpersonalities and of the superconscious energies, looking at the origins of the models and their developing use.

Chapters 7 and 8 move more explicitly to a consideration of 'the unconscious' as a concept: the way it has developed, and its roots in symbols, dreams and fairytales: and then the use of particular techniques used over time to get in touch with this material, from projective techniques to Gestalt. The development of so many techniques is an indication of a technological and scientific age - though spiritual disciplines have always been used throughout history as a method of self-development and guides along the spiritual path.

The final chapter in this section is on the idea of synthesis as developed by Assagioli - not only personal self-development, but the extension of the idea to social forces, in couples, families, groups, whole societies, and, in fact, the whole of the human race in its relationship with the world in which it lives. This vision is always implicit in Assagioli's material and springs from his wide reading in spiritual views of the universe. This whole account of psychosynthesis, contained in Chapters 4-8, is a description given, as it were, from the inside. The purpose is not to evaluate the theory at this point, but to offer it as a starting-point for the investigation of its roots, and its significance as a framework for understanding and working with the human situation.

By the end of this part of the work, the two strands
of mysticism and spirituality, and science and technology, will already have appeared. The next part of the book will go on to investigate some of the deep roots of these two strands of thought as they most influenced Assagioli, and as they stretch back through the centuries.
Chapter 3
The history and development of psychosynthesis

The early period 1888-1926

Roberto Assagioli was born Roberto Grego on 27th February 1888 in Venice. His mother was Elena Kaula (1863-1925), who married Grego or Greco (Christian name unknown); Grego died when Roberto was very young, and his mother remarried, Alessandro Assagioli, whose surname Roberto assumed. He was often known, in fact, as Roberto Grego Assagioli.¹

He was brought up in a cultured upper middle class Jewish family. His education was a typically classical one, including five years of Greek and eight of Latin, together with the study of several other languages. In his own home, Italian, French and English were all spoken and he was always comfortably tri-lingual. He also undertook German when he was eight, and Russian and Sanskrit at the University of Florence after 1906. Like all Italian school-children, he was very familiar with Dante Alighieri's work, particularly the Divine Comedy, and it is recorded that he was particularly impressed by his teacher of Dante. The influences of Plato and Dante show directly in psychosynthesis, and were a constant source of inspiration to him all his life.

He lived in Venice until he went to medical school in Florence in 1906. Throughout his childhood he was devoted to his parents, who encouraged him to visit many European countries, including Russia. It was to this early exposure
to many great cultures and ways of living that he felt he owed the width and depth of his own perception. His mother became a Theosophist, and this opened to him the fields of spiritual and esoteric knowledge early in his life. He was interested in Jewish culture and continued to receive Jewish newspapers and take part in Jewish organizations for most of his life. He also became a mountain climber - a key image in psychosynthesis.

Assagioli trained as a medical student in Florence from 1906 and lived for much of his life in this city. Both in Venice and in Florence, the great artistic achievements of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance constantly surround the citizen. That particular synthesis of Greek, humanistic and religious ideas, resulting in supreme painting, sculpture and architecture, assisted his strong appreciation of music, art and nature. It was also a synthesis he attempted in his own work.

In an article, which is undated and unsigned, on the history of psychosynthesis, it is stated that Assagioli was writing and publishing articles on psychological disciplines and therapies in the early 1900s. He was also studying Max Muller's translations of mystical and Theosophical writing at this time. His first article we know of in 1906 was entitled 'Gli effetti del riso e le loro applicazioni pedagogiche' - on the effects of laughter and its relation to education: this later became known as his paper 'Smiling wisdom'. At this time Assagioli seems to have been working on the boundaries of medicine, education and religion, a
combination of interests which were to form the basis of psychosynthesis. It is recorded that he attended international conferences on the history of religions (William James' book on the varieties of religious experience had come out in 1902) and on moral education, in England in 1908, and his contributions were reported in the review Scientia. He met there many orientalists including Coomaraswamy. In that year he also gave a paper at the International Congress for Philosophy on the similarities between the German mystic J.G. Hamann and Ralph Waldo Emerson, the American transcendentalist. ⁴

The early years of the century were an exciting time in the development of knowledge. Religions and religious knowledge were being re-examined: scientific and technological knowledge was burgeoning in every field - Einstein was just beginning to publish material; education was being questioned and re-assessed by people such as Froebel, Montessori, and later Steiner; Eastern philosophies and religions were recognized by some groups as having an ancient wisdom to offer the West; and the nature of the person was being investigated, the unconscious being scientifically studied, particularly of course by Freud. The first International Congress for Psychiatry was held in Amsterdam in September 1907. Throughout his life Assagioli used material from an enormous range of disciplines and interests, and this seems consistent with the great growth of new knowledge in many fields which he experienced during this formative period.
That Assagioli was clearly among the people identified with psychoanalysis at this early stage is confirmed in the Freud/Jung letters. Jung wrote to Freud in 1909,

The birds of passage are moving in, i.e. the people who visit one. Among them is a very pleasant and perhaps valuable acquaintance, our first Italian, a Doctor Assagioli from the psychiatric school in Florence. Professor Tanzi assigned him our work for a dissertation. The young man is very intelligent, seems to be extremely knowledgeable and is an enthusiastic follower, who is entering the new territory with proper brio. He wants to visit you next spring.5

There are further reports of Assagioli in the letters. In 1909 he contributed an abstract to the Jahrbuch für Psychoanalytische und Psychopathologische Forschungen, the psychoanalytic journal, on psychoanalytic activity in Italy6; in 1910, Freud reports that he had 'received a letter from Assagioli in Florence, in perfect German, incidentally'7, and later on in the year Jung reported both that Assagioli would contribute to the Jahrbuch, and also that he formed one of his 'group' of 19 members, which acted as a study group.

In 1910, Assagioli produced his doctoral thesis, a critical study of psychoanalytic theory, presumably the dissertation assigned to him by Tanzi: this, Assagioli later said, was received 'with benign indifference'8. In the obituary printed after his death in 1974, it is stated:
In 1910 Assagioli, the young medical student, introduced the important discoveries of Sigmund Freud to his professors in Florence .... he simultaneously - in 1910 - laid the groundwork for a critique of that same psychoanalysis. He saw that it was only partial .... Assagioli's purpose was to create a scientific psychology which encompassed the whole of man - creativity and will, joy and wisdom, as well as the impulses and drives. Moreover, he wanted psychology to be practical - not merely an understanding of how we live, but an aid to helping us live better, more fully, according to the best which is within us.  

After taking his doctoral degree, Assagioli trained in psychiatry with Bleuler. Eugen Bleuler was the Director of the Burghölzli, a huge hospital in Zürich at which Jung had worked (also under Bleuler) from 1900. Bleuler and Jung had a rather wider range of patients here than Freud, as the hospital took all classes of people and was residential. Bleuler was the director, with Freud, of the aforementioned Jahrbuch, with Jung as editor; in 1911 he coined the word 'schizophrenia' to denote the 'splitting of the mind' as it was then perceived.

At the time when Assagioli was training with Bleuler, Bleuler was increasingly critical of Freud. It is worthwhile quoting one of Bleuler's letters to Freud, as they indicate something of the schisms of the early psychoanalytic movement, and issues about the nature of the knowledge that was
being produced in psychoanalysis. Bleuler wrote to Freud on being pressed to re-join the International Psychoanalytical Association,

There is a difference between us which I decided I shall point out to you, although I am afraid it will make it emotionally more difficult for you to come to an agreement. For you evidently it became the aim and interest of your whole life to establish firmly your theory and to secure its acceptance .... For me, the theory is only one new truth among many truths .... For me, it is not a major issue, whether the validity of these views will be recognised a few years sooner or later. I am therefore less tempted than you to sacrifice my whole personality for the advancement of the cause.

Within a few months he was to add that while

.... the principle of all or nothing is necessary for religious sects and for political parties .... for science I consider it harmful ....

Two years later he was to be even more specific.

Scientifically, I still do not understand why for you it is so important that the whole edifice (of psychoanalysis) should be accepted. But I remember I told you once that no matter how great your scientific accomplishments are, psychologically you impress me as an artist...
This theme of the validity and basis of psychotherapeutic knowledge was thus an issue, and seen as one by some adherents, from the start. Freud, Jung and Assagioli all believed themselves to be scientists; and yet their theories, even without the added complication of spiritual knowledge, have also been called elaborate metaphors, drawing on a different kind of truth from the rational Western tradition. There is considerable evidence to say that Freud wished at all costs to protect his theory in toto; Jung was more speculative throughout; and Assagioli accepted that his whole theory was provisional. The nature of the knowledge at the base of all psychodynamic theories has throughout this century been contentious.

After his training, Assagioli practised as a psychiatrist in Italy, where he continued to develop his particular understanding of therapy. From 1912-15 he published a series of articles in Psiche, a Florence-based journal which he founded and which stopped publication in 1915 with the war. After the war he published most of his work in the journal Ultra. It is stated in the paper on the history of psychosynthesis that his articles tended to have a somewhat 'explosive' effect on the culture of the time.

During the first world war, Assagioli served as a doctor and non-combatant. He lived in Rome during the period between the two wars. He met and married his wife, Nella, a Roman Catholic and a Theosophist, in the 1920s. They were married for forty years and had one son, Ilario.
The consolidation of ideas up to the second world war

Assagioli continued his own wide research throughout the period between the wars; he was in touch, amongst others, with Croce, Tagore and Inayat Khan, a Sufi leader. He was influenced by Steiner, Suzuki and Ouspensky. He grew particularly close to Alice Bailey, an English spiritual leader, and they formed part of a circle of friends committed to a study of the spiritual basis of life.

Through the 20s and 30s, Assagioli was meeting or in touch with such leading thinkers as Jung, Keyserling and Buber, to whom he felt particularly close. His concerns grew outward from individual therapy and education to concern with the social situation of the world. The forces of fascism and war were gathering, and from 1922 to 1943 Italy was ruled by Mussolini.

In 1926 the Istituto di Cultura e Terapia Psichica - Institute of Psychic Culture and Therapy¹² was founded by Assagioli in Rome. It was based on psychosynthesis for individual therapy and in relation to education, 'to foster new guidelines in the field of education'.

In 1927 the Institute published a book in English called A New Method of Treatment - Psychosynthesis. The historical article already quoted gives an outline of the aims, which are addressed 'in particular to all those who suffer in mind or body'. This includes those with physical ailments who can combine psychosynthesis with other treatment; people with neurotic or nervous symptoms; 'the shy, the sensitive, the emotionally polarised, the despondent and the discour-
aged who aspire to become calmer, stronger and more courageous'; those who wish to 'strengthen the memory' and also to exert more awareness and control over their own feelings; those disturbed by drug-taking or addictions, or those tempted to suicide; and 'those desirous of learning how better to educate their children or pupils'.

The motto for psychosynthesis at that time was 'Know thyself - possess thyself - transform thyself'. Annual courses of lectures were given at the Institute: the 1928 theme was 'The energies latent in us and their use in education and medicine', which was about the possible reconciliation of the conflicting elements in the personality, being then harnessed to a higher synthesis. The interests in the relationship of mind, body and spirit, and in education, have continued in the psychosynthesis centres up until the present.

The work continued in the 1930s. Assagioli published two major articles during these years which later became the first two chapters of his book Psychosynthesis. The Hibbert Journal, a prestigious quarterly review of religion, theology and philosophy, published in England and making available the work of many well-known writers in these fields, offered both these articles in English.

'Dynamic psychology and psychosynthesis' appeared in the edition 1933-4. Assagioli describes something of the last 40-50 years of the small but growing group of people investigating 'the phenomenon and mysteries of the human psyche'. He discusses Janet, Freud, Adler and Jung ('who
even admits a transcendental self between the ordinary and subconscious selves') and their exploration of unconscious material. He is also interested in describing developments in psychobiology, in investigations of psychic phenomena, in William James and Evelyn Underhill and their publications on religious experience and mystic states\textsuperscript{14}, and in Keyserling with his synthesis of Eastern and Western thinking.

It is in this article that his 'egg-shaped diagram' of the human psyche was first published in English: this picture of the nature of the person is used up to the present time in psychosynthesis and is fully described and discussed in the next chapters. In the diagram he clearly links together work with the unconscious with a realization of the Self, a continuing dominant theme in psychosynthesis. He offers psychosynthesis as a framework for people who want to live their lives with freedom and control and 'who refuse to submit passively to the play of psychological forces which are going on within them'. He extends his analysis from the individual to the social:

Thus, inverting the analogy of a man being a combination of many elements which are more or less coordinated, each man may be considered as an element or cell of a human group; this group, in its turn, forms associations with vaster and more complex groups from the family group to town and district groups and to social classes; from workers' unions and employers'
associations to the great national groups, and from these to the entire human family.

His emphasis throughout is on synthesis rather than analysis.

'Spiritual development and its attendant maladies' appeared in the Hibbert Journal in 1937-8. Assagioli in this discusses the alternative to 'letting yourself live' by searching for a meaning and a spiritual awakening. He describes the traps (such as being led into psychic investigations) and the despair that can attend the searcher's journey: he describes the melancholy that can be experienced, 'the dark night of the soul', but also the potentiality of a vision of glory. Assagioli writes that there is a possibility of therapy at every stage of this journey. It is a journey that many people, trapped by an uninspiring model of normality in our present society, will not make; but the search for meaning in every human being is fundamental and can be activated - often by pain and loss - and aided. This article later became the chapter 'Self-realization and psychological disturbances' in the book Psychosynthesis.

At this time, of course, the fascist organizations were well in power in Italy and Germany. In 1936 the Istituto di Psicosintesi aroused the suspicions of the Italian government, 'whose growing hostility towards his humanitarian and international activities made his work increasingly difficult and eventually forced him to close the Istituto
in 1938. Freud was forced to leave Vienna in 1938, and psychoanalytic organizations were closed down. Assagioli, also Jewish, now in his fifties and living under an increasingly repressive regime, had at times to take refuge from the Italian authorities. He was imprisoned in 1938 for a month because of his interest in peace and internationalism, and both he and his son Ilario had to hide for a period in the Italian countryside. His son died in the early 50s from tuberculosis of the bones, probably contracted during this period.

From the end of the second world war up to 1974 and Assagioli's death
From 1946 psychosynthesis became more international, both in terms of conferences and internationally published articles. From the selected list in Psychosynthesis, Assagioli published work in Italy, America and France during the 1950s. In 1958, the Psychosynthesis Research Foundation was opened in the USA at Valmy near Delaware, teaching and publishing psychosynthesis material until 1976. The Istituto di Psicosintesi resumed its work, this time based in Florence, with branches in Rome and Bologna. In 1959 and 1960, conferences were held in Paris and London, with Assagioli attending and speaking.

In 1960, the Greek Centre for Psychosynthesis was founded by Triant Triantafyllou, and publication of material began in Greece. In 1960 also, the first international week of psychosynthesis took place in Switzerland, with repre-
sentatives from nine nations present. In 1961, the new Institute in Florence took an active part in the Fifth International Conference of Psychotherapy in Vienna, with Assagioli giving a paper on 'Psychosynthesis and existential psychotherapy' and chairing a symposium on psychoanalysis. The second international week of psychosynthesis was held later in 1961, followed by a third a year later.

Psychosynthesis seems to have been more classically psychodynamic in technique in the 1950s and 60s than it is now. However, a considerable range of techniques were then being developed and were clearly of interest to other therapists during this period. In an incident mentioned by Laura Huxley in 1954 in her introduction to Piero Ferrucci's book What We May Be, her patient freely entered into some mystical state, and she knew that Assagioli was an expert in the relationship of the soul to the personality.

One indication of the difference in emphasis and range, comparing the 1920s psychosynthesis with that of the 1950s and 60s, is the statement of aims of the old and new Italian Institutes. In 1961, the work was to be systematized into five different fields:

i) individual culture, constituting the necessary preparation for functioning in all other fields;

ii) the psychotherapeutic field: as a training for doctors and therapists;

iii) the educational field: for parents and teachers, concerned with better and more modern educational matters;

iv) the field of interpersonal relations: particularly
relating to couples - marriage, parent and child, teacher and pupil, therapist and patient;
v) the field of group and social relations: concerned with polarities between individual and group, between different social groups, 'having in view the psychosynthesis of the whole of humanity'.

This could still be a description of the concerns of psychosynthesis. Work with the individual is the most thoroughly developed, but the wider concerns are clearly there. Assagioli was increasingly concerned with the state of the world as well as with the individual, seeing the relationship between the two problems.

In his contact with the United States in the 1960s, Assagioli came to know of and sympathize with the work of such therapists and writers as Fromm, Rogers and Maslow. His work became more international in every sense. At the end of his life he really seems to have experienced an extended Indian summer, and an appreciation of his work greater than he had so far received. As his obituary states: 'it was only in the late sixties that, with the suddenness born out of great and massive need, his book and other writings were taken up by thousands'. The reason for this and for the sudden growth of psychosynthesis will be part of the discussion at a later point in this study.

In the mid-sixties, an international conference was held by the Institutes on the education and problems of young people and particularly very able children: Assagioli
was particularly gifted in working with children. Centres in psychosynthesis were also opened at this time in India, Japan and Argentina.

Several attempts seem to have been made to set up an Institute in England, following conferences in London and Assagioli's frequent visits to England. In 1964/5, a centre called 'Psychosynthesis in Education, an Association for Personal and Spiritual Integration' was established in London by Dr William Forbes Robinson, but this seems to have been quite limited. Involved in this first attempt to establish psychosynthesis in England were Dr Martin Israel, Geoffrey Leytham who is a Trustee of the present Trust, Sir George Trevelyan and Dr Cirinei from Italy. The present Trust for the Furtherance of Psychosynthesis and Education was a re-establishment in 1980 by Lady Diana Whitmore, who had trained with Dr Assagioli, of the original foundation. In 1974, a second organization, the present Institute of Psychosynthesis, was set up in London, at Mill Hill, and is now based in Central London.

Centres were formed in the 1960s and 70s in Padua, Italy, and in many places in the USA - California, Vermont, Pasadena, Kentucky, Boston, etc. Other groups have formed in most European countries, notably Holland. Both Canada and Mexico have founded groups. Assagioli was against centralization and control, and it is now difficult to know even the number of psychosynthesis centres in the world and to keep track of their opening and occasional closure. Contacts seem to be informal, personal and between particular Insti-
tutes. It is a network rather than a formal international organization. It continues to develop and evolve, and both theory and practice are modified from Assagioli's original forms in the many centres in the world. In 1980, there was an International Conference in Italy, and in 1983 a further one in Toronto, Canada.

It is similarly difficult to sum up what psychosynthesis is or may mean. One author writes:

Neither a doctrine, nor a "school" of psychology, nor an exclusive method of self-culture, therapy and education, it could be defined principally as a general attitude, a tendency towards, and a series of activities aiming at, integration and synthesis in every field. No one can claim to be its exclusive representative; it cannot therefore be represented by any "superorganization". Its external organization can be regarded not as a solar system, but rather as a constellation.20

In the organization, as in the theory, Assagioli refused to tie himself down, or to impose a framework.

Thus psychosynthesis, after being conceived in the intellectually exciting and buoyant period at the beginning of the twentieth century, went through a long period of gestation in Italy, being always developed by Assagioli through practice with clients. He wrote many short articles through this period, and some were published, in Italy and elsewhere. It was not until the 1960s that the theory and practice became thoroughly international again, then spreading
to many countries in a network of Institutes. It was only
towards the end of his life that Assagioli was persuaded
to publish his two books, in 1965 and in the year of his
death, 1974.

He was always in touch with a wide range of fellow
philosophers and therapists, and collected books on a most
catholic range of interests in a library which is still
open to the public in his house at Florence. Towards the
end of his life he was visited by countless people of many
nationalities as a man of wisdom, humour and originality:
and he is written of with great love and respect.
Chapter 4
The nature of the person

Every social theory has an implicit view of human nature. When psychology began as a discipline at the end of the nineteenth century, it was based in an analytic, biological view of social science: interest was in the component parts of the person, and particularly in the biological 'realities' of brain, memory and so on, that could be empirically studied. When psychoanalysis emerged during the early part of the twentieth century, it produced the notion of 'personality', about the reality of someone's presence in the world. As the century has progressed, 'personality' as a notion has changed and modified with every new School. Some psychologies and psychotherapies have drawn maps of the nature of the person, a diagrammatic and necessarily static notion of a complex living reality: all have proposed conceptual statements to define what a person is.¹

In psychosynthesis, the person is a soul and has a personality. Each personality, as in all other theories, is that complex combination of drives, defences, roles, learned adaptations and consciousness, that lives in the world and is a unique being; in some quite remarkable way unlike any other being that exists - qualitatively different; and yet subject to universal laws, social and biological causes, and learned behaviour that is common to all, and which makes for patterns of action, describable and
analysable illnesses, cultures and similarities of behaviour across cultures that are discernably 'human'.

Most psychologies and psychotherapies are interested just in the personality. It is only in recent years that a variety known as 'transpersonal psychotherapy' has emerged, which combines, or perhaps reintegrates, psychology and the personality, with theology and the soul - two disciplines and two concepts that have been firmly separated in our materialistic Western world.

In psychosynthesis I say that the person has a personality and is a soul, because that relationship is basic to the map of the person that Assagioli first published in the 1930s and used for the rest of his life. However, personalities in the world are obvious to us all: souls are only present for those with eyes to see. Assagioli's view of synthesis is of becoming more and more aware of soul, not only in oneself but also in others. His view, which is the view of most spiritual disciplines, is that soul is basic and enduring, and that personality, though essential for being in the world, is relatively superficial and changeable - though often, of course, only with a good deal of difficulty. The soul is the context, the home, the 'unmoved mover': the personality is full of content, learned responses, and is dynamic. It is easy to recognize and relate to the personality, both in oneself and in others: the soul may in many people never be recognized in any explicit way. This applies not only to the soul of the individual person, but the soul of all humanity - 'the still, sad music of
humanity', as Wordsworth wrote.

The classic psychosynthesis 'egg-shaped diagram' was first published in English translation in the *Hibbert Journal* in 1933-4. Assagioli describes the drawing as 

\[\ldots\] a conception of the constitution of the human being in his living concrete reality \ldots\ It is, of course, a crude and elementary picture that can give only a structural, static, almost "anatomical" representation of our inner constitution, while it leaves out its dynamic aspect, which is the most important and essential one \ldots it is important not to lose sight of the main lines and of the fundamental differences; otherwise the multiplicity of details is liable to obscure the picture as a whole and to prevent our realizing the respective significance, purpose, and value of its different parts.\(^3\)

In other words, like any good map, the diagram is presented as a tool to the reader, an over-simplifier of complex reality, and good enough until something better emerges. This follows the earlier twentieth century models of the person, which also inevitably used simplifications. It is still used as a basic conceptual tool in psychosynthesis training. Piero Ferrucci describes the diagram as representing 'our total psyche'\(^4\).
A map of the person

1. The Lower Unconscious
2. The Middle Unconscious
3. The Higher Unconscious or Superconscious
4. The Field of Consciousness
5. The Conscious Self or "I"
6. The Higher Self (or Soul)
7. The Collective Unconscious

In this rather complicated looking picture, there are three main parts: consciousness, which is our everyday reality, and which includes 'the field of consciousness'; unconsciousness, which is spatially speaking the greater area in most people - consciousness may be to unconsciousness the tip of the iceberg; and awareness and soul - the 'I' and the Higher Self.

Assagioli's assumption is that most people live within a relatively small field of consciousness - the less aware a person is, the smaller this field will be. He depicts the unconscious as being divided and hierarchical - the lower unconscious is the past, past patterns, the basic drives, and past adaptations, the higher unconscious or superconscious is potential, and the collective unconscious the history of the human race that we carry with us unconscious-
ly, as well as consciously through historical knowledge. The 'I' is our personal centre of awareness, a centre which many people are hardly aware of but which is highly developed through self-awareness and self-knowledge: and the Higher Self is the potential which is aligned with the 'I' and of which the 'I' is a pale reflection. The conscious personality is only the field of consciousness, and it is this area that is generally dealt with by conventional psychology. Any psychology that draws on an assumption of the existence of unconsciousness would be concerned with sections 1, 2, and perhaps 7 on the diagram. But it is really only transpersonal psychologies that are concerned with the superconscious and the Higher Self. The 'I' is variously dealt with in different psychological maps of the person in the different Schools of psychotherapy.

In the model there is a dotted line between all the aspects of the person. This is to indicate that there is movement between them, that they can affect each other. And of course the different proportions change within a lifetime, particularly in a person concerned with spiritual growth and with awareness.

The field of consciousness (4 in the diagram)
This is our living, everyday reality, the part 'of which we are directly aware: the incessant flow of sensations, images, thoughts, feelings, desires, and impulses, which we can observe, analyse, and judge'. Assagioli holds that this can be the total of which an unreflective person is
aware. He writes:

.... the "man in the street" and even many well-educated people do not take the trouble to observe themselves and to discriminate; they drift on the surface of the "mind-stream" and identify themselves with its successive waves, with the changing contents of their consciousness. 8

Consciousness is often unreflective, determined by the many personal and social forces which have formed us.

He points out that we, in this unaware state, are largely at the mercy of these forces. 'We must realize that we are all the time possessed, even obsessed, by all the conditioning of our background and current life.' 9 We seem in many ways to be almost entirely the product of our genetics, our personal environment and the society in which we live. We seem more like the creatures of our environment rather than the creators of it, in the grip of forces much stronger than ourselves and which we do not understand, whether these forces be biological, psychological or social. Indeed, it is often difficult for an ordinary person to see where his or her sense of freedom could originate: many people have, in fact, little or no sense of freedom in their lives.

This part of the personality could easily, without reflection, be regarded as the whole, because it is most accessible to us. But the development of depth psychology in this century has made it clearer and clearer that con-
Consciousness is only a small part of the whole. There has been an acknowledgement throughout human history that awareness beyond the conscious is possible for the individual human being, through dreams, religious experience and creativity of every kind; this is where the field of consciousness relates to unconscious material. Also it is clear that people can change and grow with awareness; this is where the field of consciousness becomes more attuned to and guided by the 'I'. It is part of psychosynthesis theory that the field of consciousness, through processes of reflection, can change and grow, and the whole of consciousness can become imbued with a different quality - no longer asleep and no longer merely determined by conditioning.

The middle unconscious (2 in the diagram)
This is the most immediate layer of unconscious material and is sometimes called the preconscious. It is, in Freud's view, the anteroom of consciousness. Assagioli described it as being

.... formed of psychological elements similar to those of our waking consciousness and easily accessible to it. In this inner region our various experiences are assimilated, our ordinary mental and imaginative activities are elaborated and developed in a sort of psychological gestation before their birth into the light of consciousness.
It is in this area that memories that are easily brought to mind are stored, that our everyday lives are routinely processed. It is the first step into that other world beyond the mundane and the everyday.

The relationship between the field of consciousness and this first area of unconsciousness is well described by David Stafford-Clark in writing about Freud: 'consciousness is the spotlight which, sweeping the arena, lights up just that area on which it falls. Everything outside its illumination, but within its range, is preconsciousness.' The boundary between the ordinary everyday world and this region is thin and flexible.

The lower unconscious (l in the diagram)

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, before Freud, and with the values of the Enlightenment and the idea of progress, it was assumed that the human being was becoming more and more rational, and fully civilized. Dark forces were acknowledged, of course, but it was generally assumed that with the progress of science and rationality, the fully reasonable person would appear - indeed was already there in civilized society.

It was this assumption that Freud questioned, with his systematic ability to discern and get in touch with the unconscious processes in people. He saw the significance of dreams as a real communication of the unconscious to the conscious; slips of the tongue, mistakes, and illnesses manifested in ordinary living began to be acknowledged as
effects of processes going on beyond our consciousness. Many hitherto unexplained phenomena came to be seen as part of the war between the strong libidinal sexual forces of the id (the drives) and the superego (the conscience). Most of Freud's work, and most of psychoanalysis, is concerned with what Assagioli came to define as the lower unconscious.

The lower unconscious is connected in all sorts of ways to childhood. In childhood all unconscious is one. As Sue Patman writes:

In the beginning, at our birth, the unconscious is both the lower and the higher unconscious. There is no division and no consciousness with which to make a division or a separation between them. As consciousness forms, however, and the differentiation is made between conscious and unconscious, so time becomes a reality and with the experience of time comes the division between the lower unconscious and the superconscious, past and future, what is and what was and what could be. What is, is consciousness; what was, is the lower unconscious; what could be, is the superconscious. The aim of synthesis is to reduce this trinity back to a fully conscious oneness.

She describes how the different parts separate through the long years of childhood in order for the person to develop his or her own personality and individuality - and separateness and isolation. She writes again:
We enter into the lower unconscious via childhood experiences because that is where we come from. The lower unconscious is not our childhood, but our childhood is the path we took from our unconscious state to our conscious state. Memories of childhood are therefore a very powerful tool we can use to return to the unconscious with our consciousness and carry our healing.\textsuperscript{12}

It is particularly interesting to link awareness of time - indeed the very concept of time - with the division into the conscious or unconscious experience. It is these deep dark regions, usually envisaged as a sea or a cave, in which our roots seem to lie - and also from which our problems both personally and as a species seem to spring. But it is also from here that our life force springs.

Assagioli took a hierarchical view of the person and reckoned this element of the personality to be definitely 'lower'. He writes that the lower unconscious contains

\ldots the elementary psychological activities which direct the life of the body; the intelligent co-ordination of bodily functions; the fundamental drives and primitive urges; many complexes, charged with intense emotion; dreams and imaginations of an inferior kind; lower, uncontrolled parapsychological processes; various pathological manifestations such as phobias, obsessions, compulsive urges and paranoid delusions.\textsuperscript{13}

Assagioli would no doubt have agreed with the description of the Freudian 'unconscious' (the 'lower unconscious' of
psychosynthesis) as the cellar of the house of the personality: in other words, it is only the foundation of the whole person, and there are still the main rooms to be explored, as well as the attic with the window open to the sky. Maslow wrote in 1968, 'it is as if Freud supplied to us the sick half of psychology and we must now fill it out with the healthy half'. In older spiritual philosophies this part of the person was seen as primeval, as 'the beast', from which strength but also evil sprang: both exist together and are intertwined.

The higher unconscious or superconscious (3 in the diagram) This is potential, an area to which many people only have occasional access. It is glimpses of 'what we might be' if we lived more from the soul and less from the personality. It is the window into the sky. Assagioli writes that it is from this region we receive our higher intuitions and inspirations - artistic, philosophical or scientific, ethical "imperatives" and urges to humanitarian and heroic action. It is the source of the higher feelings, such as altruistic love; of genius and of the states of contemplation, illumination, and ecstacy. In this realm are latent the higher psychic functions and spiritual energies.15

In Assagioli's picture, the superconscious is a reflection from the Higher Self of all goodness, to which we can have greater and greater access with awareness. This
picture assumes that human nature is basically good, which is a view diametrically opposed to the Freudian assumption, and different from the Jungian, in which the forces of good and evil are rather evenly balanced. In Assagioli's model, forces from the superconscious are available to us all our lives, but they often become distorted: for instance, sensitivity in early childhood can easily become transmuted into fear - many people carry with them a 'frightened child' for much of their lives: or a person can have a vision of greatness - it is certainly arguable that Hitler did - but it can become mixed with forces of hate and cruelty. Assagioli's view is that at the roots of all actions are good intentions: even within the worst manifestations of the human spirit, there is a superconscious force that has become distorted. Erich Fromm wrote a book on The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness, in which he maintained that destruction is basically 'unlived life', good instincts that have not been able to be lived in a straightforward way, and have turned sour. It is life, he maintains, that is not lived from the aware centre, the 'I', but from a place where actions emanate from unconsciousness. This is echoes the fable of the angel who falls from heaven and becomes a devil.16

In Assagioli's view, we may become more and more aware of the superconscious, and more attuned to the forces of love, beauty, tenderness, power and true knowledge that are always present if we can discern them. As awareness of the 'I' and the Higher Self grows, the field of consciousness
can enlarge to become aware of more superconscious material. But the personality has to be strong enough to cope with the power of superconscious material - one definition of madness offered in the psychosynthesis training might be of a person who has glimpses of the higher unconscious but whose personality cannot stand this experience. Knowledge and awareness of the soul can only be coped with by a strong and growing personality, which has come well enough to terms with the forces of the lower unconscious and is well centred in the strength of the 'I'.

Abraham Maslow called people in touch with superconscious material 'transcending self-actualizers' - an ugly but explicit title. He regarded these as people who not only had come to terms with living successfully in the world, but those who were spiritually aware and who grew in the spirit. Mystics and saints clearly fall within this category: but so do many millions of people who are aware, as the Quakers say, of 'the God within', in contact with the power and soul within themselves. Such people are more likely to follow their own inner light than to believe in outside rules and dogmas, though they may - or may not - mainly conform with them.

Superconscious material emanates from the Higher Self in this diagram: it is the dynamic force, potentially in touch with all areas of the psyche. The Higher Self, like the 'I', is a still centre, the source of the power.
The conscious self, or 'I' (5 in the diagram)
This is the centre of pure self-awareness, in the midst of
our consciousness. The self, the 'I', is the inner still
point that we experience as truly ourselves. In an article
in *Synthesis*, vol.1, no.2, the authors state that we usually
experience ourselves as a mixture between the field of
consciousness and the 'I', in varying proportions. The 'I'
is the organizing principle of the 'myriad contents' of
the field of consciousness.\(^{17}\)

Most meditative techniques are an attempt to get in
touch with the 'I' and, through the 'I', the Higher Self.
The 'I' is the link between the field of consciousness and
the potential, the personal potential and the larger poten-
tial of the collective unconsciousness. It is where we are
most ourselves. We can be at rest in the 'I', like the eye
of a storm. The world whirls all around, in the field of
consciousness. The 'I' is both an observer and a constant
centre of all the activity. Although our consciousness may
change, the 'I' does not.

One assumption of psychosynthesis seems to be that many
people are not aware of their 'I' in this sense as distinct
from the rest of their personality. Assagioli believed that
the possibility of the freedom discussed earlier is essen-
tially related to the person's awareness of a sense of a
separate and independent 'I'. It is only through this cen-
tre, dis-identifying from many of the controlling forces,
that the person achieves any freedom. 'We are dominated by
everything with which we become identified. We can master,
direct and utilize everything from which we can dis-identify ourselves.  

Human beings throughout history have had different views of the significance of human consciousness and the sense of 'I'. Dostoevsky, in Letters from the Underworld, a study of a man who was afraid to live out, and who despised the idea of fully living, wrote - 'though I stated .... that consciousness, in my opinion, is the greatest misfortune for man, yet I know man loves it and would not give it up for any other satisfaction.' It is the blessing and the curse of individualism, that characteristic creation of Western society; the Western 'I' seems to have a different quality from the Eastern 'I'. The Western person has seen his/her individuality as isolated: in most mystical traditions the 'I' is seen as in touch with the whole. The development of consciousness, personally and collectively, is a key dynamic in psychosynthesis, and in the theories that lie behind it.

The 'I', as well as being the centre, the true experiencer, can also be seen as the observer. The journal Synthesis describes it as the following experience: 'it's like looking at something in the world, but calmly, serenely, from the consciousness that is supremely yours.' The experience is both familiar and simple, but it is also disciplined. 'Being able to take the attitude of the observer at will increases one's ability to more fully experience inner and outer events' and to become unafraid of living. In contrast to Dostoevsky's character, the free person can
move around in his or her personality, instead of being locked into it, and in that way can be in touch with unlimited potential. This seems to be the essence of freedom.

**The Higher Self (6 in the diagram)**

In the diagram, the Higher Self is linked directly to the 'I', and is on the edge of the superconscious and the collective unconsciousness.

Assagioli writes that the existence of a Higher Self has been experienced in mystic states throughout human history.

There have been many individuals who have achieved, more or less temporarily, a conscious realization of the Self that for them has the same degree of certainty as is experienced by an explorer who has entered a previously unknown region .... This Self is above, and unaffected by, the flow of the mind-stream or by bodily conditions; and the personal conscious self should be considered merely as its reflection, its "projection" in the field of the personality.22

The Higher Self is in a way the context of the personality. The relationship of the Self to the 'I' seems best presented by the following diagram:
In this diagram, the 'I' is seen as the centre of body, mind and feelings, which can be assumed to make up the field of consciousness. The 'I' can be at different points in its relation to the Self. Assagioli, in a discussion meeting, said that the self at the personality level

.... is a reflection of the Higher Self or the Transpersonal Self, and it reflects, however palely, the same qualities as its source. If you look at the reflection of the sun on a mirror, or on water, you see the light and quality of the sun, infinitesimal, but still the quality of the sun. So that explains why even at the personality's level the self is stable, sure and indestructible.23
He explains that we do not usually see the sun, we only see the light from it. He sees the Self as a source of light and also of love. 'Mystical love .... is vertical; it is the attraction or pull from above and the aspiration from below (all relative terms) which bring about a gradual approach and final unification.'

But there is a mystery in this relationship, in that the 'I' and the Self are seen as nearer or further away from each other, one being a pale reflection of the other, and yet they are at the same time one.

The fact that we have spoken of the ordinary self and the profounder Self, must not be taken to mean that there are two separate and independent "I"s, two beings in us. The Self in reality is one. What we call the ordinary self is that small part of the deeper Self that the waking consciousness is able to assimilate in a given moment. It is therefore something contingent and changing, a "variable quality". It is a reflection of what can become ever more clear and vivid; and it can perhaps someday succeed in uniting itself with its source.

Assagioli presents the Higher Self also as a spectator, 'the spectator of the human tragi-comedy'. He also perceives the Self to be the still centre of the superconscious, just as the personal self or 'I' is the centre of 'the elements and functions of the personality'. Maslow gives a gloss to these descriptions in writing that the
people he calls the transenders - those, in other words, more in touch with their Selves,

.... may be more prone to a kind of cosmic sadness .... over the stupidity of people, their self-defeat, their blindness, their cruelty to each other, their shortsightedness. Perhaps this comes from the contrast between what actually is and the ideal world the transenders can see so easily and so vividly, and which is in principle so easily attainable.²⁸

It may be objected that this model of the person, particularly in relation to the transpersonal areas, is complete speculation. The Higher Self cannot be subjected to empirical tests in the same way that the memory can - the scientist may even doubt its existence. Assagioli, however, in presenting this model regarded it as scientifically true, subject of course to future modification, but true according to his own view of the scientific validity of experience. He was clear that the Higher Self exists, because 'it is proven by direct experience; it is one of those primary experiences which are evidences of themselves .... and therefore have full scientific value, in the broader sense'. He added that 'one has to create the conditions for having the experience and scientists up to now have not taken the trouble to do that.'²⁹.

The collective unconscious (7 in the diagram)

Both Assagioli and Jung maintain that we carry with us not
only personal unconscious material, but also, as a kind of
spiritual DNA, the unconsciousness of the human race. This
idea has recently been extended by Rupert Sheldrake's model
of 'morphogenetic fields'. Both these models depict the in-
dividual human being as a kind of receiver, almost like a
television set, that is potentially tuned in to vast his-
torical and geographical areas of human experience - in
fact, all the experience that has ever been or is now. In
this vast mass, there are archetypes, forms relevant to the
human condition that have appeared in every race and time:
the Mother or Father archetype, for instance, the image of
the mother or father figure that seems to be carried around
by every person regardless of his or her actual experience.
We convey this largely unconscious human knowledge by myths
and fairy-stories, by religious or sacred symbols, by de-
pictions of forms of Good and Evil.

In this century we carry around with us unconsciously
as well as consciously a great deal of knowledge, now made
available to us in a way never possible before in human
history, by communication through cheap printing (and our
ability to read), by radio and television, and by travel.
We have to bear the massive collective guilt of two world
wars, and the pain of the suffering in the world daily re-
layed to us.

Assagioli was anxious to convey in the diagram that the
collective is automatically part of our concern and selves,
whether we deny it or not. It is the collective in which
we must be concerned in making the unconscious conscious,
as well as the personal. And indeed the egg-shaped diagram can also be a picture of the earth as well as the person, with the 'I' being the sense of collective awareness.

The collective unconscious is also what we carry from our own families and immediate surroundings, our countries and races. In Jung's view, it is the task of the growingly aware 'I' to face and come to terms with not only the personal unconscious, but also those collective characteristics and circumstances to which the person as a child was born: 'no matter how much parents and grandparents may have sinned against the child, the man who is really adult will accept these sins as his own condition that has to be reckoned with'.

Thus, the nature of the person in psychosynthesis, as in other depth psychologies, assumes that the conscious is contained within the unconscious, which is both personal and collective. Self-knowledge is about being in touch with the 'I', within the context of the Higher Self, the soul. As a person takes the choice to become more and more aware, through life, he or she lives nearer to the soul, which is part of the soul of the world: but this is personal choice: probably the minority of people make that choice. A transpersonal psychotherapy offers the framework and the techniques for following a spiritual path, where the search for self-knowledge and the search for meaning are the same thing.
Chapter 5
Subpersonalities and the possibility of synthesis

So far, in the description of the personality and its relation to the Self, there has seemed to be a coherence and a unity in the structure of the person. But most of us do not experience our lives like that. Rather, human beings are dynamic creatures, full of contradictions, experiencing trouble, conflict and fear as well as joy, boredom and satisfaction. This we see as our own experience and the experience of others. The traumas within the personality are clearly seen in the overwhelming emotions of the small child or in the struggles for identity of the adolescent. But the conflicts are merely particularly open to the outside observer in those age-groups. Life constantly changes and brings new challenge; we often feel at the mercy of forces we only dimly perceive, and are often swayed by passions we did not know we possessed.

Assagioli used from the beginning a construct which he acknowledges as originating for him from William James, but which was an idea current from the earlier part of the nineteenth century - that of subpersonalities. This was devised as a framework to understand better these warring and constricting forces within the personality of the human being. It is the view that 'each of us is a crowd'\(^1\): we all contain many different selves, which are formed round the drives that are inborn and potentially creative.
In the psychosynthesis view, each subpersonality, which consists of the same structure as the egg-shaped diagram in miniature, springs from a transpersonal quality. But that quality in the course of a life, particularly in the relative helplessness of childhood, may easily become distorted: for instance, sensitivity in a less than caring environment may develop into fear, and leave the person with an internal 'frightened child' who is likely to emerge at any time, long after the original vulnerability has gone. The sensitivity will have been defended by withdrawal and fear: the defence may stay for a lifetime, and, then being inappropriate, be a constant handicap in adult life.

The development of defence mechanisms was one of Freud's major interests, and Freudian theories of defence are based on concepts of the distortion of 'drives' or 'instincts', which were held to be the original life forces. Whether it is within the transpersonal framework, where the qualities of creativity are from the superconscious, or from the Freudian, where the drives are nearer his view of the 'id', these life forces are conceived as forces for creativity and fulfilment, forcing people to grow. They are always greatly modified by environment and indeed their function is a dialectical one: it is always an interaction of personal inborn qualities and the family and social environment which creates the characteristics of the personality, in the psychosynthetic view. But until the individual comes to know him- or herself, to be in touch with his
or her own 'I', much of this process must be unconscious.

The cultural environment has a profound effect on the development of subpersonalities. For instance, gender conditioning is strong in most societies, so in addition to biological differences are added verbal and non-verbal messages about the proper behaviour of girls and boys. In fact, human beings learn to become the appropriate kind of baby for that society by the handling of the parents, although of course the individual will always react in an individual way to the many messages he or she is receiving. From the beginning a child may be seen as 'slow' or 'intelligent' or 'good', and this message will be conveyed every time that child is handled or related to. Most of this learning is unconscious, and much is offered by the parents, so that everyone learns at this profound level roles, attitudes, conceptions of self and one's relation to the outside world which are deeply imprinted. But the baby and child in this is not a passive object, and lessons may be learned in a very different way from those intended - a deeply rebellious spirit is quite as likely to emerge from a controlling childhood as a conforming one.

So from the beginning of our lives we develop many aspects, and some of these will be more conscious than others. Some subpersonalities will be very useful - a 'quick learner' or an easy sociability: other parts will be less conscious - a deeply hidden fear of sexual experience for instance - or distinctly difficult to handle - an automatic resentment of authority of any kind would be an
example: but lives change, and once useful attributes become redundant, the unconscious may become more conscious and the awkward characteristics within oneself may become the most valuable. The concept of subpersonalities is essentially a dynamic one, assuming that new attributes emerge in us all our lives, if we allow them to, and that people can change and go on changing until the moment they die.

The concept of subpersonalities is to do with the struggle of good and evil, of constructive tendencies and those which are destructive, of multiplicity and unity, being driven and having control from a conscious centre, being more or less aware of the forces that move people. William James in his *Varieties of Religious Experience*³, based on lectures given in 1901/2, was concerned - as were all psychologists around the turn of the century - with the difference between 'healthy' and 'sick' ways of living. He devoted one of his lectures to 'the religion of healthy-mindedness', where he postulated the belief that in some people there was a unity, emanating from a centre that is naturally happy and optimistic and always striving towards growth; 'whose soul is of this sky-blue tint, whose affinities are rather with flowers and birds and all enchanting innocencies than with dark human passions, who can think no ill of man or God'⁴. This was the person in touch with the immanent spirituality inside herself or himself, who is naturally centred, and whose subpersonalities are also relatively known and understood. He contrasts this with a
lecture on 'the sick soul' and another on 'the divided self'. He writes:

The sanguine and the healthy-minded live habitually on the sunny side of the misery line, the depressed and the melancholy live beyond it, in darkness and apprehension. There are men who seem to have started life with a bottle or two of champagne inscribed to their credit; whilst others seem to have been born close to the pain-threshold, which the slightest irritants fatally send them over.\(^5\)

These are the people who relate more to the transcendent view of spirituality, to a split, a duality, between spirit and matter, where the conscious self and the shadow are far apart, and the subpersonalities may be seen as conflicts and impediments, and many may only be vaguely known.

James, in examining these states, puts forward the nineteenth century view of heterogenous personalities, which in that pre-Freudian time had 'been explained as the results of inheritance - the traits of character of incompatible and antagonistic ancestors (who) are supposed to be preserved alongside each other.'\(^6\) But he was writing at the time that Freudian work was just appearing, and James used this in giving an early description of what is still the basis of subpersonality work in psychosynthesis:

Now in all of us, however constituted, but to a degree the greater in proportion as we are intense and sensitive and subject to diversified temptations,
and to the greatest possible degree if we are decidedly psychopathic, does the normal evolution of character chiefly consist in straightening out and unifying the inner self. The higher and lower feelings, the useful and the erring impulses, begin by being a comparative chaos within us - they must end by forming a stable system of functions in right subordination. Unhappiness is apt to characterize the period of order-making and struggle....wrong living, impotent aspirations; "what I would do, that I do not; but what I hate, that I do", as Saint Paul says; self-loathing, self-despair; an unintelligible and intolerable burden to which one is mysteriously the heir. 7

In working with subpersonalities we are indeed working with unconscious forces that trouble people, often to do with the profound things learned in childhood, always with 'unfinished business' with parents and other significant figures of that time. Depression may present itself as a melancholy character, the 'oughts' people have learned will be seen as a 'critic' often stern and judging, fear will be perceived in various childhood shapes. Often people carry many repressed and unacknowledged characteristics that may emerge in illnesses or other physical manifestations. Natural aggression may have been suppressed and come through in a variety of ways, as repression of oneself or others, as insensitivity, or as timorousness. And it is part of the assumptions of psychosynthesis that each characteristic
somewhere has its opposite, that we all carry all the aspects of the human inheritance in some shape, though this shape may be hidden and denied.

The image often used in psychosynthesis is that of an orchestra. The subpersonalities are all the instruments, the potential of music. But they may be playing chaotically. Some sections may be completely out of tune. Some may not be prepared to play at all. It is only as we become aware of the centrality of the conductor, the 'I', that we can begin to see the parts as a coherent whole and to choose the music that seems the right score. And as we recognize and bring in more instruments to assist the ones presently carrying the whole burden, then we can pay attention to those that need that attention, that have been neglected; and, as we get to know what we have, we may decide to change the tune and play a different kind of music, constantly modifying it throughout our lives.

Working with the unconscious is always about more awareness, of bringing the unconscious that troubles us, that loads our life with weight and rubbish, into awareness. This question of 'knowing what we do', knowing the implications and significance of what we do and are, is, Assagioli and Jung believed, part of the human task. The state of ourselves and the world as it is presently run is a result of not consciously knowing what we are doing from an aware centre. So long as we are driven by unconscious forces, or deny large parts of ourselves, that unlived life and ignorance will plague us individually and collectively. The
concept of subpersonality is a means of approaching these hidden and often seemingly forbidden areas.

Stephen Kull wrote an unpublished paper in 1972 called *Evolution and Personality*, in which he discusses the development of subpersonalities. He indicates the usual picture of subpersonalities in an ordinary person as follows:

Central and peripheral subpersonalities
and their relationship to the 'I'

In this diagram, 1 is equal to the 'I', the centre. 2 is the core personality, the immediate field of consciousness, whose extent is related to the awareness of the person. The subpersonalities named as 3 are central to the person, recognized and related to by her or him, and with whom the person easily identifies. Some of these exist almost entirely in the conscious, but may have roots in
less accessible parts of the personality. For instance, a woman with children may be very conscious of and identified with her role as a mother, which is a significant sub-personality - sometimes so much so that it might at times feel like her 'I'. Such a significant subpersonality may suppress other parts of herself that remain latent. She may have little chance to express her more light-hearted and frivolous nature or her professionalism.

The subpersonalities not in touch with the centre, marked 4, may be hardly known and not identified with the person's view of self. Some of these peripheral and repressed parts may be in direct opposition to the more central, more conscious parts. These hidden parts may either be particularly personal and/or represent hidden aspects of the culture - the sexuality of a respectable Victorian man, or more particularly woman, for instance. Piero Ferrucci calls these more peripheral subpersonalities 'exiled gods - caricatures, degraded specimens of the original, luminous archetypes'.

Work on unconscious material this century has induced many writers to echo the conviction of many mystics in the past that the inner world of the person is as extensive, potentially, as the external world of the universe. Hermann Keyserling, the twentieth century philosopher whose work Assagioli greatly respected, puts this conviction in a short passage that Assagioli quotes:
Each fundamental personality tendency is actually an autonomous entity, and their combination, conditions and transmutations produce... an inner fauna, an animal kingdom the richness of which is comparable to the external one. It can truly be said that in each of us can be found, developed and active in various proportions, all instincts, all passions, all vices and virtues, all tendencies and aspirations, all faculties and endowments of mankind. ⁹

This is a vital point in any consideration of the relationship of the self to society as it is increasingly clear that the one lives out the other: the clear distinction between a person's inner life and external environment can no longer be routinely maintained. And looking at the make-up of a person in this way, it is increasingly clear how much people project on to the external world, particularly material that they repress in themselves. This does not mean that people do not choose their path, consciously or unconsciously, or that people are not different from each other: but the concept of subpersonalities, like the rest of psychosynthesis, indicates how much common material we have, personally and collectively, however we each choose to organize it.

A framework for the classification of subpersonalities
As subpersonalities spring from the need of the person to grow, some will clearly represent the forces of change.
But as change occurs, people may become nervous of 'losing themselves' and their sense of who they are, so other subpersonalities may strive to maintain the status quo, the sense of order and identity. This same tension occurs in every system and is part of systems theory. Every unity, whether it is an individual, a biological organ in the individual, a society, a universe, is always facing the same tensions of growth and change on the one hand, and order and maintenance on the other.

On another scale, subpersonalities seem to fall on another dimension, that of love and will: the urge to will or power is the urge to control the environment and to modify it; the need to love is related to the need for acceptance and benign relationships. So the simple graph is as follows:

![Graph showing subpersonalities]

On this graph is indicated the sort of subpersonality that can fall in each category.
In this framework, as in the rest of the theory about subpersonalities, the assumption is that the pattern could either serve, or control, the 'I'. The function of the change agents is to enable the person to live his or her life flexibly, being able to let go, not over-identifying with the past, having energy, vitality and enthusiasm. On the other hand, the forces towards change could get distorted, so that change is being forced for its own sake, the person is never able to stay quiet and still, limits are feared and forced, egoism takes over without thought for the people or natural things around. Life can begin to be a series of tasks, and the person feels driven and never still.

So the need for maintenance can also be seen. In maintaining a position one can structure, stabilize, form. There is a sense of 'being' rather than 'doing', a connectedness with the earth and with a sense of purpose and timelessness. Patience, rhythm and containment are all positive forces that accompany maintenance. At its best, there is stillness, serenity, content, regeneration and rest. However, the distortions of maintenance are cowardliness, a refusal to move whatever the circumstances; closed-mindedness, inertia and an over-identification with the status quo, rigidity and dependence on structure.

So we live all the time in the tension of change and maintenance - the fear of being bored versus the fear of being exposed, put in the negative way - or, the possibility of living fully and flexibly from a still centre, is the
positive. Subpersonalities abound on both sides of the line.

Equally, we live all the time balanced between love and will. Assagioli asserts that 'love and will are generally present in individuals in inverse proportion', though he does not give any evidence for such a statement. But it is clear that many subpersonalities are short on love, while others lack any will-power. The teaching within psychosynthesis is that both love and will are needed to live out to the full.

Assagioli spent the whole of his final book writing about the will, which is the force for action in the world, and which has been missed out of much of the thinking in humanistic psychology and in the growth movements. He gives seven qualities of the will in his book - energy, mastery, concentration, determination, persistence, initiative and organization: all good, old-fashioned virtues. He agrees with Toynbee that there is in the modern world a 'wide gulf between man's external and inner powers', between the West's considerable technological powers and the quality of life for most people, and he recommends 'the simplification of his outer life, and the development of his inner powers'.

Psychosynthesis is unusual among the therapeutic systems in looking constantly for an application of learning back into the world; the will is vital to taking action in the world. Assagioli puts emphasis on using a conscious will in all situations:
All with whom we are associated can become our co-op erators (without their knowing it!). For instance, a domineering superior or an exacting partner becomes, as it were, the mental parallel bars on which our will - the will to right human relations - can develop its force and proficiency .... So the Buddhist saying goes: "An enemy is as useful as a Buddha".¹²

He advocates the skilful will - that is the will that takes into account psychological understanding, understanding of how the social world works, so that the use of the will can be economic and effective. This also goes along with the recognition that the transpersonal will and the universal will, both levels of the will that we may experience, do not have the characteristic of striving. The true use of will is in a sense letting go and yet being fully present. It is co-operating with the benign forces of the world, which is where love and will are fully consistent and almost one. So once again the subpersonalities in the 'will' section of the graph can be a problem - figures representing greed and envy; or they can be using will with the full recognition of love. Both a Christ and a Hitler are men fully in touch with the strong use of the will, but in a Hitler the shadow dominates the transpersonal.

Love is the fourth quality in the graph. Assagioli saw love, like will, as being truly present only when it takes understanding and insight into account. It is not only sympathy, the pleasure in another person's existence, the
affirmation of oneself and others, but the true quality of love implies also understanding and empathy.

There are fathers and mothers who love dearly their sons and daughters and make ungrudgingly great sacrifices for them, yet fail to understand what is going on in their children's minds and hearts, what are their true and vital needs .... This blind love has such bad and sometimes terrible consequences that their unconscious originators would be appalled if they realized them. I mean maimed lives, cramped and spoiled characters .... We must realize that blind love, however well-meaning and self-sacrificing, does not prevent mistakes or harmfulness. We must realize that love, in order to truly fulfil its mission of being helpful and satisfying to the beloved, must be allied to insight; even more, permeated and blended with wisdom; without understanding there cannot be harmlessness. 13

So love, like the other three qualities, has its negative side. Any subpersonality representing jealousy, possessiveness or strong needs attempts to draw in love and approval from others as a primary goal - the good child, the jealous lover, the clinger. Ferrucci sees love as being the profound impulse to unity which lies at the root of real self-love, sexual love, altruistic love or 'agape'.

Perhaps because it (unity) is a principle so intrinsic to organic life and so much embedded in our primeval
roots, a harmonious unfolding of this trend seems to generate immense benefits for the mental health and well-being of a person. On the other hand, a disturbance in this area - when this need for union is warped, repressed, or frustrated - causes major difficulties to arise in the psychological life of an individual. Indeed, love is what we live by. And yet it is also what we blind ourselves by, what we suffer by, and what we torture each other by. Probably Dante was right when he said that love - its presence, its lack, its distortions - is the single cause explaining all the joys and sorrows of humanity.¹⁴

It is love that is nearer need that brings about the distortions - when the need to receive love is far greater than the willingness to give it and to recognize the 'love that moves the sun and the other stars'¹⁵. That is not to say, of course, that we do not all need love, acceptance and approval, but those needs alone do not make a loving person. Ferrucci has the notion of 'conscious love' which is close to loving understanding, and which is derived from A.R. Orage's book On Love. Conscious love is 'the wish that the object should arrive at its own native perfection, regardless of the consequences to the lover', and this kind of giving love involves will. It is delight that something or someone actually exists in their own right.

So it is clear when we begin to examine the four qualities in the system that make up the graph on which our
subpersonalities can be plotted, that this graph should actually be three-dimensional. We can on the horizontal level see an array of subpersonalities in different relationship to change, maintenance, love and will. But we can also see that subpersonalities appear at different 'vertical' places in the egg-shaped diagram, some representing very primitive need, repressed material, others nearer to the transpersonal qualities themselves, particularly those of love and will. The significance of this vertical dimension is in awareness and the quality of consciousness. The more transpersonal, the more inclusive the person can be of all the different parts of him- or herself, the more centred, and the more free to move around and mobilize different parts of themselves. The essential and freeing thing in therapy with subpersonalities is that the more that part of oneself can be recognized, the more a person can grow and mature, the more centred it is possible to become.

The possibility of synthesis in relation to subpersonalities
So the promise of work with subpersonalities is that we are now fragmented and can become whole. This does not promise a stasis, as clearly each person's nature is so potentially rich and varied that a lifetime can probably only allow each person to develop a limited proportion of the potential. Neither does unity and centredness in psychosynthesis mean homogeneity: the concept is that the more each subpersonality is recognized and accepted, the more it can make
its own unique contribution to the whole. The idea of synthesis is that both the whole and the parts retain their own integrity without rigidity.

Synthesis is 'brought about by a higher element or principle which transforms, sublimes and reabsorbs the two poles into a higher reality'. The map for the classifying of subpersonalities is based on the tension of opposites - love and will, change and maintenance. Vargiu quotes the case of a person who has both a mystic and a businessman in his make-up, where each finds it hard to accommodate the other. Such tensions, of subpersonalities at the personal level, (or international tensions at the world level, as it is quite possible to see the nations as the subpersonalities on a world scale), cannot usually be resolved on the same 'level' as they occur. If two are in conflict, or one is repressed and underdeveloped, the solution may be found in the 'I' and the Self, which are able to see the warring parts from a different place which is nearer the soul than the personality.

Assagioli developed many triangle-shaped diagrams to express this relationship in different situations. On the bottom line of the triangle are the two opposing qualities, and at the midpoint between them is the ordinary common sense accommodation between the two. For instance, the only way the sympathy and antipathy might be resolved towards the same person or object is indifference: a person can feel drawn to living and to the pleasures of the world but may also experience a strong sense of nausea and shock
about many of the things that take place in it. A common way to reconcile the two feelings is by withdrawing, not being able to cope with the contradictions. But a real alternative, once glimpsed, is bringing another reality to bear on the issues, whereby the two original qualities become transformed into a quality that can contain them both – in this example it could be 'benevolent understanding' and tolerance, compassion. So Assagioli sets it out as follows: 17
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Another two similar diagrams are:
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and
It was Assagioli's view that if a person could learn to live in a more centred way, nearer the soul, then the tensions between the unconscious material expressed by the subpersonalities could be resolved more satisfactorily and more creatively. His view was that any life situation could be used by a person who was centred and living from a state of spiritual awareness: that such a person did not have to carry so much rubbish from the past, or use up massive energy in constantly holding down unresolved problems. Suffering, pain, crisis and conflict could be situations for growth, leading, if lived through consciously, to greater growth and awareness.

In therapeutic work with the subpersonalities, there are five stages - recognition, acceptance, coordination, integration and synthesis.

In beginning therapeutic work, some troublesome subpersonalities are likely to be outstanding and not difficult to recognize. As work progresses, a person is likely to see new facets of themselves developing, and to be able to help them emerge and grow. Many subpersonalities will be of no concern and many will be positively helpful. Vargiu, in his article on subpersonalities in the journal *Synthesis* vol.1, advises a light touch in this work and recommends working with only half a dozen at any one time, at the most. Work is often done through the techniques of an 'evening review', a meditation on one's daily life, and through guided imagery. In accepting a subpersonality it is important to recognize and know the negative sides in
order to be able to modify them: but it is also often
difficult to accept and acknowledge really positive qual­
ities in oneself - partly because with acceptance comes
the necessity to use that positive energy, which is likely
to lead to change. 'In general, the subpersonalities that
are consistent with our self-image are easily accepted.
Those who do not fit it are usually rejected.'\(^{18}\) But it is
possible for one's self-image to gradually change: it is
generally another opposing subpersonality, more deeply
entrenched, which is doing the rejection. Then there is a
need to work with the two subpersonalities together from
the centre. This technique is used in Gestalt with the
'top dog/under dog' technique, or in Transactional Analysis
with the relationship of the Adult to the warring factions
of the person.

Because it is the psychosynthesis assumption that at the
root of all subpersonalities there is a positive trans­
personal quality, it is important to discover that quality
and the defences that have been built up around it. With
the recognition of this, it is possible to begin to coordi­
nate the qualities and the subpersonalities that are likely
to be changing with work.

The process of integration leads from a general state of
isolation, competition, and repression of the weaker
elements by the stronger ones, to a state of harmonious
cooperation in which the effectiveness of the personal­
ity is greatly enhanced, and its emerging aspects find
the space and nourishment they need to develop fully.\(^{19}\)
This does not make for homogeneity, however. It is possible to hold many contradictory elements in one's own personality, in the short or long run, and be prepared to live with them with some understanding: it is perfectly possible for a socialist to be a lover of fine and esoteric art, or a Christian to enjoy detective fiction. The concept of subpersonalities makes it more possible for one to accept the inconsistency within oneself with tolerance - and maybe that is the lesson that could be applied again to the variety in the external world. It is multiplicity within unity which is the aim, not standardization.

The aim of synthesis is a person basically in harmony with her- or himself, able to live with her own multiplicity and the variety of the world around from a still place: and able to contribute from that same place to others and the greater integration of the world. The aim of psycho-synthesis is ambitious and on many levels.
Chapter 6

The search for meaning: the Self, the superconscious and the collective unconscious

'Souls are not in fashion', wrote William James at the beginning of this century, and psychosynthesis is even now one of the few psychologies that contain the notion of the Higher Self or soul. Assagioli, from his earlier writing onwards, seems to have moved freely between the different 'levels' of the personality. He assumes that many people, at some time in their lives, will search for the transpersonal. In his 'Spiritual development and its attendant maladies', published in the Hibbert Journal in 1937, he writes of the possibility of 'the awakening of religious aspirations and new spiritual interests' at some point in a person's life: thus this person, instead of merely 'letting himself live', can begin to search for meaning through himself or herself in the context of the soul.

In the version of this article reprinted in his book Psychosynthesis, published in 1965, he has been able to call on Maslow's work. Maslow made a firm distinction, in looking at creative and fully alive people, between those he called 'self-actualizers' and those to whom he gave the pretentious name of 'transcending self-actualizers'.

The self-actualizer, tout court, is the person who, in psychosynthesis terms, has come to know the different parts of him- or herself from a secure centre. This self-actual-
izing person can live out freely, without fear, and do what
he or she intends to in the world in a reasonably well-
harmonized way. Such people live fully in the world and
come to fulfillment within it. 'They master it, lead it, use
it for good purposes, as (healthy) politicians or practical
people do. That is, these people tend to be "doers" rather
than meditators or contemplators.'

These are the people who have followed through, in what-
ever way is known to them, the process examined in the
third chapter. In this chapter, however, we are concerned
with the next, larger process - that of living from a place
nearer the soul rather than from the personality: of seeing
the personality in the light of the personal and collective
soul.

Maslow in his paper lists 24 differences, perceived or
expected, between non-transcending and transcending self-
actualizers. The latter group are at ease, as Maslow points
out, with what he calls the Language of Being, under the
aspect of eternity. They see the sacred, the beautiful, the
eternal in all things, and will find this recognition just
as 'real' as the practical world. They may also find the
world more painful as they are more in touch with how
things could be. They will be aware of themselves as sub-
jects within a larger whole, prefer simplicity and respect
the mystery of being and all the creatures within the world:
they live 'sub specie aeternis', though they may be just
as active in the world.

This vision has been written of in both Eastern and
Western religions, and this I will discuss more fully later. But I will give two examples of this awareness here. The first example is from Meister Eckhart:

The Scriptures say of human beings that there is an outward man and along with him an inner man.

To the outward man belong those things that depend on the soul, but are connected with the flesh and are blended with it, and the co-operative functions of the several members, such as the eye, the ear, the tongue, the hand and so on.

The Scripture speaks of all this as the old man, the earthy man, the outward person, the enemy, the servant.

Within us all is the other person, the inner man, whom the Scripture calls the new man, the heavenly man, the young person, the friend, the aristocrat. ³

The second example is by S. Radhakrishnan, in his commentary on the Bhagavadgita:

The Supreme is within us. It is the consciousness underlying the ordinary individualised consciousness of everyday life but incommensurable with it. The two are different in kind, though the Supreme is realisable by one who is prepared to lose his life in order to save it. For the most part we are unaware of the Self in us because our attention is engaged by objects which we like or dislike. We must get away from them, to become aware of the Divine in us. If we do not realise the pointlessness, the squalor and the irrelevance of our
everyday life, the true self becomes the enemy of our ordinary life. The Universal Self and the personal self are not antagonistic to each other. The Universal Self can be the friend or foe of the personal self. If we subdue our petty cravings and desires, if we do not exert our selfish will, we become the channel of the Universal Self. If our impulses are under control, and if our personal self offers itself to the Universal Self, then the latter becomes our guide and teacher. Every one of us has the freedom to rise or fall and our future is in our own hands. 4

It is clearly difficult to write about such ineffable subjects. In thinking of such matters we are considering the mystery of human life, and going far beyond the realm of human mind's capacity. But it is living from this clarity, with this sure sense of meaning in relation to the whole, to which the spiritual way is leading. Assagioli based this on his own mystical experience and knowledge.

The superconscious, or the higher unconscious
In his article on 'The superconscious and the Self', Assagioli wrote that

strictly speaking, "superconscious" is just a term to designate the higher spiritual, or transpersonal aspects of the psyche. In it various psychological functions, processes, and energies are to be found, just as in the personality, although in the superconscious they can
display much greater activity and diversity. So the difference between the superconscious and the personality is one of level, not of nature. And superconscious experiences consist fundamentally in becoming aware of the activity which is going on in the higher levels of the human consciousness. For example, states of ecstatic, of joy, of love for all living creatures, reported by many mystics, .... creative flashes of the artist, all belong to the higher levels of the superconscious.

He goes on to write in the same article that

the Self is to the superconscious as the 'I', or personal self, is to the elements and functions of the personality, with the difference that the 'I' is often identified with the personality elements, while the Self is not identified with the superconscious.

The superconscious is what Assagioli calls a 'vehicle of expression' for the Self.

The superconscious expresses the energy from the unchanging Self and from the collective unconscious. It transmits a knowledge of the archetypes and of archetypal qualities to the personality. It is these qualities that are either developed clearly and serenely through the personality, and/or which become distorted through a person's life experience. It is in trying to live out these qualities, to which we have access all our lives, that we develop our subpersonalities and our more or less self-actualizing personality.
For Keyserling, the unconscious, particularly the super-conscious, is the source of all real knowledge. He thinks and writes directly, he says, from the unconscious: his 'whole mentality is opposed to ratiocination, to reflection and to scholasticism .... I have never gained anything by mere thinking. What I know is all brought out from the Un-conscious and emerges in my conscious as a revelation'\(^5\).

The superconscious acts as a constant force in the person's life if she or he will allow it to. The superconscious provides the key to real liberation: 'liberation is a key to inward being, to subjectivity; bondage is enslavement to the object world, to necessity, to dependence'\(^6\). If people are not in touch with the superconscious, at some time in their lives then there is 'the sense of insufficiency, of barrenness and dust, (which) is due to the working of the Perfection, the mystery that lurks at the heart of creation'\(^7\). The superconscious is the source of inward knowledge, transmitting the wisdom of the Self: if it is ignored, it is a source of unsettlement and a goad for that person, a restriction of the potentiality of life.

Many writers are conscious of the functions of the superconscious in creativity of any kind. One of the Eastern mystics, Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950), speaks of the 'creative power in the spirit of the higher consciousness which is capable of actually transforming this apparent "burden" of body and world into a more perfect image of the Divine'\(^8\); this is achieved for him in his practice of Integral Yoga. But for this process of inspiration to be
possible, the willingness to search for oneself must be there. This willingness must be present in any creative act. Assagioli quotes Murray in his essay 'Vicissitudes of creativity':

.... there must be sufficient permeability (flexibility) of boundaries, boundaries between categories as well as boundaries between different spheres of interest and - most important for certain classes of creation - sufficient permeability between conscious and unconscious processes .... too much permeability is insanity, too little is ultraconventional rationality.9

The superconscious is a particular source of inspiration and enlightenment, but must be in appropriate relationship to the personality, neither excluded nor overwhelming.

Psychosynthesis is the only theory of the personality produced in the West which not only has a theory of the unconscious, but also makes a distinction between these different levels of lower unconscious, middle unconscious and superconscious, together with the concept of the collective unconscious. Assagioli points out the difference between Jungian and psychosynthetic theory in his lectures on Jung and psychosynthesis, given in 1966 10. Jung does not make a distinction between 'archaic' and 'higher' qualities in the unconscious including the collective unconscious, whereas for Assagioli this distinction is fundamental. Assagioli essentially sees the world as benign, with the higher qualities predominating: this is not at all so clearly the case in Jungian thinking.
The collective unconscious and the archetypes

In the 'egg-diagram' there is a dotted line drawn between the superconscious and the collective unconscious, with the Self being placed astride the two. The collective unconscious also circles the middle unconscious and the lower unconscious, as it is seen as the sphere in which the person lives. The collective unconscious consists of qualities, concepts, fundamental forms which are known as archetypes.

It is worth quoting Assagioli's paper on Jung at some length as it gives us clearly his own view of the issues around this very important area:

Jung's most important contribution to the psychology of the unconscious is presented by his extensive studies of the collective unconscious. Before him, psychoanalysis had concerned itself almost exclusively with the study of the personal unconscious. Jung then showed the great extent of collective psychic elements and forces, which exercise a powerful effect on the human personality. In my diagram of the constitution of the psyche, the collective unconscious is represented as lying outside the individual psyche. The demarcation line is dotted, to suggest the continuous exchanges going on between the collective and the personal unconscious. The unconscious exists at all levels, in both the personality and the collective psyche.

The collective unconscious is a vast world stretching from the biological to the spiritual level, in which therefore distinctions of origin, nature, quality
and value must be made. It should be noted that Jung often disregards these distinctions: he speaks of the collective unconscious en bloc and is inclined to confuse what he calls "archaic", that is, what originates in the ancient collective human experience, with what is higher (we would say superconscious) and in the spiritual sphere. Thus Jung speaks of "archetypes" as "images"; but at times he describes them as archaic, racial images, charged with strong emotional tone accumulated during the centuries, and on other occasions he treats them as principles, as "ideas"; and he himself suggests their affinity with Platonic ideas. In reality, there exists not only a difference but an actual antagonism between these two conceptions of "archetypes" and from this confusion between them arise various debatable consequences, debatable at the theoretical level and liable to be harmful in therapy, as I shall have occasion to mention in writing of Jungian therapy. In my opinion, it can be said without disrespect that Jung himself has been dominated by the potent fascination of the collective unconscious, against which he puts his patients on guard.\textsuperscript{11}

It is difficult to explore further Assagioli's conception of the collective unconscious because I can trace very little more about it specifically in the psychosynthesis literature. For this reason, I have used both Jung's own writings and also a particularly interesting book published recently by Anthony Stevens and entitled \textit{Archetype}\textsuperscript{12}. 
The origin of the term 'archetype' as used by Jung can be traced to his earliest publication, 'On the psychology and pathology of so-called occult phenomena', published in 1902. Jung comments in his Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious, originally written in 1934:

At first the concept of the unconscious was limited to denoting the state of repressed or forgotten contents. Even with Freud, who makes the unconscious - at least metaphorically - take the stage as the acting subject, it is really nothing but the gathering place of forgotten and repressed contents, and has a functional significance thanks only to these. For Freud, accordingly, the unconscious is of an exclusively personal nature, although he was aware of its archaic and mythological thought-forms. A more or less superficial layer of the unconscious is undoubtedly personal. I call it the personal unconscious. But this personal unconscious rests upon a deeper layer, which does not derive from personal experience and is not a personal acquisition but is inborn. This deeper level I call the collective unconscious. I have chosen the term "collective" because this part of the unconscious is not personal but universal; in contrast to the personal psyche, it has contents and modes of behaviour that are more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals. It is, in other words, identical in all men and thus constitutes a common psychic substrate of a suprapersonal nature which is present in every one of us.
Stevens traces back the definition of the word 'archetype' to that of 'prime imprinter'; the term referred to the original manuscript from which copies were made.\(^{15}\) Two further definitions from Jung make the concept more complex. He writes: 'the collective unconscious contains the whole spiritual heritage of mankind's evolution, born anew in the brain structure of every individual',\(^{16}\); the archetype 'is not meant to denote an inherited idea, but rather an inherited mode of functioning, corresponding to the inborn way in which the chick emerges from the egg, the bird builds its nest'.\(^{17}\)

Stevens states that 'the archetypes which order our perceptions and ideas are themselves the product of an objective order which transcends the human mind and the external world'.\(^{18}\) In this view, becoming yourself, the process which Jung calls individuation, means that you become what you were meant to be from the beginning. In this view also, the Self becomes 'the archetype of archetypes', a concept that Assagioli took issue with and which will be discussed later.

It is easy to see why Assagioli commented that a whole world of ideas are tied up in the Jungian view of archetypes and the collective unconscious. It would be helpful at this point to try to separate some of these concepts:

i) an archetype is a primary form: it is basic to the whole scheme of human consciousness;

ii) there are many archetypes, which together are synonymous with the collective unconscious of the human race;
iii) all human babies are born with a pre-existing experience of these forms; rather as DNA is the prototype of the biological make-up of each human being, so is the sum of archetypes the prototype of the psychological make-up of the person: we are born already pre-patterned. The difference is that either we can choose to become what we were meant to be, or our experience of life can entirely or partially divert us from that path. This is spelt out clearly in the Hindu tradition:

Karma is the hand dealt to him at birth from a celestial pack of cards - his fixed destiny. Dharma is his religious and moral duty to play the hand in the best possible way - his free will. The point of the card game is salvation - to free the Atman from the bondage of the body, or mother, through a cycle of death and reincarnation, and to reunite it with God. 19;

iv) the nature of the archetypes is in some dispute. They may be qualities, perfect forms, in the Platonic sense of the word. In the psychosynthetic framework, these would exert a positive draw on the personality through the superconscious and the Self.

If, however, they are patterned on the whole history and experience of the human race, they would be less than benign, and in fact may be positively destructive. Each baby in the West in the late twentieth century would be born with some unconscious experience, for example, of the two world wars. The problem of good and evil of course
comes in here, though neither Jung nor Assagioli thought much in those terms;
v) archetypes are essentially related to human action - they are activators, not simply ideas. They are not only qualities but also express deep patterns of human action - there is, for instance, a concept of the Mother or the Father archetype. Jung, in his book on four archetypes, also analyses the Trickster archetype. It is likely that Assagioli would call all of these, at least partially, subpersonalities, and this would be where the different interpretations would really matter.

Thus, in Jungian terms and to some psychosynthesis thinkers, the archetypes can be destructive. In discussing the Mother archetype, Stevens comments, 'while, on the one hand, the Great Mother is creative and loving, on the other, she is destructive and hateful.'\textsuperscript{20} The archetypes are also curiously impersonal, though they are expressed through a human being. Stevens quotes Neumann as saying, 'it is not the personal individual, but the generically maternal that is the indispensible foundation of the child's life .... In this sense, she is anonymous and transpersonal, in other words, archetypal.'\textsuperscript{21} In this sense, it is the expectation of being mothered, not only the individual mother herself, that matters to the child.

In Jungian theory as in psychosynthesis, the opposites are always present. Jung has the concept of the Shadow, which is present in each person, an archetype for the qualities that are not expressed and which lie deeply embedded
in the unconscious. Stevens writes, 'awareness of the Shadow means suffering the tension between good and evil in full consciousness, and through that suffering they can be transcended.'\(^{22}\). This is an old gnostic idea, one of the key themes of this book, to be taken up later.

The potentially destructive nature of the collective unconscious and the archetypes as envisaged by Jung can be seen most clearly in some of his political comments. In 1936 he gave a lecture at St Bartholomew's in London on contemporary events. He said:

If thirty years ago anyone had dared to predict that our psychological development was tending towards a revival of the medieval persecutions of the Jews, that Europe would again tremble before the Roman fasces and the tramp of legions, that people would once more give the Roman salute, as 2000 years ago, and that instead of the Christian cross an archaic swastika would lure on millions of warriors ready for death - why, that man would have been hooted at as a mystical fool.\(^{23}\)

Jung thought of archetypes as 'primordial images'\(^{24}\), 'the hidden treasure upon which mankind ever and anon has drawn, and from which it has raised its gods and demons, and all those portents and mighty thoughts without which man ceases to be man.'\(^{25}\)

The whole problem of good and evil lurks here. A significant issue is, however, that both Jung and Assagioli were anxious that their work should be seen as scientific, and
indeed be scientific. They did not conceive of themselves as creating religions, though clearly a lot of the work they used was deeply religious. They differed in that Jung seemed to see the constructive and destructive forces on every level, from the personality to the collective unconscious, whereas Assagioli had a strong concept of 'higher' and 'lower' forces, with the higher forces being paramount and positive. Assagioli saw the world as basically and in the end good, creative, tending to the infinite: it is not at all certain that Jung did. Assagioli has a hierarchy of values that seem to me not present in Jung. The question here is again whether Assagioli was simplistic, over-sanguine. Clearly, both attempts to visualize the infinite, the unseen, can only be elaborated metaphors. The differences can at this point only be stated; they can hardly be judged from any 'objective' standpoint, because there is not one.

The issue about whether psychosynthesis, or for that matter Jungian or Freudian theory, is 'scientific', or whether each framework is a metaphor or an alternative reality to the everyday world, is a fundamental question in this book. In the nineteenth century, religion and science were quite frankly split. Susan Budd, in her fascinating book Varieties of Unbelief, a study of the growth of unbelief in nineteenth and twentieth century England, writes that in this period 'science is presented .... as a sort of knowledge which is created by a uniquely powerful method of reasoning; positivist, experimental, in short, rationalist, which is destroying emotive, intuitive, unsystematic, in
short, mystical approaches to truth. In my view, although both Jung and Assagioli were using in large measure the second, mystical approach, they were both convinced they were rationalist and scientific. Assagioli was working within psychology and developing the idea of the personality: he was not a moralist concerned with the origins of good and evil, and he was not a religious leader, in his own eyes. Psychosynthesis is a psychotherapy based on a scientific view of human nature, in his definition: it is not a religion. This fundamental issue will be further discussed in the general analysis of psychosynthesis and in reflecting on the ideas and the bases of knowledge in which psychosynthesis is embedded.

The Self, or the Higher Self

To make a very simple analogy, the Self is like the pivot point, or hinge of a door; the door swings, but the hinge remains steady. Yet, the Self is not only the focal point around which many of the superconscious processes occur; it is also the cause of those processes and the source of the energy that makes them possible. So the Self is the unchanging, enduring reality; a stable centre of life on its own level, which has functions but is not a function.27

The Self links up and is the key to the whole psychic system of the human being.

It is astride the collective unconscious and the super-
conscious. It is also in a direct line to the 'I' and can become, in a person in touch with the transcendent, almost synonymous with the 'I'. So here is the direct line from our knowledge of archetypal qualities, of the wholeness of the universe, of transcendence and immanence, to everyday life. But this knowledge depends on awareness, on preparedness for that source of knowledge to be available.

This source has been known in most of the major religions, and various terms have been used, including Atman, Tao, Suchness, God. The idea of the soul is equivalent to the idea of the Higher Self.

The experience of the Self has a quality of perfect peace, serenity, calm, stillness, purity, and in it there is a paradoxical blending of individuality and universality. The Self experiences universality but without "losing" itself within the vast Universal Self. It remains at the centre, immovable. One way we can begin to realize this is by opening ourselves to the experience of infinity. For we can have the awareness of infinity, the perception of infinite space, without losing our sense of individuality. That is, it is the conscious "I" who has the perception and the experience of infinity. Infinity IS .... and man gropes to a feeble but increasingly profound realization of its existence.28

'That which is deeper, more substantial than the individual is never the "general", but the "universal": and the "uni-
versal” expresses itself precisely through the individual, and the latter becomes more universal in the measure in which he becomes deeper. That substantiating statement from Keyserling indicates something of the effect on the human being when she or he is in touch with the Self.

In psychosynthesis, the Self is seen as a reality, and can be directly experienced. Assagioli quotes Gratry, from *La Connaissance de l'Ame*:

> We possess an "inner sense" which at special times when we succeed in interrupting the habitual flow of distractions and passions gives us direct and clear knowledge of our Soul .... I used to experience an inner form, full of strength, beauty and joy, a form of light and fire which sustained my entire being; stable, always the same, often recaptured during my life; forgotten at intervals, but always recognized with infinite delight and the explanation, "Here is my real Being".

Again here Assagioli parts company with Jung, because Assagioli regards the Self as a part of the person, even though it is also astride the Infinite. For Jung, however, it is an archetype, 'without possibility of scientific proof'. Again the problem of 'what is the truth' and 'how can we know things?' arises. We can know from scientific study and we can know from experience, but they are different kinds of knowledge. In this realm of the transpersonal, in the end it is experience rather than reason that is the true basis of knowledge.
Yogi Ramacharaka in Raja Yoga writes that when the consciousness of the Real Self is an everyday experience, a person can know a oneness with the universe and a sense of being at home in the world. The Self can be experienced as a familiar 'otherness', a being to be communicated with and consulted, as Stuart Miller's article 'Dialogue with the Higher Self' implies. He writes of

.... the common practice among creative people of wrestling with a problem, reaching a point of frustration, letting go, and then simply waiting for a solution .... it is enough that there are in us positive human potentials for more wisdom, love, strength, compassion and growth, than we have yet discovered. 32

Many people envisage this otherness as a wise person, always available to be consulted - in other words, the wisdom is there in ourselves, if we will only listen. The vision is wider than we could otherwise have: 'the work of art is the object seen sub specie aeternis; and the good life is the world seen sub specie aeternis'. 33

This doctrine is of course very old, particularly in Eastern religions. Radhakrishna in his introductory essay to the Bhagavadgita writes, 'God's light dwells in the Self and nowhere else. It shines alike in every living being and one can see it with one's mind steadied'. 34 The Gita was one of the Upanishads, which probably date from the fifth century B.C. In Hinduism, as in other major religions, the sense that the transcendent and the everyday
world are close is very old. You can live in the Higher Self and yet remain in the world.

The entire world of manifestation and multiplicity is not real in itself and only seems to be real for those who live in ignorance .... only the wisdom that the universal reality and the individual self are identical can bring about redemption.35

But in the religions the difference is that the fight is between good and evil; 'for the Gita the world is the scene of an active struggle between Good and Evil in which God is deeply interested'36. 'The whole teaching of the Gita requires man to choose the good and realise it by conscious effort.'37 In psychosynthesis, which was based in science, good and evil are less overtly the issue: but covertly the whole theory of psychosynthesis is based in notions of the good, and the 'higher' significance of the good.

The journey and the goal
In psychosynthesis, seven paths are specified on the journey to the Higher Self. The first is the heroic way or way of the will - people who dedicate their lives to a cause outside themselves, who live altruistically in the true sense of that tricky word, who lose themselves in service to all, will come within that category.

The second way is the way of love or inner illumination - probably through a process of meditation and increasing
concentration and enlightenment. The light shed on life through this process enables the person to love other beings, constantly being aware of the other person's Higher Self.

The third way is similar to the first - it is the way of action and involvement in the world. The person following such a path becomes entirely disinterested, prepared to sacrifice and not wish for any personal rewards from such a sacrifice. Such a person, on this path, is dedicated specifically to God.

The fourth way is the aesthetic way.

It can be called the realization of divine immanence through beauty .... This way has been expounded best by Plato. He speaks of "The Ladder of Beauty"; first one admires the beauty of physical forms; then one rises to the realization and admiration of inner beauty, of the higher, inner qualities or virtues. From that one reaches towards the idea of beauty, the source of all beauty in its essence, to what we call the archetype of beauty, which in itself is independent of all forms .... \[38\]

The scientific way is the fifth way - that is, the sincere and disciplined investigation of our physical universe. This study is leading to a conviction that there is a cosmic order, and that the energy that is the source of life in the universe is God. Einstein himself wrote, in a much quoted sentence:
Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that a spirit is manifest in the Laws of the Universe - a Spirit vastly superior to that of man, and one in the face of which we, with our modest powers, must feel humble.\textsuperscript{39}

The devotional way is the sixth - this is very well known, and would be the path that would spring to mind for most people, as this is the path of most of the religious saints and mystics: the aim is a mystical union with God through love.

The final way is through ritual or ceremony, through rites of initiation which can awake the spiritual consciousness.

Any individual person may follow any way or combination of ways to awaken and unite with the transcendent sense in life. This is done through the therapeutic techniques described later, and through spiritual disciplines and awareness. The way each person follows is necessarily unique, varying greatly from one person to another.

This kind of thinking about the nature of life is natural for a religious person - to consider life as a journey, having a purpose. The assumption is deep in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, in Christian philosophy, quite as much as in the Bhagavadgita and Hinduism. But it is of course antithetical to much Western materialistic thinking, and certainly far from the usual way of thinking in our society. It is to this problem that Frank Haronian addresses himself
in 'The repression of the sublime'\textsuperscript{40} and that Maslow is concerned with in much of his writing.

Haronian comes out very strongly against the Freudian view of the person - the person who aims at adjustment rather than at growth and giving. He writes of

\ldots{} the self-image of the well-psychoanalysed man; he has undergone a sort of psychoanalytical lobotomy of the spirit, a deadening of his normal sensitivity to the higher unconscious and to the possibility of spiritual growth. The key to this denial is probably to be found in Freud's concept of sublimation with its emphasis on aim-inhibited sexual and aggressive drives as the source of the kindly and generous acts of man. This emphasis denied the existence of autonomous impulses towards goodness, towards community. This dogma was especially useful for the reduction of anxiety because it automatically relieved the patient who accepted it of all sense of responsibility for spiritual growth, and of the normal anxiety attended on this quest. Thus, the psychoanalytical theory of neurosis can be seen as a truncated theory of personality which, in an ideological way, tends to relieve neurotic symptomology by amputating or anesthetising a portion of the Psyche, the higher and most valuable functions, those which urge us to be the most that is within our personality.\textsuperscript{41}
Because the sublime and the spiritual are not common currency in our present society, especially among the academic community, they are not part of what is regarded as knowledge - except in so far as such qualities are hived off into 'religious' areas of life. People can be committed and devoted to many of the paths described earlier, but refuse to see any ultimate meaning in what they are working at and making the centre of their lives. Haronian holds that we can fear our highest impulses quite as much, perhaps more, than we fear our lowest. We may fear the greatness and the strength which is in us all. We certainly may fail to recognize the strength and the courage with which many people, in all areas of society, live their lives.

Maslow has written of the envy which is aroused by people who do attempt to follow a spiritual journey, and to see others 'sub specie aeternis', as though each person has a soul, a Higher Self. He writes:

My impression so far is that the greatest people, simply by their presence and being what they are, make us feel aware of our lesser worth, whether or not they intend to. If this is an unconscious effect, and we are not aware of why we feel stupid or ugly or inferior whenever the person turns up, we are apt to respond with projection .... I am willing to extrapolate to the guess that if you learn to love more purely the highest values in others, this may make you love these qualities in yourself in a less frightening way.
He delineates the qualities of 'transcenders' in his well-known 'Theory Z'.

The goal of this whole process is synthesis, which means, in psychosynthesis:

i) being in touch with the centre, 'I', and allowing oneself to be in touch with the Higher Self. This is done by being constantly aware of the strength within oneself, and of the spirit constantly at work in the world. Being able to see the transcendent and the immanent qualities in other people, in animals, in all creation;

ii) working on the subpersonalities, and on the impulses from the lower unconscious, so as to be freer to be oneself in the world;

iii) recognizing that a spiritually aware person is on a journey towards becoming aware of what he or she can be;

iv) being able to live and share with other people in a more humble and accepting way;

v) being able to work well and give to the world from a centred place; being committed to the causes one sees as important;

vi) being aware of the creative forces which have occurred throughout human history and upon which we can all draw.

Jung, in *Psychology and Alchemy*, writes of

.... the treasure hard to find .... (which) lies in the ocean of the unconscious, and only the brave can reach it. I conjecture that the treasure is also the "companion", the one who goes through life at our side - in all probability a close analogy to the lonely ego
who finds a mate in the Self, for at first the Self is the strange non-ego. This is the theme of the magical travelling companion. 44

In transpersonal psychotherapy terms, the search for spiritual meaning is also the search for the Self, the 'God within', which is linked to the soul of the world.
Chapter 7
Psychosynthesis therapeutic work with the unconscious: dreams, symbols, myths, and fairy-tales

The theory of the unconscious
In the egg-shaped diagram, Assagioli described several kinds of unconsciousness - the lower, middle and higher unconscious, and the collective unconscious. The conscious part of the personality is 'the sphere of consciousness' organized around the 'I'. Subpersonalities live mostly in the unconscious area of the personality. So much of the therapeutic work in psychosynthesis, as in most other twentieth century therapies, relates to the unconscious, in an attempt to contact those 'energies and feelings that mysteriously motivate our lives'. But Assagioli, unlike some other therapists, is cautious about his contact with the unconscious, both because he values the conscious parts of the person, as psychosynthesis is aiming at more and more conscious awareness of the whole personality, and also because he sees dangers in becoming too intrigued with the unconscious.

It is instructive to reflect on these dangers as Assagioli lists them, because his comments give something of the unique flavour of psychosynthesis. Assagioli accepts, and refers to Adler as his authority, that the present structure of each person's personality has a history and a purpose - defences are there for a good reason, for
instance, though that original reason may have become outdated. Therefore, to delve into the unconscious forces at present largely controlled by part of these defences may be playing with fire: he warns against 'the premature and uncontrolled release of explosive drives and emotions from the unconscious'\(^2\). He also fears that instead of the tendency for multiplicity to become more unified, which is part of the process of psychosynthesis, unconscious forces released may overwhelm the self. Assagioli's theme, then, even when dealing with the unconscious, is still will and rationality, and the use of those forces in the development of the self. He states quite clearly that 'we do not aim at a thorough, complete, exhaustive exploration of the unconscious' and 'when the unconscious disturbs, it has to be dealt with; if it keeps quiet, we do not make a systematic offensive against it'\(^3\). In these comments, Assagioli seems mainly to be referring to the unconscious as first defined by Freud and designated by Assagioli as the 'lower unconscious'.

The main point, however, is that discipline and caution are required in working with unconscious material. Assagioli's other reservation concerns the self-absorption that can come out of constant self-analysis, and also what he refers to as 'psychic inflation'\(^4\). This is not just becoming 'high' on therapy, but also refers to mania and other neurotic and psychotic conditions. These dangers relate to the strong sense that Assagioli has that therapy is for use. The point of therapy is not only that the person
should be able to be more fully himself or herself, but that the energy released and the sense of purpose achieved should be grounded by action, positive action, in the world. If it were to be a choice between extensive examination of unconscious material, and the possibility of someone being quickly able to contribute more coherently and effectively towards other people and society, Assagioli would probably go for the latter. He shows little interest in therapy lasting intensively and extensively for many years, but more in techniques which are immediate, direct, understandable and always tending towards conscious understanding.

At this point it is necessary to discuss briefly the nature of the unconscious, particularly as it is seen in psychosynthesis.

Adler states succinctly the idea of the unconscious in the phrase 'man knows more than he understands'. In the fascinating book The Unconscious before Freud, L.L. Whyte traces references to an understanding of a force beyond the rational and the conscious that a few people have always been aware of; throughout history it has usually been commented on by poets and philosophers. Freud, in fact, acknowledged this on his 70th birthday celebrations when he said: 'the poets and philosophers before me discovered the unconscious. What I discovered was the scientific method by which the unconscious can be studied.'

Koestler, in his introduction to Whyte's work, refers to Plotinus in the second century A.D. writing:
There is a mirror in the mind which, when correctly aimed, reflects the process going on inside that mind, and when displaced or broken fails to do so - yet the processes continue all the same, and thus that thought is present without an inner image of itself.  

The implication here is that the mind is deep and that we need a vehicle to be in touch with its processes - a mirror. This gives the therapeutic idea of communication with the unconscious very well - it is not easy, it requires awareness and skill, but it is possible; on the other hand, the conscious being may lose touch with his or her own mind - may 'displace' the mirror. The relationship of the conscious to the unconscious has been compared many times to an iceberg, where the part showing, the conscious, is greatly inferior in volume to the part hidden below the water, though the material is similar and there is no absolute dividing line.

Whyte gives many examples of a definition and recognition of the unconscious before the eighteenth century and the Enlightenment. St Augustine, who lived between 354 and 430, wrote:

Great is the power of memory, exceedingly great. O my God, a spreading limitless room is within me. Who can reach its uttermost depth? Yet it is a faculty of soul and belongs to my nature. In fact, I cannot totally grasp all that I am.
Isaac Newton, who was a major founder of Western rationalism and empirical science, accepted that he used sources beyond reason when, not wanting to give the proof of an assertion, he stated, 'it (the assertion) is plain to me by the fountain I draw it from.' Ralph Cudworth, the English philosopher who lived 1617-88 and who had the idea of a plastic power pervading nature, which is similar to the idea of the unconscious, wrote:

There is a more interior kind of plastic power in the soul (if we may so call it), whereby it is formative of its own cognitions, which itself it is not always conscious of; as when, in sleep and dreams, it forms interlocutory discourses betwixt itself and other persons, in a long series, with coherent sense and apt connections, in which often times it seems to be surprised with unexpected wiseness and repartee, though itself were all the while the poet and inventor of the whole fable.

These writers and philosophers see the unconscious much as Jung seems to have seen it - as the source of wisdom in man. What has happened over the last three hundred years in Western thinking is that the values of individualism and conscious rationalism have become predominant, and materialist science the over-riding form of knowledge. This form of thinking and invention has of course been spectacularly successful and has changed the world and the daily experience of living for people in the West, but we have paid a
large price for this success. Whyte writes that the European and Western ideal 'of the self-aware individual confronting destiny with his own indomitable will and sceptical reason as the only factors on which he can rely is perhaps the noblest aim which has yet been accepted by any community.'

But the loneliness of the individual in such a position is very great, because the sense of being part of a much larger and unknown whole has been denied. And this isolated rational man (typically man) has invented the means of destroying the world without the corresponding humility and sense of awe which could hold that destructive power in check. The unconscious, the feminine and the whole were largely lost sight of in this process.

Throughout those three hundred years, however, there have been writers and thinkers who have acknowledged the unknown forces in the person as well as those in the universe, and have seen these linked together. Whyte writes:

"The general conception of unconscious mental processes was conceivable (in post Cartesian Europe) around 1700, topical around 1800 and fashionable around 1870-80 .... It cannot be disputed that by 1870-80 the general conception of the unconscious mind was a European commonplace and that many special applications of this general idea had been vigorously discussed for several decades."12

In 1868 von Hartmann published a popular book, Philosophy of the Unconscious, which tuned in to much of the thinking of the time.
This thinking, however, was cut off from religious established thinking as such. Science and religion existed in two different worlds. When Freud started his work, he investigated the unconscious as a doctor and a scientist. He investigated, first through hypnosis and then through techniques of Free Association, people who were ill. His interest initially was in hysterical personalities. And he regarded the religious sense as an aberration, as a sickness.

In doing this work, Freud himself felt very isolated. He wrote of 1896, 'at that time, I had reached the peak of loneliness, had lost all my old friends and hadn't acquired any new ones'.

Yet by that time he had already made the seminal discoveries that were to divide man's understanding of himself into ante-Freud and post-Freud: that human actions were more governed by unconscious motives than had previously been thought possible by more than a small number of men through the centuries; that repressed tendencies, pushed from the conscious mind and battened down in the unconscious, played a great and unsuspected role in human life; that neuroses were not the result of small so-called functional changes in brain tissue but the outcome of complicated mental processes and of strong emotional conflicts: and that knowledge of these facts could enable a doctor to understand mental disease and in suitable cases even cure it.
It is ironic that Freud, working in the scientific rational medical tradition, concerned with illness and with pathology, should have been the means of bringing the conscious and the unconscious, the rational and the subjective/irrational together into one framework which eventually became accepted in Western thinking. Freud remained to the end of his life interested in pathology and treatment; he saw the unconscious as largely to do with repression, particularly of sexual material. Jung - and Assagioli - split with him on this particular view of unconscious material. Jung linked the idea of the unconscious to the religious instinct of the person, to Eastern thinking, to the wisdom and language of myths, and an ancient knowledge. In the Hindu religion, indeed, there are three planes of consciousness - the subconscious (instinctive and affective thought): the conscious (ideological and reflexive thought) and the superconscious (intuitive thought and the higher truth). 15

The massive work and speculation on the scientific study of the unconscious has meant that in the twentieth century we have the means of uniting the split in Western thinking, of subject and object, mind and matter, reason and feeling, conscious and unconscious. Whyte writes:

The most profound aspect of Freud's hold over many minds may have little to do with his scientific discoveries, with sex, or libido, or any special aspect of the unconscious, except as an opportunity for the conscious subject to escape his isolation, for the
individual to relax his lonely self-awareness in a surrender to what is organic and universal.\textsuperscript{16}

Assagioli does not intend that in psychosynthesis people 'surrender' to the unconscious, but rather that they should be in communication with those deep forces enough to be able to use them rather than to be used by them. He acknowledges both the Freudian concept of what he calls the lower unconscious, but also sees the unconscious as potential and as wisdom in the older and more classic sense.

**Dreams**

Freud published his *Interpretation of Dreams* in November 1899. In it he asserted that 'we are justified in assuming the existence of systems (which are not in any way psychical entities themselves and can never be accessible to our psychical perception) like the lenses of the telescope, which catch the image.'\textsuperscript{17} He writes,

\begin{quote}
The unconscious must be assumed to be the general basis of psychical life. The unconscious is the larger sphere, which includes within it the smaller sphere of the conscious .... the unconscious is the true psychical reality; in its innermost nature it is as much unknown to us as the reality of the external world, and it is as incompletely presented by the data of consciousness as is the external world by the communications of our sense organs.\textsuperscript{18}
\end{quote}

He postulated a pre-conscious, which is like a screen be-
tween the conscious and the unconscious, which he thought at the time was inadmissible to consciousness. He also accepted at this time that 'we are probably inclined great-ly to over-estimate the conscious character of intellectual and artistic production ....'19.

Freud saw dreams as a route to the unconscious and therefore of concern to physicians. In his preface to the first edition of *Interpretation of Dreams* he wrote:

*Psychological investigation shows that the dream is the first member of the class of abnormal psychical phenomena of which further members, such as hysterical phobias, obsessions and delusions, are bound for practical reasons to be a matter of concern to physicians.*20

His first bold statement in the book is:

*In the pages that follow I shall bring forward proof that there is a psychological technique which makes it possible to interpret dreams, and that, if the procedure is employed, every dream reveals itself as a psychical structure which has a meaning and which can be inserted at an assignable point in the mental activities of waking life.*21

Freud saw dreams basically as wish-fulfilments. Later on, he developed a complex sexual interpretation of dream material, laying emphasis on the repressive nature of the conscious mind. As Fromm explains,
We dream of hating people we believe we are fond of, of loving someone we thought we had no interest in. We dream of being ambitious, when we are convinced of being modest; we dream of bowing down and submitting, when we are so proud of our independence.

Since Freud, dreams have been widely used as a way into the unconscious by therapists, particularly in psychoanalysis. Assagioli is, however, far more cautious about the use of dreams.

In our practice we ask patients to recount their dreams, and we give them the needed instructions for the analysis of them, but we definitely point out the fact that dream-interpretation is only one of the techniques and not the chief one.

He points out later in the book that Freud had developed the analysis of dreams so extensively because they avoid the 'therapeutically superficial circular thinking characteristic during Free Association', which was one of the original techniques used by Freud to tap the unconscious. But Assagioli felt strongly that interpretation of dreams introduced a passive element into the therapeutic relationship which is undesirable, particularly as the appearance of dreams is uncontrollable. He also felt strongly that it is probably impossible to convert the experience of dreams into conscious language without using classical analysis and interpretation, of which he was very suspicious because of its reductive nature. The comparable technique used in
psychosynthesis are therefore, guided imagery, guided daydreams or Initiated Symbol Projection, similar techniques which allow the 'patient' to mediate himself or herself between conscious and unconscious material: these techniques will be described fully in the next chapter.

Fromm brings out the contrasting theories of Freud and Jung on dreaming and on the whole nature of the unconscious. Perhaps his distinction is rather crude when he writes that the Freudian view 'says that all dreams are expressions of the irrational and a-social nature of man', and that Jung's interpretation 'says that dreams are revelations of unconscious wisdom, transcending the individual'. Both Fromm's view and Assagioli's (and it is clear that Assagioli had read Fromm's The Forgotten Language) seem to indicate that dreams can give us access to any aspect of our unconscious being - and that presumably would apply to the use of guided daydreams.

Perhaps to sum up the relationship between dreams, the conscious and the unconscious, it would be helpful to quote from Henri Bergson's classic Dreams:

You ask me what it is I do when I dream? I will tell you what you do when you are awake. You take me, the me of the dreams, me the totality of your past, and you force me, by making me smaller and smaller, to fit into the little circle that you trace around your present action. That is what it is to be awake. That is what it is to live the normal psychical life. It is to battle. It is to will. As for the dream, have you really
any need that I should explain it? It is the state into which you naturally fall when you let yourself go, when you no longer have the power to concentrate yourself upon a single point, when you have ceased to will. What needs much more to be explained is the marvellous mechanism by which at any moment your will obtains instantly, and almost unconsciously, the concentration of all that you have within you upon one and the same point, the point that interests you. But to explain this is the task of normal psychology, of the psychology of waking, for willing and waking are one and the same thing. 27

Symbolism

Personal dreams draw on all the areas of the unconscious. Myths and fairy-stories, in the hypothesis of the unconscious, draw on the collective. In Jung's view, they express a deeper reality than can be perceived by our rational everyday existence. These stories express something about the whole human unconscious, put in symbolic form. From the psychotherapeutic view, particularly the therapy of Jung and Assagioli, they are important because they are available to people in their work in relation to the unconscious.

Both the communication in dreams and that in myths and fairy-tales is symbolic. Symbolism has been studied throughout this century by anthropologists, such as Raymond Firth with his work on symbols, by students of religious history such as Mircea Eliade who has written many fascinating and
significant books on myth over the last thirty years or so, by psychologists and therapists - particularly of course Carl Jung, but also some of the more recent humanistic and transpersonal writers like Ira Progoff, as well as Erich Fromm, the prolific writer from the Frankfurt Critical Sociological School where psychological and sociological material is related; and art historians such as the Spanish J.E. Cirlot. As in psychosynthesis itself, many disciplines have contributed to the creation of an area of knowledge and activity in an immensely productive way.

Firth gives a straightforward definition of 'symbol' - 'the essence of symbolism lies in the recognition of one thing as standing for (representing) another, the relation between them being normally that of concrete to abstract, particular to general'\(^{28}\). In this sense, as several writers point out, all words are symbols. We think symbolically because we think abstractly. Assagioli points out that the relationship between the symbol and the 'reality' it represents is based on analogy - 'analogy, we might say is an important psychological link or connection between outer and inner realities'\(^{29}\). And a basic part of psychosynthesis, a key concept, is that we can work therapeutically with deep and often inaccessible areas of the unconscious by working through the more accessible symbols.

Several writers refer to the idea that symbols can have a transcendental element. Jung wrote in his *Symbols of Transformation*, 'symbols are not allegories and not signs: they are the images of contents which for the most part
transcend consciousness'. Eliade has argued in *Images and Symbols*, 'that the symbol reveals certain aspects of reality, the deepest aspects, which defy any other means of knowledge'. A symbol of course can be any object, which still stays as an object in its own right; a rose or a lion seen as representing an aspect of reality for someone still exist in their own right. So a symbol is both itself and a personal or collective representation of some other meaning on a different plane of reality. Some symbols are so universal that Jung referred to them as archetypes - the Mother, the Cross. These carry enormous universal symbolic meanings. But they, or indeed any other object, may carry personal meaning - one of the most famous examples is Proust's association with the madeleine cake and all the memories and representations that object held for him.

Fromm, in fact, distinguishes between conventional symbols, like words or a flag, accidental symbols which have a personal meaning and connection, and universal symbols like fire, water, the sun - and like many myths and fairy-stories.

Juan Cirlot has a very good introduction to his *Dictionary of Symbols*, published originally in Spanish, but still being entirely applicable to an English reader. His book consists of a list of symbols used frequently about the world and something of their origin and meaning. He writes that 'symbols link the instrumental with the spiritual, the human with the cosmic, the casual with the causal, disorder with order', and they point to the transcendent.
which links internal conception to external reality:

This language of images and emotions is based .... upon a precise and crystallized means of expression, revealing transcendent truths, external to Man (cosmic order) as well as within him (thought, the moral order of things, psychic evolution, the destiny of the soul) .... the essence of the symbol, is its ability to express simultaneously the various aspects (thesis and antithesis) of the idea it represents.

These writers stress the great significance of perceiving the symbolic nature of so much that takes place. Their descriptions of the importance of symbolism have much in common with the idea of immanence - perceiving the universal in the particular, whilst it still remains particular and entirely unique.

Cirlot sums up the impact of thinking and experiencing living symbolically:

(a) nothing is meaningless or neutral: everything is significant  
(b) nothing is independant, everything is in some way related to everything else  
(c) the quantitative becomes the qualitative in certain essentials which, in fact, precisely constitute the meaning of the quantity  
(d) everything is serial  
(e) series are related to one another as to position, and the components of each series are related as to meaning.

I think other writers such as Fromm and Eliade would not go
beyond the first two statements, and even the more 'scientific' Firth might accept these. The latter three statements take us into the 'esoteric' and to some extent magic world on which symbolism always borders. Eliade put something of the same ideas in a more 'psychosynthetic' form in his *Images and Symbols*:

It must not be thought that a symbolic connotation annuls the material and specific validity of an object or action. Symbolism adds a new value to an object or act, without thereby violating its immediate or "historical" validity. Once it is brought to bear, it turns the object or action into an "open" event: symbolic thought opens the door on to immediate reality for us, but without weakening or invalidating it; seen in this light the universe is no longer sealed off, nothing is isolated inside its own existence; everything is linked by a system of correspondence or assimilations. Man in early society became aware of himself in a world wide open and rich in meaning. It remains to be seen whether these "openings" are just another means of escape or whether, on the other hand, they offer the only possible way of accepting the true reality of the world. 33

Symbolism can be seen from a specifically transcendental view. Jung contrasts 'archaic man', who lived easily with myths and symbols, with 'modern man', who is resistant to religion and the unconscious. He writes:
The naive man of antiquity saw the sun as the great Father of heaven and earth, and the moon as the fruitful Mother. Everything had its demon, was animated like a human being, or like his brothers the animals. 34

That this experience has occurred throughout the ages is illustrated by a passage he quotes from Seneca:

When you enter a grove peopled with ancient trees, higher than the ordinary, and shutting out the sky with their thickly intertwining branches, do not the stately shadows of the wood, the stillness of the place, and the awful gloom of this domed cavern then strike you as the presence of a deity? Or when you see a cave penetrating into the rock at the foot of the over-hanging mountain, made not with human hands, but hollowed out to a great depth by nature, is not your soul suffused with a religious fear? We worship the sources of the great rivers, we erect altars at the place where a sudden rush of water bursts from the bowels of the earth, warm springs we adore, and certain pools we hold sacred on account of their sombre darkness and their immeasurable depth. 35

Many people have lived with two realities throughout the ages; they express the more inaccessible and deeper reality through symbol, myths and fairy-tales, among other means.

Assagioli directly uses symbols in many of his therapeutic techniques. He discusses several assessment tests
where symbols are seen as a bridge between the conscious and the unconscious; and more particularly Assagioli uses symbols in therapeutic methods such as guided daydream and 'techniques of symbol utilization'. Symbols are also used very directly in words, music and art, free drawing, imaginative work, visualization, and some kinds of meditation.

He sees symbols as 'containers' of meaning, as transformers through playing out a problem or situation on another level, and as 'conductors or channels of psychological energies'. Through playing with ideas, feelings, attitudes, on this other level, it is often easy to bring in factors, other experiences and other symbols not usually seen in relation to the original issue before, and to find new ways of looking at things.

Myths and fairy-stories

Often in working with the unconscious, myths and fairy-stories appear in the material, as these are a cultural stock to which we all have access. They are a particularly available form of symbolism.

Both myths and fairy-stories represent eternal truths in a way that is easy to understand. Bettelheim, in his Freudian book The Uses of Enchantment, writes that both attempt to answer the eternal questions: 'What is the world really like? How am I to live my life in it? How can I be truly myself?' The stories externalize inner issues. Both Fromm and Bettelheim in their investigation
of fairy-stories consider the messages that may be conveyed by, say, Red Riding Hood or Cinderella, though some of the hazards of interpretation emerge as each has a different framework for his interpretation. The personal meaning, the symbolic differences, come out quite clearly and can be an important piece of learning for a psychotherapist - that each person's understanding of even familiar symbols may have very particular connotations.

Both myths and fairy-stories are timeless. In fact, Eliade maintains that their very essence is that they are outside history; they are repeated truths, not linear events.

Both also, as all symbols, may have a transcendental element. Many myths are very old and may spring from a less conscious, certainly less self-conscious period in human history. Susanne Langer, writing of the philosophy of Ernest Cassirer, one of the great experts on the subject of myths, wrote:

The earliest products of mythic thinking are not permanent, self-identical, and clearly distinguished "gods"; neither are they immaterial spirits. They are like dream elements - objects endowed with demonic import, haunted places, accidental shapes in nature representing something ominous - all manner of shifting, fantastic images which speak of Good and Evil, of Life and Death, to the impressionable and creative mind of man. Their common trait is .... the quality of holiness.
Myths and fairy-stories draw on unconscious material rather than rationality to make sense out of living in the world. Some of the basic experience of mankind has been passed on through the tales. Malinowski, one of the great anthropologists of the twentieth century, expressed it thus:

Myth warranting the belief in immortality, in eternal youth, in a life beyond the grave, is not an intellectual reaction upon a puzzle, but an explicit act of faith born from an innermost instinctive and emotional reaction to a most formidable and haunting idea.\(^{38}\) They represent, according to Eliade, the essential human condition.

In psychosynthesis it is very common to find subpersonalities founded directly on fairy-stories (the wicked witch, Cinderella, the big bad wolf) or on myth (St George, the beautiful victim, the archetypal mother). And in the sequences of the guided daydreams, myths such as the ascent of the mountain, the pursuit of the holy grail, the symbolism of the centre\(^ {39}\), are basic to the work. The richer the symbolism known to the workers, the wider the knowledge of the culture in which they live, the more creative the imagination, the more extensive can be the access to the collective imagery in both personal and group work. The potential of this work is limitless.
Chapter 8
Techniques in psychosynthesis work with the unconscious

It is not possible or appropriate in this chapter to attempt to encapsulate the complex and delicate guiding work which is the action of psychosynthesis. This work has clearly changed a good deal over the century, from the earliest use of hypnosis to the Gestalt and guided imagery of the present day. What has remained constant is the spiritual context of the work, the assumption that the client contains his or her own wisdom, and the relatively equal relationship of client and guide.

Psychosynthesis is known for its large number of techniques. In his book *Psychosynthesis*, which is clearly the fruits of his lifetime of therapeutic work, Assagioli lists and comments on many skills, some dating from the beginning of the century, like Free Association, and others devised by him in the course of therapy, like his dis-identification exercise. Since the publication of this book in 1965, many more skills have been incorporated - the development of theories of loss and change as applied to psychosynthesis, particularly through attention being paid to the creative as well as the destructive possibilities of pain, crisis and failure; incorporation of more knowledge about the place of mourning and catharsis in relation to past traumatic events; the greater use of group skills and increased knowledge of group unconscious processes; more
material about social factors in psychological processes, about the use of systems theory; and the moderation of the heterosexual assumptions of the original psychotherapeutic mode, and some use of feminist theory.

Also in the last twenty years or so, psychosynthesis has incorporated many of the humanistic techniques, particularly those which concentrate on the messages given by the body: body-posture, physical sensations which may be symbolic of emotional states, and the deepening of experiences through physical acting out. Techniques to ground and integrate the material have also been refined and developed: clients and trainees are encouraged to work on their own through active self-observation, meditation, drawing, writing, and the regular and repeated use of exercises, over shorter or longer periods, that might actively support the next step in their growth process.¹

All that can be done here is to trace historically some of the symbolic techniques that have been used in relation to therapeutic work with the unconscious. These are the techniques most relevant to this particular study, but any person actively training within psychosynthesis will learn a far greater range of methods than those which can be incorporated here. Different Schools have developed independently throughout the world from this original base.

The original techniques of psychosynthesis²

Assagioli initially categorized four functions of work with unconscious/conscious material. These are i) assessment and
diagnosis ii) personality work - 'neuroses' and 'complexes' in his original language iii) physical level work - work with illness, combined with psychological work and iv) transpersonal work, as described in his section on spiritual psychosynthesis. These are not discrete pieces of work, but run into each other.

At the beginning, Assagioli, who was of course a psychiatrist, accepted that most of his work would be done with patients who presented themselves as sick, either in body or in mind. His writing, therefore, tends to assume a pathological diagnosis. From the beginning, however, Assagioli assumed that this would be seen in a transpersonal context, dealing with superconscious as well as lower unconscious material directly.

Freud, at the beginning of the century, experimented with various techniques for use in both diagnosis and treatment: hypnosis, that is, putting the patient into a sleep-like state in which he or she was more likely to have access to unconscious material, was used in the earliest psychoanalytic work. The repeating of painful material was practised as catharsis, often under hypnosis, as it was discovered that re-living the original traumatic events could help the client both recognize them and re-experience them with a different quality of insight and with support. Catharsis is still used, inevitably, but with the client's active and aware consent.

According to Leuner and Kornadt, 'Freud discarded Hypno-Catharsis because he was unable to hypnotise all patients,
at least as deeply as he believed was required. Later he decided that hypnosis conceals transference and resistance, the analysis of which was essential to his treatment. In experiencing this technique, the patient was asked to recall when the symptom first appeared and, in as much detail as possible, the circumstances in which it had appeared.

It was in the development of his use of the dialogue between patient and doctor that Freud began the technique of 'Free Association'. This he derived partly from the early nineteenth century writer Ludwig Borne, and the British anthropologist Francis Galton; Galton published an article on a 'word association test' in 1879, after writing rather endearingly that the mind is 'apparently always engaged in mumbling over its old stores'.

Word association tests were routinely used by most therapists at that time, including Freud, Jung and Assagioli. This technique helped to build up a picture of the client's unconscious processes of thought, the linking of concepts and feelings at a deep level. Free Association, not only of words, but also of connections on a wider scale, was also developed. In connection with both these techniques, Assagioli used Jung's 'Hundred Words'. He wrote that 'with some additions they have proved to be a very fruitful survey of the field of the unconscious, using "survey" in a similar sense as in the systematic drilling of territory for oil.'

It is worthwhile looking back at Freud's original instructions to his patients about Free Association, as it
One thing more, before you begin. Your talk with me must differ in one respect from an ordinary conversation. Whereas usually you rightly try to keep the threads of your story together and to exclude all intruding associations and side issues, so as not to wander too far from the point, here you must proceed differently. You will notice that as you relate things various ideas will occur to you which you will feel inclined to put aside with certain criticisms and objections. You will be tempted to say to yourself: "This has no connection here or it is quite unimportant, or it is nonsensical, so it cannot be necessary to mention it". Never give in to these objections, but mention it even if you feel a disinclination against it, or indeed just because of this. Later on you will perceive and learn to understand the reason for this injunction, which is really the only one which you have to follow. So say whatever goes through your mind. Act as if you were sitting at the window of a railway train and describing to someone the changing views you see outside. Finally never forget that you have promised absolute honesty, and never leave anything unsaid because for any reason it is unpleasant to say it.7

These instructions still make great sense in all the techniques discussed here - visualization, dreams and guided imagery, as well as word association and Free Association.
Assagioli, like both Freud and Jung, approached therapy as a doctor - he assumed there was something wrong with the 'patient' (a word he still uses in his book *Psychosynthesis*): he was looking initially for 'complexes'; 'the first and most telling symptom (of a complex) is the prolongation of the time of reaction (to words), i.e., hesitation or even failure to answer. In Jung's studies he carefully recorded the length of the reaction time'. Psycho-synthesis has, however, developed in a much more democratic way than the above quotation would suggest, and - as far as I know - tests such as word associations are rarely if ever used for assessment, which is now a far more mutual process. But certainly words, slips of the tongue, body movements are noticed and used in psychosynthesis by client and guide alike or by all members of a group, although the interpretation would generally be left to the person making the statement, verbal or physical.

Dreams, of course, have been the classic entry into the unconscious ever since Freud published his *Interpretation of Dreams* at the turn of the century. Assagioli sees dream analysis and understanding as being only one of many techniques, because of the passive nature of the dream experience, and also because dreams tend to give access to only one part of the unconscious - the lower unconscious (although transpersonal dreams are some of the most famous in history, especially in the Bible).

Dreams, Free Association, and word association can all be used in both assessment and therapy; in the medical
profession there is a clear distinction between assessment of pathology (diagnosis) and treatment. Psychotherapists and more particularly psychologists have in the main kept this distinction, though it is accepted that reassessment must constantly take place, in emotional experience even more than in bodily illness. Assagioli throughout his early years also kept this distinction and was therefore particularly interested in the psychological development of projective tests which gave access to the unconscious. These he saw as useful tools in beginning to work with a patient, along with 'free drawing, free movement, clay modelling etc.' which are some of the more active tools still used in psychosynthesis today.

**Projective tests** have changed their form over time, though the concept itself is still of immense and indeed basic value. In projection we assume that outside events, objects and people have properties which are actually unrecognized inner properties: it is therefore impossible to perceive clearly or to tackle the inner unconscious material. The actual tests make it possible to contact the material which is not easily available in everyday life or on the conscious level.

Projective techniques are an attempt to understand the personality as a whole. They are a development from Jung's list of significant words already mentioned, called 'The association method', published first in 1910, which attempt to pin-point problem areas of a person's life. The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) is mentioned by Assagioli. This was
invented by Murray, and published in 1935\textsuperscript{10}; there are twenty pictures which are offered to the subject in two sessions. The subject responds by inventing stories around the pictures. There are of course all kinds of problems around the interpretation of this material, as there is over any projection; the pictures themselves are inevitably specific to a particular culture and contain assumptions; the subjectivity and understanding of the psychologist is just as significant as that of the subject. Assagioli's specific reservation is that the TAT pictures 'are chosen with a view to drawing out the standard, well-known complexes, but not the higher drives or problems, or any repressed higher unconscious material'\textsuperscript{11}. Assagioli therefore built up his own set of standard pictures which related more to transpersonal as well as personality themes. And the material was used not so much in a test form; people were asked more about what the picture meant to them and encouraged to let their imagination have free play.

In this way we do not directly ask for a personal reaction, because to ask for a definite story - as in the TAT - might inhibit a patient with little imagination. We thus attempt to strike a happy medium between the composition of a story and a personal reaction; but in effect, some patients react personally, almost violently, whereas others enter into a kind of day-dreaming about the material. Both responses are revealing.\textsuperscript{12}

The most famous projective test, published first in 1942,
is the Rorschach Test. This consists of


... ten inkblots, symmetrical, apart from very minor
deviations, about a vertical axis. Five are shaded
black on white, two (the second and the third in the
series) contain red as well as black, and three (the
last three) are multichromatic. The subject is asked
to say what he sees in each blot in turn.¹³

Assagioli typically is not interested in the Rorschach Test
as a test, but rather as an exploration of a person's char-
acteristics: in fact, he suggests using a person's response
to a piece of fur as a comparable exploratory device¹⁴. His
attitude to such tests is given clearly in the following
passage:

This brings us to a general observation about the prob-
lem facing the therapist of the choice of the technique
to be used, among the many available. And here we would
mention the Rorschach Test: we quite appreciate its use-
fulness for typology or differential psychology and for
diagnostic purposes. Its drawbacks are only of a practi-
cal nature, i.e., it takes much time both to perform
and to correctly analyse the results: and there is a
danger of becoming over-technical, too much interested
in all the details, the formulas and percentages of the
results. Therefore it seems to us that it belongs more
to the psychological laboratory than in psychotherapeu-
tic sessions. And in many cases it appears that the use
of simple symbols gives more quickly, and as fully, the
same results as the more laborious and technical Rorschach. This is a consideration which therapists should keep in mind - not to become too much interested and side-tracked by the technique, by theoretical interest, by the idea of perfection, but to remain close to the immediate practical and humanitarian purpose of the therapy, to make the patient whole.  

Though Assagioli believed in having access to all the most modern techniques in psychosynthesis, the primary aim of therapy and wholeness is supreme.

The spirit of this comment leads naturally on to the use of free drawing and writing, which are both assessment and therapeutic tools in work with the unconscious. Drawing is more likely to be using unconscious material, as it is difficult for many people to go much beyond the rational and the controlled in writing. Body movement, particularly dance, and music, also touch on areas beyond the conscious, and Assagioli advocates their use in therapy.

Both Assagioli and Ferrucci discuss free drawing, whose history is as old as mankind. The technique is simple in that the client is asked to draw whatever comes to mind, either on a particular theme or more open-endedly. Assagioli advocates "letting it happen" in a free, relaxed, playful mood, seeing with eager curiosity what will happen. Ferrucci says:

We should greet our drawing as if it were a person coming from a distant land whose customs are very different
from those of our own country .... We seek to resonate with it and intuitively capture the message it gives us about ourselves. 17

He emphasizes the use of insight rather than intellect in interpreting the drawing, and the assumption is that the person making the drawing will be most familiar with the meaning in interpreting it. Drawing and writing are encouraged as therapeutic techniques in the client's own time. People are encouraged to explore the unconscious drives within themselves, to get used to those unseen forces and not to be surprised by them. In the same way that the women's movement advocates getting to know your own body, Assagioli encourages us to get to recognize some of the unconscious forces which move us. In both cases, knowledge is de-mystified and shared.

Symbols and visualization in personal and transpersonal psychosynthesis

Visualization in psychosynthesis is mainly a conscious tool. But Assagioli fully recognizes the imaginative function of the use of all the senses - sight, touch, hearing, smell, taste - and the possibility of using these to get in touch with unconscious and maybe very creative material. This can be done individually and in a relatively unstructured way. But through the twentieth century, techniques of guided imagery, guided daydreams and the use of myths and stories have been brought into the therapeutic field and used with great effect, enjoyment and power.
All these methods use symbols, and can employ the myths and fairy-stories to which we all have access, and which have been discussed in the last chapter. Ferrucci devotes the eleventh chapter of his book to visualization and the use of symbols to get in touch with the unconscious as part of his therapeutic work. He points out that visualizing symbols for a particular state of mind can

... connect us with regions of our being which are completely unavailable to our analytical mind. Thus they train us to understand by seeing directly, jumping the intermediary stage of discursive thinking, which is sometimes more of an obstacle than an aid to understanding. This deeper kind of understanding awakens a faculty whose importance is almost universally neglected: the intuition. 18

Trainees and clients in psychosynthesis are asked to use their own symbolism quite frequently. For instance, if one was working on a mood which was experienced as negative and wanted to understand it better, a meditation on the quality of that mood can allow a symbol to emerge - for instance, the feeling of depression might, not very originally, be seen as a rainy day. It is then possible to work on the many qualities of a rainy day - its greyness, its atmosphere of being trapped, its desolation - but also the life that is potential in the rain, and the assumption (in most climates) that it is temporary. Such a symbol can allow one to enter more deeply into the meaning of a mood,
the effect a particular person has on oneself, or a particular problem. The example given above is mundane; symbolism and visualization can be infinitely more subtle, more intricate, more imaginative.

Martha Crampton, in her paper on 'The use of mental imagery in psychosynthesis', discusses the use of symbolism in 'the elicitation of "answers from the unconscious" through mental imagery'. Her subjects are asked to concentrate on a particular problem and let a symbol appear for the problem, so that deeper levels of the unconscious are tapped. A series of symbols can emerge in this way, and their meaning be contemplated and a deeper meaning sought. Also the symbols themselves, as in the rainy day example, can be very fully explored in a technique Jung called amplification, so that deeper and deeper levels of meaning can be investigated.

Martha Crampton gives an example of a piece of work in her paper, where a person was first of all asked to make a free drawing, where he investigated both his feelings of comfort and then of being hemmed in, in a large city. He was asked to visualize this closed-in feeling.

He saw himself imprisoned as a spy in a small cell somewhere in a foreign country. His jailors gave him no opportunity to defend his point of view and were attempting to brainwash him into a confession of guilt. He felt frightened, helpless and determined never to confess, feeling that the only possibility of escape was to "con" his way out with some lie. At this point it was explained
to him that the various figures in a visualization - just like the figures in a dream - represent parts of himself with which he must come to terms. The next step in the mental imagery was to help him identify with different figures in the scenario - the persecutors as well as the persecuted - establishing a more human dialogue between them, and asking him to visualize how he played each role in his daily life.20

In this work, Martha Crampton is working with several techniques in relation to each other in order to reach and then develop her work with the unconscious material.

It is also possible through symbolism to get in touch more clearly with desired qualities - this touches and draws on the superconscious qualities rather than the lower or collective unconscious material of the work on present problems and issues.

Piero Ferrucci gives a series of visualizations which can be practised alongside more personal and individual material. Most of these relate to the superconscious, and include exercises on 'the lighthouse', 'the butterfly', 'the sun', 'the flame', 'the arrow'. Each exercise involves becoming in imagination the symbol envisaged and allowing its qualities to become more like one's own. These are really spiritual exercises, always drawing on unconscious, usually superconscious, material.

To illustrate this use of visualization and symbolism, the exercise on the sun will now be given, together with one client's response and use of the technique.
The Sun

Visualize yourself on the beach at dawn. The sea is almost motionless as the last bright stars fade away.

Feel the freshness and the purity of the air. Watch the water, the stars, the dark sky.

Take some time to experience the silence before sunrise, the stillness filled with all possibilities.

Slowly, the darkness melts and colors change. The sky over the horizon becomes red, then golden. Then the sun's first rays reach you, and you watch it emerging slowly from the water.

With half the sun's disc visible and the rest still below the horizon, you see that its reflection in the water is creating a path of golden, shimmering light leading from you all the way to its very heart.

The temperature of the water is pleasant, and you decide to go in. Slowly, with joy, you start to swim in the golden radiance. You feel the light-filled water touching your body. You experience yourself floating effortlessly and moving pleasurably in the sea.

The more you swim towards the sun, the less aware you are of the water, and the more the light around you increases. You feel enveloped in a beneficient, golden light which permeates you completely.

Your body is bathing now in the vitality of the sun. Your feelings are pervaded by its warmth. Your mind is illumined by its light.
Ferrucci gives the response to this by one client, who was feeling rejected and resentful over events and relationships in her life:

I am on the beach at dawn. A few stars of an incomparable delicacy twinkle in the clear sky; the air is fresh and the sea almost motionless. Suddenly a golden ray, warm and radiant, reaches my face, and I surrender to its light and warmth. The sun rises slowly from the sea like a golden diamond and opens a luminous path on the water towards me. Completely naked, I move towards this path.

The limpid water caresses my body and is almost cold. The sun's radiance envelops me completely, and I walk until the water comes above my waist; then I start swimming in this path of light towards the sun. At a certain point I become aware I am no longer swimming in the water, but in the light, and I enter the sun.

I surrender to its immense warmth and brilliant light; the solar energy acts on me, caressing my whole body, my hair, my face, and enters me through my vagina. It rises slowly, pervading all my organs, transforming them into light. When it reaches my heart, I feel my whole chest expand. For a moment I cannot breathe; the energy penetrates my throat and my brain. I feel my head almost opening up, and suddenly my body starts emitting this luminosity within it. At last, my whole being blends with the sun and becomes the light of the sun. It is
hard to describe this sense of expansion and the ecstacy that derives from it. After a while my body rebuilds itself little by little, but now it is all made of light.22

The clearly sexual nature of this experience is acknowledged by the client in her comments about the meaning of this experience for her. But there is a larger comment behind this - that sexual experience involving a sense of unity is only one of many ways of achieving this sense of wholeness, oneness and meaning. The client, Veronica, comments:

That visualization helped save the feminine in me. I didn't want it to die, even if for the time being it was not being reinforced. It was a part of me that had remained latent for too long, and now I did not want to lose it. Doing this exercise made everything seem transformed. The light reached the darkest parts of my unconscious, transmuting my passions. I succeeded in transferring them to another level of my being.

Of course, the relief I felt after doing the exercise did not last long at first. Soon I was back where I had been before, and the crisis repeated itself several times. But I kept performing the exercise until all of a sudden a big change happened. Some sort of illumination and renewal occurred; the forces of life were coming back again.23
Both psychosynthesis and Jungian psychology make great use of symbolism in reaching unconscious material. Assagioli states:

Owing to the fundamental oneness of Reality and the synthetic correlation of all its parts and aspects, each of its manifestations has a symbol, character and meaning, and can be a means of perceiving under or behind the multiplicity of the appearances which overlie that unity.²⁴

He also quotes Shakespeare and Goethe to that effect. Assagioli was of course significantly influenced by living in Italy, particularly Florence, with its vast and rich store of symbolic art and buildings. He was also deeply steeped in Dante's work, and uses as an appendix to his paper on 'Symbols of transpersonal experiences' Dante's analysis of the four levels of symbolic experience which he propounds in Il Convivio (The Banquet).

Dante writes that a book can be understood in four different ways - the literal, which is the message of the story in its own right, just as any object still remains itself even when it is used symbolically; the allegorical -

.... it is that which is concealed under the veil of fables, and is a Truth concealed under a beautiful Untruth; as when Ovid says that Orpheus with his lute made the wild beasts tame, and made the trees and stones to follow him, which signifies that the wise man with
the instrument of his voice makes cruel hearts gentle and humble, and makes those follow his will who have not the living force of knowledge whatever, as are stones ....;

the moral; and the mystical - 'that is, above sense, supernatural; and this it is, when spiritually one expounds a writing which even in the literal sense by the things specified bears express reference to the divine things of eternal glory'.

Assagioli in this paper gives a list of fourteen kinds of symbols, which are transpersonal and can be used for meditation. As these are central to the work on visualization and symbolic meditation in the transpersonal area, they are listed and commented on here.

i) Symbols of introversion, of inner orientation.

Assagioli, as Jung and Maslow, felt strongly that the modern person has lost touch with his or her inner being. Western man lives externally and not internally, but does not realize that the external reality (often of war, destruction and competition) reflects inner conflicts; 'every external action has its source in inner causes'.

The point of inner symbolic work is to allow the person to know him- or herself, to find the central 'I', and so to open up to the possibility of transpersonal experience.

Work on the heart and the mind, both treated as symbols, in relation to the 'I', would be examples of symbols in this category.
ii) Symbols associated with the lower unconscious, the 'ground' of our being. Jung's idea of the 'shadow' symbolizes this - the qualities that lie hidden under a person's obvious characteristics. 'The man who is willing and courageous enough to recognize the lower sides of his personality, without allowing this knowledge to overwhelm him, achieves a true spiritual victory.' Symbols of the lower unconscious used regularly in psychosynthesis include the sea-floor, the cave, or indeed any descent. Assagioli quotes the classic stories of Virgil's Aeneas in his descent to hell, and Dante's Divine Comedy. Hell itself is of course a symbol.

iii) Symbols of elevation, ascent, the conquest of 'inner space' in an upward direction. This is the world of philosophy and of imagination, intuition and the will. Heaven is a universal symbol. The ascent of the mountain is constantly used as an exercise in psychosynthesis. Assagioli particularly refers to Titurel's ascent of the mountain to build on its summit the Castle of the Holy Grail. Transpersonal symbols used regularly include the sun, a tree growing, the blossoming of a flower, the climbing of a tower.

iv) Symbols of expansion and broadening of the consciousness. A particularly attractive characteristic of psychosynthesis is that the work is not just to benefit the client, trainee or worker. The purpose is to put back the learning into human life. This means that an expansion of consciousness from the individual to the group, to society, to the planet, is part, an essential part, of the whole theory and
practice. In doing this however, it is essential to hold on to the sense of 'I', the clear sane centre. Expansion can also be in time;

This leads to comprehension that the meaning and value of a human life do not lie in any one isolated moment, but in a process which unfolds, at the very least, between physical birth and death. This expansion in time, this inclusion of ever-widening circles, serves as a preparation for the passage - one might say the leap - from time to the eternal, understood not as unlimited duration, but as an extra-temporal dimension, in which our inner centre, the Self, exists and persists above the flow of the temporal current.

Symbols here are the earth, the universe, birth and death, the time machine.

v) Symbols of awakening.

The state of consciousness of the average man can be termed a dream state in a world of illusion .... Modern science has .... arrived at the fundamental Indian conception, according to which all that "appears" is maya, illusion .... In this field .... modern psychological science has reached the same conclusions as the ancient wisdom, that is, that man sees everything and every being through a thick veil of colouring and distortions deriving from his emotional reactions, the effect of past traumas, external influences etc. The effects of this are mental illusions which lead him to believe
that he is thinking objectively, whilst instead he is being affected by what Bacon called "idols", by preconceptions and by collective influences .... Sleep is to the ordinary waking state as this state is to transpersonal wakefulness.

The symbol that would most of all express the awakened state would be the eye - the 'centre of awareness, the Self, the spectator of the human tragi-comedy'. Buddha is of course the classic symbol of 'the awakened one'.

vi) Symbols of light and illumination. Here intuition is central: 'intuitive awareness comes to replace intellectual, rational and logical consciousness, or better, to integrate and transcend it'. Light, the sun, the moon, a torch, come immediately to mind as symbols here.

vii) Symbols of fire. These include fire itself, the Olympic torch or indeed any torch, a candle. The symbols of warmth and purification are alike present in the idea of fire.

viii) Symbols of evolution and development. The classic symbols here are the seed and the flower, the potential to the actual. There are special flowers and plants in particular cultures who most serve to represent the actualization of potential, which also includes awakening. The rose is Assagioli's favourite; the lotus is the classic Indian representation.

Assagioli makes links between an individual human development and the development of the planet, as do many present day writers. Maria Montessori recognized that a child
through the education process could have the chance to become his or her potential (she was working in Italy at the same time as Assagioli and both were experts on education, making revolutionary statements about its aim and purpose). Many thinkers believe that a comparable evolution may be happening in the human race at the present time – the next, more transpersonal stage is trying to emerge more widely throughout the earth. The emergence of the butterfly from the chrysalis, the chick from the egg, are comparable animal symbols.

ix) Symbols of strengthening and intensification. The vertical line of the 'egg-diagram' is the symbol of moving into another, more intense, experience of living. Strengthening is firstly that of a person's underdeveloped energies, and secondly the evolution into the transpersonal, where para-psychological powers may emerge. Assagioli uses differing intensities of colour in some of his exercises, or the emphasis of meaning by repetition.

x) Symbols of love. Human love can be symbolic of experience of communion with God; sexual imagery is used freely and unselfconsciously by some mystics in all faiths. The heart is the classic symbol of love. Unity is the dominating theme here:

Human love itself is, in a certain respect, a desire and an attempt – more or less conscious – to "come out" of oneself, to transcend the limits of separate existence and enter into communion, to fuse oneself, with another being, with a "thou".
xi) Symbols of the Way and of pilgrimage. Assagioli quotes both Dante's *Divine Comedy* and John Bunyan's *Pilgrim's Progress*. The symbolic forms of the path, the traveller, the pilgrimage are familiar. An alternative name for a psychosynthesis client could be a traveller. The spaceship traveller is now of course an actuality, and could be meaningfully employed in the work. The notion of the journey often emerges as a significant symbol.

xii) Symbols of transmutation and transformation. These can have alchemical connotations and are linked to

xiii) Symbols of regeneration, of the 'new birth'. These again link through to the idea of evolution. Here again there are many natural symbols - spring after winter, birth from death, the organic cycle of the earth.

xiv) Symbols of liberation. All religions and most modern states confirm the quality of liberation, at least in theory - 'my service is perfect freedom' (Christ); 'as the water of the sea is all-pervaded by salt, so my whole teaching is pervaded by liberation' (Buddha). As Assagioli (and also Fromm in his well-known book *Fear of Freedom*) points out, however, freedom also entails lonely responsibility, and a willingness to move forward into the new and becoming, not to look back. Freedom and liberation assume a world of constant change.

There are many symbols of liberation, it being a common human yearning - the Statue of Liberty, the free bird flying or indeed any free wild animal, the courageous human being who is his or her own person.
Symbols are used in this transpersonal work as goals and models for qualities trying to emerge in the person's life. Visualization and the use of symbols is characteristic of the psychosynthesis approach. Assagioli points out that only therapists at peace with their own unconscious material should work with that of others. The material of the unconscious, the archetypes, the myths, the destructive as well as the transpersonal forces, are powerful and need to be treated with great caution and respect.

The history and development of guided imagery
An alternative name for guided imagery is Initiated Symbol Projection or ISP, developed by Hanscarl Leuner. This technique uses all the ideas already discussed in visualization and symbol work, but develops the form, so that a 'story' can be developed on structured lines. The work can run close to the myths and fairy-stories discussed in the first part of this paper.

The technique developed in the 1930s and 1940s. Carl Happich, who as a 'Darmstadt internist' was a follower of Hermann Keyserling, developed the idea out of his 'literary and practical knowledge of Oriental techniques', together with his familiarity with depth psychology.

Happich took the level of consciousness he called "symbolic consciousness", which seems to lie between consciousness and unconsciousness, as the point of departure for all creative production and, therefore,
also for the healing process. On this level the "collective unconscious" can express itself through symbolism. 28

Leuner dates his work from 1948. 29

In the Eastern tradition, great attention is paid to breathing in these exercises; the subject attempts an increasingly passive respiration. There are then four exercises - (i) the meadow meditation; the meditator leaves the room he is sitting in and, in his imagination, goes to a pleasant meadow covered with fresh grass and flowers, stays and rests there with pleasure, and then in imagination returns to his room (ii) the mountain meditation, in which the meditator climbs a high mountain, reaches the peak, and looks out on an expanse of the surrounding countryside (iii) the chapel meditation, in which the meditator 'passes through a grove and reaches a chapel which he enters and where he remains for a long time' (iv) the meditator goes in imagination to an old fountain and sits on a bench listening to the murmur of the water. 30

It is here that the categorization that Dante used is clearly relevant - the literal, the allegorical, the moral, and the mystical. Kretschmer writes,

.... when a certain depth of meditation is attained, such symbols lose their ordinary meaning and their symbolic value is slowly revealed. As the meditator returns to the meadow, he does not experience things as he would in the ordinary world .... The meadow represents the
blossoming of life which the meditator seeks. It also represents the world of the child.... he returns to the positive, creative basis of his life.... In climbing the mountain, the meditator will generally symbolize some obstacle in his way so he must prove himself. Climbing in this psychic sphere always implies "sublimation", in the Jungian rather than the Freudian use of the term. The words transformation, spiritualization, or humanization might convey the idea better than the word "sublimation". In any case, the climbing is a symbol of the movement during which man demonstrates his capacity to develop towards the goal of psychic freedom, the peak of human being. The passage through the forest on the way to the mountain gives the meditator the opportunity to reconcile himself with the dark fearful side of his nature.31

The chapel represents the place where a person faces the existential questions of human life - death, meaning, integration and synthesis. Kretschmer comments on the religious basis of Happich's work, the combination of psychological and religious concerns which is also the basis of psychosynthesis. Happich, in addition to these four frameworks for meditation, also uses a mandala meditation, and a meditation on significant words - which Assagioli regularly employed.

Robert Desoille, who was French, was a significant contributor in the work of developing guided imagery (or directed daydreams, as he called the technique). He first
published his description of the psychotherapeutic method he called 'rêve éveillé dirigé' in 1938. Frank Haronian translated some lectures he subsequently gave in 1965, and it is from this material that English-speaking readers generally know this work.

Desoille was originally an engineer, and was greatly influenced by Pavlovian theories of the personality - particularly those on human learning taking place through the mechanism of the conditioned reflex. He believed the structure of the guided daydream to be the condition under which unconscious material could be tapped and consequently used:

The directed daydream, an intermediate hypnoidal state which shades between wakefulness and sleep, is essentially a device for tapping the inexhaustible reservoir in which one accumulates, during the course of one's life, anxieties, fears, desires, and hopes. These factors maintain their determining influences over ongoing behaviour whenever one is coping with the external world. 32

Desoille's assumption is that in any person exhibiting problems there was unhealthy original conditioning. It is the function of the work with the unconscious to expose that conditioning and to encourage the person to build up another, better suited pattern in order to meet the demands of his life.

Although Desoille approaches his theory and technique from this mechanistic framework, the method and its results
are very similar to those of Happich. This is in spite of the fact that he had no time for ideas of the Self. He writes, 'as for Jung's individuation processes', (similar to the idea of psychosynthesis for the individual), 'they pre-suppose the existence of a "Self" to which Jung attributes almost superhuman qualities. This transition from psychology to metaphysics is inimical to scientific research'.

These inevitable problems concerning the nature of the knowledge in psychosynthesis and related theories and practices are most important and will be discussed in a later section.

In spite of this reservation, Desoille offers a categorization of imagery quite similar to Dante's. He believes that in directed daydreams the person can see images of reality and of nocturnal dreams, images from fables and myths, witches, dragons, demons in the lower unconscious, and for the transpersonal wise people, angels, winged horses, and religious imagery, and finally mystical images, expressing a quality, and similar to visions seen by mystics. Desoille uses the fairy-tales and myths very directly - he is very fond of Sleeping Beauty, the wicked witch, the dragon, and the sorcerer. He sees different symbols for men and women as being relevant for the particular work he is doing - for example, the symbol for confronting one's more obvious characteristics is, for men, a sword, and for women, a vessel or a container.

According to Kretschmer, Desoille believed that the patient must come to terms with the 'archetypes of the col-
lective unconscious' within himself. 'He can then comprehend and resolve his personal conflicts within the larger context of man's inherent problems. Thus the patient experiences his personal conflicts as having an impersonal and collective background.' This is a most interesting idea, which I believe could be developed much further.

The final piece of European work that must be mentioned in this field is that of Leuner, who used twelve scenarios just as Rorschach used his inkblot tests. Swartley describes the twelve as follows:

i) The meadow.

Many subjects first visualize a meadow which they have visited in outer life. They are encouraged to walk through the meadow describing verbally what they see and the emotions they experience. They are stimulated to continue walking and describing their experiences until they find a part of the meadow or another meadow which they have never seen in the outer world, and into which they can project more freely.

The kind of meadow seen is taken as a diagnostic tool, as well as a means of therapy.

ii) Climbing a mountain. Here the obstacles and the height of the mountain are also taken to indicate basic attitudes and projections.

iii) Following the course of a stream. 'The amount of water flowing through the visualized stream is an indication of the total psychic energy (libido) which flows
through a subject's psychic structure. Obstacles and the degree of turbulence are also indications of issues in the person's life, as is the relative cloudiness of the water.

iv) Visiting a house. 'The visualized house serves as a symbol of the subject's self. The more imaginary the house, the clearer the symbolism.' People are invited to explore the house, the cellar being seen as the lower unconscious, the attic with the window to the sky the transpersonal and the superconscious.

v) The ideal personality. Subjects are asked to envisage a name and to visualize that person. 'Often the visualized person is the opposite of the subject's own personality and represents a synthesis of the qualities visualized in the ideal personality of the subject, an obvious goal of therapy.'

vi) Unconscious affective relationships symbolized by animals. The examples given in the text are of a cow and a bull, representing the feminine and masculine, but imagery involving animals and what they represent to us is limitless.

vii) Unconscious attitudes towards sexuality. These are usually symbolized differentially for women and men.

viii) Water in a swamp. People are asked to look into the depth of the swamp and relate to any creature emerging.

ix) Waiting for a figure to appear from a cave. 'Such forms are usually symbolized projections of suppressed or undeveloped areas of the subject's personality.'

x) Eruption of a volcano. This is about the degree of
tension in the individual, and the amount of control.

xi) The lion. This is about the way the person meets opposition in life.

xii) An old picture book. This has been buried in the cellar of the house.

It is clear, once the material is interpreted, just how much projection goes into the devising and interpreting of the tests. This technique in psychosynthesis is now used much more open-endedly, with much of the interpreting being done by the subject, on the assumption that each person can draw on his or her own wisdom.

Most of the original work on guided imagery was done in Europe, and was familiar to Assagioli and increasingly incorporated into psychosynthesis. It is used to help a person become clearer about vague and painful parts of unconscious material, getting in touch with shadowy sides of the personality, helping people sort out alternative possibilities in their lives at a symbolic and relatively safe, and yet at the same time vivid, level, helping people to take immense personal steps in their lives and to practice doing so. It is a vehicle for watching oneself as a client and yet being fully involved. A major theme in guided imagery is the transformation of material through symbolism, so the technique can be used at every level of the work. Working with the exercises of ascent is indicated when purpose is being sought, when a person is stuck or depressed and unable to see the way forward, when someone needs a larger vision of themselves. It is appropriate to
go into the lower unconscious when one is searching for the roots of a problem, when it is necessary to look at repeated patterns, when there is a problem of tight ego boundaries and an inability to look at unconscious material, and when one is working with subpersonalities. Guided imagery can be used as a more conscious way in extending and training the imagination - it allows for both freedom and structure in its use. There are, however, inappropriate times to use the technique. A person new to therapy can be threatened and puzzled by the technique; it is possible to avoid 'here and now' situations by the use of such exotic tools as guided imagery; people can become over-attached to the symbolic or the mystical; and people with weak ego boundaries can be overwhelmed by the experience. It must be used with caution: the unconscious is powerful and the therapist needs to be very clear what he or she is doing.

Finally, it is worthwhile briefly describing some American work in this field, both in the practice of psychotherapy and in work with the body and with illness. There is a long tradition of imaginative therapeutic techniques in the States - for example Moreno has developed various methods, including psychodrama, throughout this century. Ira Progoff, who wrote The Symbol and the Real in 1963, called the technique at that time 'twilight imaging',

.... an open reverie conducted at a twilight level, intermediate between waking and sleep .... when the proper rapport is established as the basis for twilight imaging, it is like having a deep dream where the
elusive contents are not forgotten and lost but are described, shared and recorded in the moment when they occur. It has the effect of loosening and stimulating the flow of the nonconscious levels of personality, thus generating a momentum of feeling that breaks through the impasse of self-conscious analytic attitudes. It also has the effect of deepening the contact with the self so that many intuitive and even poetic experiences occur, as we shall see, even in persons who are accustomed to nothing more than a superficial perception of life.  

Progoff in his work tends to start with a person's sleeping dream, and develop it with some guidance. Jerome Singer, a later writer, gives - somewhat superficial - accounts of the development of the classic guided imagery as described above.  

The latest development of the idea, which is beginning to be used in psychosynthesis, is the use of guided imagery in helping people use their own body resources to fight illness. Carl and Stephanie Simonton in their book *Getting Well Again* and Brenda Kidman in *A Gentle Way with Cancer* on the Bristol Cancer Help Centre both describe guided imagery as visualizing the cancer cells as being attacked by the natural defences of the body. Using the techniques for imagining the interior of the body - much as the film *Fantastic Voyage* - and meditating on the dissolution of the illness seems to be a most positive and creative use
of the technique, once again converting the 'client' into an active initiator rather than a passive victim. The use of will has remained a prime factor in the process of growth and the manifestation of potential.

A note on techniques used in the 1980s

As I mentioned at the beginning, the present techniques, which remain remarkable for their flexibility and number, have grown to include Gestalt, which enables a client to work through inner relationships externally. There is an increased awareness that in working through unconscious material, especially that containing painful and crisis-ridden experience, there is a possibility of transformation into growth. A simple diagram demonstrates this point:

A diagram of the process of therapy

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D \]

In this diagram, point A is the initial meeting of the client and guide, and the discussion of an issue that the client wishes to explore. At the end of that period, the unconscious material is experienced through one of the techniques I have discussed, at B. When this has been adequately lived through, the guide will bring to bear on the
difficult material a transpersonal influence, from the client's own resources, at point C. There will then be a rediscussion, grounding the learning of the therapeutic process (D), so that the client will be able to use this new insight and awareness in her or his own life from a strong, secure and willing place. This process, of course, may take more than one meeting - it may take weeks or months to fully complete the process. During this work, the client is likely to transfer some of his or her own projections on to the guide: both transference and counter-transference (the guide's own unconscious material being seen in the client) are recognized and worked with in psychosynthesis, but this is seen as less central than the process occurring in psychoanalysis, as the relationship between therapist and client is so much more equal. 40

Thus, in the whole process of psychosynthesis, through the working through of difficulties, failure, long-standing pain, there is the possibility of a new level being achieved, not in theory, but in the way that a person is able to live in everyday life. The theory, the forms and the whole experience can only be validated by their application in ordinary living.
Chapter 9
The possibility of synthesis

This account of psychosynthesis is necessarily selective. It is not a therapist's account, though it pays attention to the ideas and experience behind therapy. It is close to the account given by Assagioli who died over a decade ago, and psychosynthesis has moved on since then in the many centres founded around the world. The models I have given were presented by him, but he always insisted they were 'not true': they have been re-worked and modified in the different psychosynthesis centres in the world. My interest here, however, is in the ideas and experience behind the original conception of the system: these ideas are referred to by Assagioli, but are not fully spelt out or discussed by him.

The major psychosynthesis concepts considered here are the nature of the person, particularly the relationship of the conscious to the unconscious, the personality to the soul, and the therapeutic methods of working with this material. But Assagioli's prime concept, spelt out in the name of the psychotherapeutic system, is that of synthesis. This is the understanding that at the individual level, at the level of the group, society and the world as a whole, we are fragmented socially and spiritually. His view was that every manifestation in the world, however destructive, represents a creative possibility, both in the individual
or in society: that this destruction springs from unconscious material by which people are driven and which they are not in touch with: that the fragmentation can be healed by people becoming aware of the force of this unconscious material from a centred place, the 'I', and allowing spiritual forces to work towards a new and qualitatively different reconciliation of opposites: and that personal, social and spiritual knowledge of the inner world is a direct counterpart to true knowledge of the external world. It is not possible for the outer world to become more whole without a comparable understanding of conscious and unconscious processes in the inner life of individuals. The unconscious offers all the creative possibilities as well as the destructive ones, and for a truly whole individual or world to emerge there must be awareness, constant awareness, of those possibilities that are trying to be born. Therefore there must be an attitude of mind in relation to experience and knowledge which is receptive as well as active: a preparedness to work through and transform the accretions and rubbish gathered not just through a personal lifetime, but carried through from past generations in family dynamics and historical processes. This he saw as the task of the person prepared to become aware and to search for self-fulfilment as an intrinsic part of a search for a less fragmented and more whole world. In this he drew on many mystic traditions as well as on the newer psychotherapeutic insights made possible by the scientific approach of the twentieth century.
He did not regard himself as being either religiously or politically specific. He considered that every strong belief system had some part of the whole truth. In his personal notes he lists the strengths and weaknesses of all the political parties as he saw them - the creativity of the radical parties but the danger among them of violence and hatred; the preservative instincts of the conservative but the blindness in relation to new ideas and the excessive adherence to known forms and institutions; and the integrity of the liberal and moderate parties but the danger of indecision, self-righteousness and lack of direction. He was widely read in the mystical traditions of the world, and knowledgeable about the nature of orthodox religions, but he did not wish to adhere to any one particularly, seeing all search as being a search for wholeness, for what people perceive is the spiritual nature of the world expressed in many specific forms. He saw difference as being valuable, if it could be contained within a wider context, and believed that greater wholeness contained the possibility of a greater variety of separate and different unique parts. As Huston Smith wrote in *The Religions of Man*,

The various religions are but the different languages through which God has spoken to the human heart. "Truth is one: sages call it by different names." It is possible to climb life's mountain from any side, but when the top is reached, the pathways merge. As long as religions remain in the foothills of theology, ritual or
church organisation, they may be far apart. Differences in culture, history, geography, and group temperament make for different starting points .... But the goal beyond these differences is the same goal.^[2]

For the individual, psychosynthesis can work at several levels. For many people who come for therapy, the problem is one that may be an acute crisis, mainly dealing with lower unconscious material - people come to seek help because of some issue that is impeding, maybe destroying, their ordinary capacity to live fully in the world: it may be an issue involving despair, depression, isolation, sexual difficulties, fear. However, the work is always done within a transpersonal dimension, though this may not be very explicit. Here a psychosynthesisist helps his or her client, out of that client's own strength, to live more fully. This is the level of Maslow's 'self-actualization'.

For many people, however, the problem is partly or wholly one of meaning and purpose and is therefore explicitly a spiritual one. Jung believed that most of his clients over thirty-five were deeply concerned with death and the meaning of life, and it is here that a transpersonal therapy really comes into its own, with the possibility of exploring personal and social meaning within this broader context. Some people may be attracted to psychosynthesis not because of any definite personal problem - their lives on all ordinary criteria are fulfilling and acceptable - but entirely because of lacking a sense of meaning.
It is generally the experience of psychosynthesis therapy that the more the person contacts transpersonal material, the more lower unconscious material will be stirred up in response - the more capacity for both depths and heights there will be. Evelyn Underhill, in her book Mysticism, relates the mystical journey and includes it in the description of the 'dark night of the soul'. Assagioli was clear that the exploration of the unconscious, urgent as it sometimes may be, is a process to be treated with respect and with knowledge. This is, of course, one of the major functions of the therapist or guide in the process, acting sometimes as an unobtrusive helper and sometimes in the position of an external 'I' to whom the client has temporarily handed over their centred position. The power of this position is dangerous, of course, and a warning about the intrinsic problem of synthesis is cited by Freud in a passage that Assagioli contains in his notes:

The neurotic human being brings us his mind racked and rent by resistances: whilst we are working at analysis of it and removing the resistances, this mind of his begins to grow together; that great unity which we call his Ego fuses into one all the instinctual trends which before had been split off and barred away from it. The psychosynthesis is thus achieved through analytic treatment without our intervention, automatically and inevitably .... There is no truth in the idea that when the patient's mind is dissolved into its elements it then quietly waits until somebody puts it together again.
We reject most emphatically the view that we should convert into our own property the patient who puts himself into our hands in search of help, should carve his destiny for him, force our own ideas upon him, and with the arrogance of a Creator form him in our own image and see that it is good. ³

This is, of course, a major area in the process of therapy where there was disagreement between Freud and Assagioli, though there is no indication in Assagioli's notes whether Freud wrote the article directly in relationship to psychosynthesis as a system. The reply could be that in psychosynthesis the client could be seen at almost all times to be in control of the process. There is little, if any, direct interpretation of material by the therapist - the client is assumed to know at a deep level the meaning of her own unconscious material, and it is the function of the guide to help the client make her own sense of their experience in therapy. There would be agreement between Assagioli and Freud that the client carries their own strength and capacity for growth and that this is always working, as knots are untied and unconscious material uncovered. There is less emphasis on transference as a primary tool in psychosynthesis, and more on the relationship of adult to adult, especially at the beginning and end of each session. And the element of the transpersonal gives a context to the whole interaction which is not there in psychoanalysis, where the therapist holds the process together more directly.
Assagioli, as indicated through his last book, saw the use of personal will as being the primary directing agent in synthesis: 'will is a synthetic power. It dominates multiplicity and welds it into unity'. Synthesis, for him, is about living with a 'dynamic creative balance of tensions' from a still centre. He quotes Montefiore in saying: 'the more perfect a man is, the more he can reconcile in his action and in his character opposing tendencies and claims'. The paradoxical question seems to be: how can we become who we really are? The theory is that our potential self is already available to us if we could become aware of it, just as Assagioli believed that the world as a whole is perfectly there if we could become aware enough. But to reach it involves a long way through the unconscious - through Dante's Hell and Purgatory - because negative qualities (the lustful Leopard, the violent and proud Lion, and the avaricious Wolf) bar the way.

The goal of the transcendental journey seems to be that new recognition: to be at a place where it is not necessary to project inner material from the personal and collective past on to the present world, and being able to live more from the Higher Self than from the personality, being with the current and power of what is happening in life rather than struggling hopelessly against it. T.S. Eliot in the *Four Quartets* gives four lines that seem to encapsulate this view:
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And to know the place for the first time.

It was Assagioli's view that the development of the individual is not only an end in itself, but also a means to an end. Otherwise the process of psychosynthesis can become self-indulgent and inward-looking. His view was closer to that of the Boddhisattva in the Buddhist tradition - the person who takes on not only his or her own personal suffering but also the suffering of the whole of humanity, and indeed of all creatures. The Boddhisattva vows to return to earth again and again until all suffering is worked through: in psychodynamic terms, until all unconscious material has become conscious and aware, and the inner world is not projected on to the outer.

In this view, all living things are linked with all others - in Francis Thompson's words:

All things to each other, hiddenly linked are,
That thou canst not stir a flower without troubling of a star.

This is why in the egg-shaped diagram the divisions between the personal and the collective unconscious are broken.

Assagioli's view was that there is a natural progression towards synthesis: that as people live nearer to the soul than to the personality, there is automatically a move to the 'next larger whole', which might be a personal relation-
ship, a committed group, an awareness of a national or international concern, a different commitment to the universal. There is likely to be a development of service, a service that is not 'driven' by unconscious needs, but springs from a clearer and more conscious place.

Both Assagioli and other psychosynthesis writers have spoken about psychosynthesis work with the couple, the family, the group, the institution. In all their work the basic principles are similar to those of work with the individual - the working out together of unconscious material, and the development of awareness that a greater context is already present. The number of factors involved in the work changes as the size of the group grows larger and more complex, though the nature of the work involved is not necessarily more testing. The process of synthesis in any of these larger entities also involves recognizing the part we play in this process - as Jung so graphically wrote: 'we have seen the enemy and it is us'. It is difficult for all these social organizations to see the parts the members play in producing their own hells - and to acknowledge sometimes their own heavens.

Assagioli was particularly concerned with education as a process - in a move away from the achievement-oriented and technical education which is the basis of our present system, towards a process that would take equally into account intellect and feeling, and the development of awareness of service and commitment to the whole of humanity. For it was to the whole that Assagioli was committed
himself. To this end he believed that all great people went on learning and growing until the day they died - he quotes with approval Michelangelo, Goethe, Tagore, Keyserling, who continued to change with energy and a child's enthusiasm to the end of their lives.

He was aware of the chaos that one generation passes on to the next - that each generation starts off not only with a background of achievement through civilization, but of massive problems through the history of mankind. It was this awareness that made him quote Paul Tournier's dedication to his book *Les Desharmonies de la Moderne*: 'To our two children and to the younger generation, whose forgiveness our generation must beg for bequeathing to them so sick a world'. He was also most conscious of the visions of unity offered by great writers of the past and present - Dante's view of the universal world, Emerson's and Mazzini's attempts to envisage the interdependence of the nations, the images of Vico, Spengler and Toynbee in tracing the sense of history and attempting to see that history from a wider perspective, from the context rather than the content. He had clearly been most influenced by a paper given at an international philosophy conference in 1911 by the Polish writer W. Lutoslawski - 'Nations as metaphysical entities' - which described the national consciousness as adolescent, being driven to search for identity and pride.

This picture of the nations as developing beings has been carried forward in recent psychosynthesis writings: both Astrid Koch⁷ and Michael Gigante⁸ have seen nations
as being the subpersonalities of the world, warring, projecting unconscious material, seeking recognition, with great destructive potential, yet seeking cooperation and a greater vision. Donald Keys, in his book and campaign on a new planetary initiative for a world we actually choose, is in line with this analysis in his powerful writing. Mark Horowitz, in his Psychology in the Global Area, writing within a psychosynthesis framework, puts forward that the soul, the Higher Self of the world is already there: and once again the message is the same as it was for the individual, that we must work through the Shadow, and also contact and recognize the transpersonal, to glimpse that place, Dante's 'Paradise'.

In Assagioli's papers there is a quotation by Martin Buber from his Israel and the World:

We can know and accept the fact that unity, not division and separation, is the purpose of creation, and that the purpose is not an everlasting struggle to the death between sects or classes or nations. Our purpose is the great upbuilding of peace. And when the nations are all bound together in one association, to borrow a phrase from our sages, they atone for each other. In other words: the world of humanity is meant to become a single body; but it is as yet nothing more than a heap of limbs each of which is of the opinion that it constitutes an entire body. Furthermore the human world is meant to become a single body through the action of
men themselves. We men are charged to perfect our own portion of the universe - the human world.\textsuperscript{10}

Buber saw this in relation to the history of the Jews and Israel, but clearly this vision of unity for both Buber and Assagioli was one which, by its very nature, applies to all nations. It is a picture of all individuals and groups being related to all others, in space and in time, and of each person being responsible for the whole. It could be summed up in U Thant's words, which Assagioli also quotes: 'we cannot end the war between nations unless we end the war in the hearts of man'.
PART TWO

TRACING BACK THE IDEAS AND THEMES UNDERLYING PSYCHOSYNTHESIS
Preface

Thus in the first part of this study we see some of the themes that emerge from an account of key areas of psychosynthesis theory. In this view there is the idea that fragmentation of conscious and more particularly unconscious material can dominate an individual's development: and that such a fragmentation may dominate the development of the human race as a whole. It is in first recognizing and then working through the most disabling aspects of the person, in the light of a spiritual context, that the negative and destructive may become more related to an integrating centre, the 'I'. The unconscious may become more known: the spiritual unconscious may become more available.

According to this way of thinking, much of this unconscious material comes to be known, not only through observations and empirical study, but also through the myths and symbols which have long traditions in many societies. There are several kinds of subjective and objective knowledge, which both a therapist and a client may use. And it may be that the destructiveness in the individual, and in the world, is based in unlived potential, in the fragmentation and accretion which is the sign of a lack of awareness and of not being able to cope with this potential. In Assagioli's view, these unconscious forces can be recognised and worked with, in the light of both spiritual consciousness and scientific methods, and techniques
becoming newly available. But at the present time the outward split between the disciplines of scientific knowledge and religious experience is a reflection of an inward split between these two kinds of 'knowing' in the individual. Fragmentation is present at many levels.

All these messages are relatively unconventional in the modern world. To many modern people these ideas would seem completely unacceptable, bizarre, odd, eccentric. For most people the whole of the account given in Part One of this thesis would be both unfamiliar and untenable. It would be unacceptable particularly because it seems to consist of speculative notions stated as though they were the truth. They place emphasis on a form of inner knowing that today is not counted as knowledge. And it seems strange. Such a sceptical attitude would be typical of views held within the modern industrialised materialistic society, which distrusts a perception of reality not available to the physical senses. By way of contrast, for many people in the past, Assagioli's views would most likely have seemed heretical, but nonetheless could have existed within a comprehensible range of knowledge. I would argue that the mode of knowledge that sees our fundamental reality as spiritual, resting in belief in the existence of God, is far older, far deeper in the human experience, than our present mundane outlook. And spiritual knowledge has a longer pedigree and a far longer history than modern science. Both Assagioli and Jung dug farther back into human
experience than did Freud with his emphasis on the scientific study of unconscious material. Science as a form of knowledge may have added greatly to human comfort and convenience, but it may also have tended to wipe out whole fields of human experience for the cultures in which it was predominant. The aim of this second part of the thesis is to show how Assagio-li's views and beliefs become comprehensible, even unremarkable, when placed within this older, deeper, but now suppressed spiritual tradition.

This tradition is by no means homogenous or unproblematic. Indeed the human conflict engendered by religious belief is deeply part of human history. In attempting to locate the themes of the systems outlined in Part One I am dealing with many inconsistencies and guesses: those about the nature of religious belief: those about orthodox or heretical beliefs: those about the acceptable bases of knowledge in different cultures: those about the change of ideas as they come to exist and be modified in different cultures. In all of these it is helpful to remember the insights of the disciplines of the history of ideas and the sociology of knowledge, which can give the writer more confidence that it is indeed possible to trace ideas over time, to discern the utopian beliefs underlying the ideologies, and to accept at the same time the creativity of individual experience.

In Part Two, I trace the split development of scientific and religious/mystical thinking as it comes to be experienced and perceived in our present society. This is taken back to
the relationship of these two modes of knowing in the sixteenth and seventeenth century in Europe, which is described in Chapter 8. But to situate the religious and spiritual themes in Assagioli, it is necessary to go back much further; Chapter 11 examines the nature of mysticism through twenty centuries, and Chapters 12-16 examine the particular Western Schools most relevant to this search. Plato and Dante were life-long influences on Assagioli: the gnostic, neoplatonic and Jewish mystical Schools, combined with Eastern mysticism, were the foundation of Theosophy and of Jung's framework of knowledge - one that was close to psychosynthesis. Also it is clear from his library, and from his writing, both published and unpublished, that Assagioli had an extensive knowledge of and interest in world spiritual thought. Much of this material came together around the turn of the nineteenth/twentieth centuries in an upsurge of interest both in Eastern and Western religious wisdom and knowledge, and this is examined in Chapter 17.

When psychology, psychiatry and psychotherapy began to develop in the late nineteenth century, they sprang largely from the scientific tradition and from clinical practice. In psychotherapy in particular, the interest was in the study of unconscious material, which for the first time in history was studied scientifically and systematically. These movements are the subject of Chapter 18, and are offered as a contrast to and framework for the religious material of the rest of Part Two.
Of course, though all these ideas are described here as the contingent to the themes of the framework of psychosynthesis, they do not represent one coherent stream of thinking, even allowing for the obvious split between scientific and religious approach to knowledge. In Plato, both rationality and soul were highly regarded - Plato thought they were found together. To all the other thinkers described here, Plato was part of the non-Christian world, and therefore necessarily lacking in the knowledge of a personal God who had appeared on Earth. Throughout Christian history, classical Greek thought has been highly respected but regarded as limited. This was not necessarily Assagioli's view. On the other hand, Dante was part of mainstream Catholic thought and belief, and his Divine Comedy a Christian classic even if a somewhat unconventional one.

The other streams of thought described in Part Two tend to be less 'respectable'. The Kabbalah was always part of 'hidden' knowledge, known to few among the Jews and regarded as Satan's work by some of the Christians. The gnostic neoplatonic and hermetic streams of thinking, though they have appeared in various forms in some of our most respected art, particularly in the Renaissance and the European Romantic period, have generally been seen by orthodox Christianity as heretical, and have often been persecuted. All of these belief systems lay emphasis on the inherent wisdom of the individual, which is clearly a threat to any institutionalised form of religion.
There are splits and differences between these alternative forms themselves which will be discussed in greater detail in the chapters which follow.

Some of the material I describe here can be more directly traced in Assagioli's work than in other parts. Assagioli mentions both Plato and Dante several times: as far as I am aware he never mentions hermeticism of gnosticism directly, though Jung of course does. I can say therefore that both Dante and Plato in at least part of their thinking have a direct impact on psychosynthesis. For much of the other material I have had to pick up resonances, similarities and suggestions and am on far less certain ground. The reason however that I feel able to present this material with confidence in this study of Assagioli's work is threefold: the material is present in Assagioli's library in Florence; secondly, there is the overt discussion of all this material and far more by Jung, whose theory was so similar to Assagioli's in general outline; and finally in the very similarity of the general tone and message of all the material included here, which both underlies Theosophical thinking, and is such a contrast to the more institutionalised forms of knowledge to which we are routinely exposed.
Chapter 10
The split development of scientific and mystical thinking over the last four hundred years

In the following section, the development of mystical thought particularly relevant to psychosynthesis will be traced over many centuries, up to the time that Assagioli started writing at the beginning of the twentieth century. Assagioli was also a doctor and a psychiatrist, based in the scientific tradition. In asking about the origin of the ideas contained in psychosynthesis, and the nature of the knowledge that it embraces, it is necessary to compare the relationship of mystical to scientific knowledge, because that is the tension within psychosynthesis and indeed within any transpersonal psychotherapy.

It is not possible to do this without going back again into historical material. The roots of this tension lie in what has been seen as 'knowledge' in the last four hundred years in the West, and the massive change not only in the nature of our knowledge but also in how we think of it.

Science and the scientific method have been seen in this period in the West as the way to truly objective knowledge. The science that is the basis of modern Western culture is inductive - in other words, it is based on observation and experimentation and is sceptical: from the observations made, generalizations and laws are created but are always subject to query. This method was first used in relation
to the natural sciences, particularly astronomy, physics and chemistry, and has developed through the great technological discoveries that have transformed our lives. It assumes that the observer, the scientist, is objective and value-free: anyone performing the same process would come up with the same results. It is also based on a premise of growth and of control - the more we can find out, the more power and control we can have over the nature of things, and the more the human race can develop. This assumption has been carried over from the natural sciences to the social sciences, into the study of the individual in psychology, developed in the late nineteenth century, and of society through sociology, first developed in the nineteenth century by Comte.

The role of the scientific observer in this process has, however, been pondered over by many philosophers of science: what any scientist perceives depends on the questions he or she asks and the structure of thought that that scientist takes to a particular problem. This point was made by Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) in opposition to the eighteenth century conviction of the validity of rationality. Scientific knowledge, he maintained, is not a system of rules that governs reality, but a man-made artefact, useful as far as it goes but no further. In science we are not so much discovering 'truth' but constructing pictures of reality from the human brain - a picture that is created by the structure of the brain. We can understand the 'world' because we ourselves have created it.
This has remained a counter idea to the widespread belief in the ultimate truth of science through the centuries since then, particularly by modern phenomenologists. Modern science can be seen not only as a continuous accretion of new knowledge about the nature of things, but also as a huge metaphor or myth—perhaps the myth of our age and of the last four hundred years. It works within its own framework and boundaries, just as any myth does: but science may also be a restriction on our knowledge if we think it can account for all our reality. Vico maintained that it was

...a perverse kind of self-denial to apply the rules and laws of physics or any other natural sciences to the world of mind and will and feeling; for by doing this we would be gratuitously debarring ourselves from much that we could know.¹

As I have already described in the introduction, the idea of science as a creation of human reality has been taken further by a contemporary historian of ideas, Thomas Kuhn, in his well-known book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, which was first published in 1962. He maintains as Vico also did, that the assumptions of a particular paradigm are likely to be incompatible with those of another. As Vico wrote, each society creates its own unique vision: it was not that the rationality of the scientific society in his own day was superior to other societies in some absolute way, it was simply governed by a different set of values, and the world was seen through different eyes. The Western world may have lost much as well as
gained much by the predominence of the scientific and technological mode of thinking.

Science in our culture is the pre-eminent mode of 'knowing'. The validity of knowledge in universities is governed by the test of objectivity, of evidence, of the quoting of authorities, of openness.

Mystical and religious knowledge on the other hand is presently regarded with a good deal of suspicion. Science in general assumes that the nature of reality is material - and in any case that is science's only true domain because it is not possible to test mystery and spirituality. Religion in its personal form is the experience of the spiritual. Jung maintains that religion is about the transcendental. But the difficulty here is that not only is the knowledge personal, not open, it is also interior, untestable. It is likely to relate to a conviction about the nature of the universe that is taken to be absolutely true. It deals in belief and conviction, and different types of subjective knowledge: and from these, ways of action are deduced. The assumption is that the universe is not basically material but spiritual, and that the spiritual is the greater reality. And an assumption of the importance of spirituality may impose restrictions on human curiosity that the scientist as such is unwilling to abide by. On the whole spiritual knowledge is based on completely different assumptions from those of science and technology. The two live in the modern world uneasily together. Science is the most powerful mode by far, though it is recognised by most people that the great hope for human progress held so fervently
in the nineteenth century through science has met with disillusion. Religion and particularly mysticism is generally suspect and marginal.

Both science and conventional religions have built up strong institutions. The different churches can be seen to represent the religious impulse, but as Jung indicates, churches are 'codified and dogmatised forms of religious experience. The contents of the experience have become sanctified and usually congealed in a rigid, often elaborate structure.' Similarly, scientific interest groups have developed, heavily financially backed by powerful elites in society, (as is also the case among established religion). Science in particular is buttressed and supported by national and international companies, universities, professions, and the developed expectations of the population. Knowledge held to be 'real' is by no means a neutral matter, but involves the power of definition of how the society ought to be run, and what values should underlie it.

To look at the origin of the scientific world we know now, we need to go back to the sixteenth century, at the time of a major scientific revolution which changed the way people saw the nature of things.

In 1500 educated people in Western Europe believed themselves living in the centre of a finite cosmos, at the mercy of supernatural forces beyond their control, and certainly continually menaced by Satan and all his allies. By 1700 educated people in Western Europe for the most part believed themselves living in an infinite universe on a tiny planet in (elliptical) orbit round the
sun, no longer menaced by Satan, and confident that power over the natural world lay within their grasp.4

This latter picture is not so different, with modifications, from the picture most people have of the nature of reality today. This quotation indicates both the power and the relativity of the basic assumptions with which people at different historical periods lead their lives.

In Western Europe the earlier religious world view was Christian and was encapsulated in the picture of the Great Chain of Being, - a spiritual, hierarchical image of reality which related matter to spirit throughout the world, from rocks and worms to the highest God, and seeing Good and Evil as separate powerful forces at work in the world. The only attempt that could then be made in such circumstances to control the world was through magic, including alchemy; magic was arguably the fore runner of our modern science - Francis Bacon called his own science 'natural magic'. The difference in the practices of magic and religion were brought out in relation to this earlier period by Keith Thomas:

The essential differences between the prayers of a churchman and the spells of a magician was that only the latter claimed to work automatically; a prayer had no certainty of success and would not be granted if God chose not to concede it. A spell, on the other hand need never go wrong, unless some detail of ritual observation had been ommitted or a rival magician
had been practising stronger counter-magic. A prayer, in other words, was a form of supplication: a spell was a mechanical means of manipulation. \(^5\)

The power sought in magic was similar to the power based in science today.

But in the sixteenth century the two were not yet divided. Robert Fludde, for instance, who lived in England from 1574-1637, could attempt to write down the whole of human knowledge. He first wrote of the macrocosm, the external world of nature: then of the microcosm, the internal world, the world of prophecy, knowledge of higher worlds, the body, palmistry, and invention. He was a medical man, a doctor, an inventor, an engineer, a scholar of the Kabbalah and other Western esoteric writings, an astronomer, a classicist, a Biblical scholar, a geometrist, a man with a particular interest in the weather and the winds, a musician, a surveyor, a military tactician, and an illustrator. The great figures of the Renaissance - Leonardo, Michelangelo - often had a similar range of interests and skills and saw the spiritual and the material as one great vision. What is more, apart from the rather small scale attempts at control through magic, there was a respect for the earth and the creature of the earth, combined with fear of retribution from supernatural forces if mankind went beyond its natural limits. The spirit of this time in England is beautifully portrayed in Tillyard's classic *The Elizabethan World Picture*. He describes the order of that world, and the sense of all things being in their place, encapsulated
in the Great Chain, with the possibility both of great optimism because of the goodness of the world and the skills and intelligence of the human being, and of terrible pessimism because of the imperfection and evil of things. But the view was explicitly a world view, a view of the universe, in contrast to the material and mundane view routinely taken today. There was a sense of the abundance of things and the respect due to them. Tillyard instances Spencer's *Hymn of Heavenly Beauty*:

Then, look, who list thy gazeful eye to feed
With sight of that is fair, look on the frame
Of this wide universe and therein read
The endless kind of creatures which by name
Thou canst not count, much less their natures' aim;
All which are made with wondrous wide respect
And all with admirable beauty deckt.  

The investigations of science into the creatures of the earth were to change that attitude for many people, in the scientists' wish to investigate and change living creatures rather than marvel at them: though of course the possibility of wonder as well as control is still present in the world.

Mankind was seen at this period as half-way between God and beast, spirit and matter, but always within a cosmic setting. The sense of mankind's potential through God, and of imperfection and sin, was paramount. A French writer of the period put it thus:
If we well consider man in the first estate that God created him, it is the chief and principal of God's work, to the end that in him he might be glorified as in the most noblest and excellentest of all his creatures. But if we consider him in the estate of the general corruption spread all over the posterity of Adam, we shall see him nuzzled in sin, monstrous fearful deformed, subject to a thousand incommodities, void of beatitude, unable ignorant variable and hypocrite .... But if we will consider afterward as being made all new by the immortal seed of God's word ye shall see him restored not only in all his first honours and goods but much greater; for there whereas sin is poured out for to let and hinder him, the grace of God is more abundantly poured out for to succour him, making him a new creature.  

But the fundamentally spiritual view of the universe was changing by the seventeenth century. In 1593, Richard Hooker wrote, in line with all the foregoing, 'see we not plainly that obedience of creatures unto the law of nature is the stay of the whole world'. Only twelve years later, in 1605, Kepler the scientist, who had been a Rosicrucian, wrote to a friend, 'my aim is to show that the celestial machine is to be likened not to a divine organism but to a clockwork'. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) was clear that man wished to know about nature so that he could control her - the pronouns here are very significant. Nature could be used, and there was no limit to the possibilities and
little morality involved.

The new man of science must not think that the "inquisition of nature is in any part interdicted or forbidden". Nature must be "bound into service" and made a "slave", put "in constraint" and "moulded" by the mechanical arts. The "searchers and the spies of nature" are to discover her plots and secrets.  

The transcendental God was still believed in by such scientists of the seventeenth century, but the immanent God present in all things had vanished. Instead, natural things were seen as being legitimately subjectable to the forces and language of the Inquisition.

Bacon's utopian *New Atlantis* foresees the control of biology.

The New Atlantis had parks and enclosures for beasts and birds where just such experiments were performed: "By art likewise we make them greater or taller than their kind is, and contrariwise dwarf them, and stay their growth; we make them more fruitful and bearing than their kind is, and contrariwise barren and not generative. Also we make them differ in colour, shape, activity, many ways".  

The future development of test-tube babies is almost foreseen. As Merchant comments, 'rational control over nature, society and the self was achieved by defining reality itself through the new machine metaphor'.

Merchant, a historian of the changing attitude of the seventeenth century, sees the process as one much to be regretted, as it brought a controlling, non-respectful, male attitude to bear on the way people live their lives, which has continued to this day.

The process of mechanising the world picture removed the controls over environmental exploitation that were an inherent part of the organic view that nature was alive, sensitive, and responsive to human action. Mechanism took over from the magical tradition the conception of the manipulation of matter but divested it of life and vital action. The passivity of matter, externality of motion, and elimination of the female world-soul altered the character of cosmology and its associated normative constraints. In the mechanical philosophy, the manipulation of nature ceased to be a matter of individual efforts and became associated with general collaborative social interests that sanctioned the expansion of commercial capitalism. Increasingly it benefited those persons and social classes in control of its development, rather than promoting universal progress for all. It was intimately connected to an empirical philosophy of science and a concept of the human being as a designer of experiments who by wresting secrets from nature gained mastery over its operations.\(^\text{13}\)

Throughout the seventeenth century there were bitter conflicts between the religious and the scientific views of
the world. In 1650, Jacob Bauthumley, who was a Ranter, wrote:

God is in everyone and in every living thing, man and beast, fish and fowl, and every green thing, from the highest cedar to the ivy on the wall .... God is in this dog, this tobacco pipe, he is me and I am him.  

By way of contrast, René Descartes in the same period had a vision of the certainty of the new science:

All science is certain, evident knowledge. We reject all knowledge which is merely probably and judge that only those things should be believed which are perfectly known and about which there can be no doubts.

His view that scientific knowledge is really true on some objective basis is the one that prevails in much of society today: after Kuhn's work, we could now say that the Western scientific view can be seen as objectively true only within its own paradigm, and no more than that. But Descartes believed in the ultimate truth of analytic, rational thinking - 'the belief', according to Fritjof Capra, 'that all aspects of complex phenomena can be understood by reducing them to their constituent parts'. He rejected the idea of the unconscious. He believed in a complete split between mind and body - 'there is nothing included in the concept of body that belongs to the mind; and nothing in that of the mind that belongs to the body'. Again Descartes uses the analogy of a clock in thinking about the whole world,
including animals and human beings, and he believed, with Bacon, that the purpose of science was to gain control over nature. This split between mind and body was of radical significance to subsequent thought, and one that broke from the picture of the body as a symbol of the soul.

Isaac Newton (1642-1717) synthesized the work of Bacon and Descartes: 'going beyond Bacon in his systematic experimentation and beyond Descartes in his mathematical analysis, Newton unified the two trends and developed the methodology upon which natural science has been based ever since'.\(^\text{18}\) It is interesting, however, that even by the eighteenth century, Newton the scientist was still interested in occult, alchemical and esoteric knowledge, and was also particularly interested in the meaning of the Book of Revelation. He conceived of himself as only on the outskirts of knowledge - picking up a pretty shell or pebble on the beach whilst the whole ocean of truth lay before him, untouched. But many lesser scientists took his discoveries as the ultimate laws.

In fact, the wide-spread assumption of the religious basis of knowledge was probably not finally eroded until the nineteenth century, and then particularly through the work of Darwin. Lovejoy maintains that the assumption of the Great Chain of Being as the basis of reality in the universe was still widely accepted until the end of the eighteenth or even the early nineteenth century. In fact, eight major scientific works were sponsored under the will of the Earl of Bridgewater in 1829, under the stipulation
that the works should illustrate 'the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God, as manifested in the Creation; illustrating such works by all reasonable argument'. The works produced emphasized the supremacy of man - one was called 'On the adaptation of External Nature to the Physical Condition of Man'. As J.W. Burrow, in his introduction to the Penguin edition to Darwin's The Origin of Species, comments: 'the Bridgwater Treatises were the last great monument of an intellectual tradition which had provided assurance that man and nature were linked in an almighty purpose, that the world was not soulless, indifferent or malign ....'.

Darwin's theory of natural selection was seen as undermining the fundamentalist views of the Bible. Darwin himself wrote in his autobiography about the effect of his researches on himself:

Formerly I was led by feelings .... to the firm conviction of the existence of God, and of the immortality of the soul. In my Journal I wrote that whilst standing in the grandeur of a Brazilian forest, "it is not possible to give an adequate picture of the higher feelings of wonder, admiration and devotion which fill and elevate the mind". I well remember my conviction that there is more in man than the mere breath of his body. But now the grandest scenes would not cause any such convictions and feelings to rise to my mind. It may be truly said that I am like a man who has become colour blind."
The statement is perhaps one of the most significant ones of the modern world, describing in a few words the change from the spiritual to the mundane view of reality when many people have lost the sense of wonder Darwin describes. Interestingly, and by way of contrast, Alfred Russel Wallace, the co-discoverer of the theory of natural selection, developed interests in mysticism and spiritualism. The overall effect of Darwinism was, however, to question religious orthodoxy and the authority of the established church. Susan Budd, in her study of atheists and agnostics in Victorian society, comments that the new science lay outside the established order, and that the belief in a wholly rational scientific basis of knowledge was strongest at the end of the nineteenth century.

T.H. Huxley in the nineteenth century repeats some of the optimism about the potentiality of scientific knowledge that could be found in the earlier seventeenth and eighteenth century scientists. He writes in 1870:

The whole of modern thought is steeped in science; it has made its way into the works of our best poets, and even the mere man of letters, who affects to ignore and despise science, is unconsciously impregnated with her spirit, and indebted for his best products to her methods. I believe that the greatest intellectual revolution mankind has yet seen is now taking place by her agency. She is teaching the world that the ultimate court of appeal is observation and experiment and not authority; she is teaching it to estimate the value of
evidence; she is creating a firm and living faith in the existence of immutable moral and physical laws, perfect obedience to which is the highest possible aim of an intelligent human being.25

Susan Budd traces in England a process that was occurring throughout the Western world, of a growing secularization of knowledge, which has continued to this day. Christianity still obviously exists as a force in the Western world, but it is possible for millions of people to live in this world, without any but the most superficial link to it. The development of science, technology and industry profoundly affects us all.

This tension between a spiritual and utopian view and the predominantly scientific basis for understanding in the twentieth century is the context of psychosynthesis, and this will be discussed later. A considerable literature on what is now called the 'transpersonal' - within which psychosynthesis falls - is clearly an interesting phenomenon of this century. This development is not within any of the orthodox centres of learning, either scientific or religious, though some individuals within these institutions are beginning to take an interest in this new form of relating mysticism to science. The religious sense has clearly never died throughout the time of the prominence of science. The scientific attitude as such has been questioned as being the only source of truth throughout this period. There are now many groups who believe that a new reconciliation, or even a drastic shift in pers-
pective is about to take place because of the clear inability of science on its own to deal with the dangerous moral questions of the twentieth century. But this can only be seen in any form of perspective against the backcloth of the last four hundred years.

In this section, I am drawing both on the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, and the emphasis on the institutional basis of knowledge - the deep roots of both science and religion in the major institutions of the time, and the history of ideas, particularly scientific ideas which have won so great a preponderance in the Western world. The battle between the two has looked mainly like a battle of ideas, but the link into the industrial, economic, political and educational institutions and the scientific basis of most of our assumptions is quite obvious in the modern world. It is interesting and extraordinary that the modern scientific world view sprang from the mystical:

It is one of the more profound ironies of the history of thought that the growth of mechanical science through which arose the idea of mechanism as a possible philosophy of nature, was itself an outcome of the Renaissance mystical tradition. 26

In the next seven chapters, we will place Assagioli's work within the long history of mysticism (Chapters 11-17): in the final chapter and conclusion we will consider more of the relationship of the two theories of knowledge, religious and scientific, the influence on Assagioli of being a scientist, and
their relationship to the content of psychosynthesis theory and practice.
Chapter 11
The nature of mysticism, particularly as applied to psychosynthesis

Some scholars and mystics have claimed that there is a common base to all mystical experience: 'all mystics, said Saint-Martin, speak the same language and come from the same country.' Throughout recorded history men and women known as mystics have experienced a certainty about the nature of reality, about the place of human beings and other sentient creatures in that reality, and a perspective on everyday mundane life, that seems to bear a remarkable similarity from culture to culture, from one century to another. It is as though they experience that the soul, the Higher Self, in communion with the Absolute, God, Divinity, can be a greater, higher, more inward reality than the personality living in the visible world. The greater reality suffuses the lesser and alters it beyond recognition. 'The infinite shines through the finite and makes it more and not less real.' This is not a doctrine, a dogma learned through a church or established religion, but a personal experience, an inner knowing, which lies at the root of all religious doctrines and is prior to them.

It is by common consent difficult to define mysticism. A helpful list of salient characteristics is however given by Roberto Gimello in his article on 'Mysticism and meditation.' These include a feeling of oneness, of unity,
with the universe; a conviction that the experience has an objective validity, that it is about the nature of reality; a conviction that the experience cannot be explained or even described in human language; an understanding that the experience is not just a rational or an emotional one - it is a superior kind of knowing not generally available to people; an understanding that opposites meet, synchronize, are one - that paradox is basic; and a strong affective tone - a feeling of completion, of joy, of incomparable pleasure. There does seem to be a remarkable similarity about many descriptions which conform with this picture. Many writers, particularly Aldous Huxley in his Perennial Philosophy and W.T. Stace in his Mysticism and Philosophy, argue that indeed the experiences indicate a common reality of the human condition for those sensitive enough to experience it: and because of the ineffability of the subject it is difficult to disagree with these statements with any competence. But there are also some indications that, though much may be experienced in common, there may also be cultural differences and religious specificities which are of significance to our understanding of the nature of mysticism.

In most cultures, the basic view of the world, the cosmology of the society, is spiritual. From the beginning of thought, human beings have been concerned to build up a picture of the whole of reality, and to see people within that wider meaningful setting. The universe has been seen as the place of all-mighty God, or Oneness, or Gods, or
spirits: human experience has been perceived within this wider framework. Human nature has been understood as part of a whole. All societies have myths, their own construction of the nature of reality, usually in the form of stories, though sometimes worked out more philosophically or rationally.

This cosmology is likely to structure the nature of the mystical experience. Carl Keller argues that 'in reality, when we compare mystical texts, we are comparing doctrinal systems or, in other words, total myth-dreams of societies, communities and individuals'⁴. Modern students of mysticism tend to maintain that it is impossible to have a pure 'experience': that to every experience, however deep, we bring a set of concepts already learned in the societies in which we live: that 'there is a clear causal connection between the religious and social structure one brings to experience and the nature of one's religious experience'⁵. For instance, in cultures that stress the objectiveness and 'otherness' of God, and the puniness of the human condition, this image is likely to affect the way in which the whole mystical experience is perceived: for a Buddhist, with no picture of a 'God' as such, the imagery is entirely different because the basic cosmology is so dissimilar. 'The mystic brings to his experience a world of concepts, images and symbols, and values, which shape as well as colour the experience he eventually and actually has.'⁶ It is only likely to be a Catholic who will see a vision of the Virgin Mary.
This speculation is very interesting because it reflects another two somewhat opposed views of the nature of this experience. Most older cultures have tended to see the world as being separate from the individual. However, some modern psychology and philosophy have led us to understand how much we create our own worlds because of the structure of our brains, our eyes, and the relationship between them; this has led to an interest in different states of consciousness, an experience of course always recognized by mystics, but now perceived more explicitly as being part of the creation of human beings. There is in modern literature a 'psychological' as well as a 'cosmological' view of reality - or perhaps our psychological view is part of modern 'scientific' cosmology.

So modern writers have raised questions as to whether the mystical experience really has something basically in common for every person sensitive to its potentiality, in whatever culture or time: we are left in doubt, (as we basically always were, on an intellectual level), about whether mystical awareness does really signify a common reality for all sentient beings - even though it is a reality that most people only fleetingly experience, if at all.

As a source of knowledge, mysticism is of course in opposition to the scientific mode - the empirical, testable, provable knowledge which is the currency of the modern Western world. Freud, Jung and Assagioli, all medical doctors, trained in the scientific method, had to maintain the validity of their work against such opposition as that of Karl
Popper and his criticism of 'closed Systems' theory, and still are hardly regarded as respectable in the university system. Jung and Assagioli had the added 'disadvantage' of drawing on a personal spiritual awareness which they regarded as fundamental to their work.

To indicate that there might be some possibility of the reconciliation of these two systems of knowledge in this century, it is salutary and encouraging to quote the great twentieth century scientist Einstein. He wrote:

The most beautiful emotion we can experience is the mystical. It is the sower of all true art and science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger .... is as good as dead. To know that what is impenetrable to us really exists, manifesting itself as the highest wisdom and the most radiant beauty, which our dull faculties can comprehend only in their most primitive forms - this knowledge, this feeling, is at the centre to true religiousness. In this sense, and in this sense only, I belong to the ranks of devoutly religious men. 7

The great Jewish scholar of Jewish mysticism, Gershom Scholem, considers that the phenomenon of mysticism occurs under specific historical conditions in the history of the human race. There was no need for the search for unity and meaning before human beings became self-conscious, when humans, (just as other animals still seem to be), were at one with their universe. He maintains that:
Religion's supreme function is to destroy the dream-harmony of Man, Universe and God, to isolate man from the other elements of the dream stage of his mythical and primitive consciousness. For in its classical form, religion signifies the creation of a vast abyss, conceived as absolute, between God, the infinite and transcendental Being and Man, the finite creature.  

This is the issue of duality, which we still struggle with today - the sense of being strangers in a strange world, of alienation, of yearning for something which would make life on earth meaningful, a greater context than the commonsense world, a reality once known and forgotten.

Mysticism does not deny or overlook the abyss; on the contrary, it begins by realising its existence, but from there it proceeds to a quest for the secret that will close it in, the hidden path that will span it. It strives to piece together the fragments broken by the religious cataclysm, to bring back the old unity which religion has destroyed, but on a new plane, where the world of mythology and that of revelation meet in the soul of man.  

In this view, mysticism, through the realization of immanent spirituality, heals the transcendent split between God and man.

The picture of God as 'the other', out there, of a different nature from corrupt matter, outside ordinary experience, is fundamental to many Western and some Eastern
religions. People pray to and worship the infinite and all-mighty God, and expect to be judged by Him (as Scholem points out, this is a masculine God, all-powerful). God is perceived as perfect and self-sufficient, and man as imperfect and needy. Plato writes in the *Philebus*, 'the Good differs in its nature from everything else in that the being who possesses it always and in all respects has the most perfect sufficiency and is never in need of any other thing.'<sup>10</sup> Similarly, the Christian God is perfect, and to be worshipped: He sent His only son, Christ, to earth to redeem people, but He stays separate and transcendental. Though the mystery in Christianity is that Jesus said: 'The Father and I are one'.

Evelyn Underhill, in her brilliant study of mysticism published in 1910 and highly regarded by Assagioli, writes that transcendental theories, where spirituality emanates from the divine source, are the language of pilgrimage, of exile, of rejection of the world. 'Never forget', says St John of the Cross, 'that God is inaccessible. Ask not therefore, how far your powers may comprehend Him, your feelings penetrate Him.'<sup>11</sup> This, says Underhill, portrays the kind of mind that William James called 'the sick soul', the soul of the penitent and the humble, 'appalled by the sharp contrast between itself and the Perfect which it contemplates',<sup>12</sup> struggling like the salmon working upstream to find the home it once knew. It is the complete separation of the human and all living creatures from the Creator, the Divine. But in Christian thought this separation is
redeemed by God's love for man.

This duality is at the root of most gnostic thought, where the supreme God is seen as different from the Demi-urge, the creative force that allows the existence of evil as well as good. The separation of spirituality from matter is the classic attempt to explain evil, where the good, all-powerful God is seen as completely distinct from His creation, which is debased in matter.

The Great Chain of Being, the perception of the world which originated in classical Greece and lasted till the middle of the eighteenth century, falls largely within the transcendental vision, as all good is seen as coming 'downward' from the supreme Being and as being dependent on Him. It starts in the conviction, as Lovejoy indicates in his powerful lectures given in the 1930s, that 'true being, the world in which the soul can find itself at home, must be somehow other than "all this"'. The Great Chain of Being is rooted in Platonic and neoplatonic thinking, though adopted by Christians for most of their history in order to relate perfect spirit to imperfect matter. Macrobius, the fifth century philosopher, describes the justification for and basis of the theory succinctly:

Since, from the Supreme God Mind arises, and from Mind, Soul, and since this in turn creates all subsequent things and fills them all with life, and since this single radiance illuminates all and is reflected in each, as a single face might be reflected in many mirrors placed in a series; and since all things follow
in continuous succession, degenerating in sequence to the very bottom of the series, the attentive observer will discover a connection of parts, from the supreme God down to the last dreg of things, mutually linked together and without a break. And this is Homer's golden chain, which God, he says, bade hang down from heaven to earth. 14

The picture of the Chain of Being is of God at the apex of the universe, suffusing the whole, purely spirit: at the base is matter - the most primitive matter that can exist, rocks, earth, the most simple forms of the universe - these are purely matter and not spirit. In between is the hierarchy of all living things. Mankind is midway between the depth of matter and the heights of spirituality. Below the human race come all animal forms, in descending order of complexity to simplicity. Above mankind are the angels and other spiritual beings.

This picture is like that of Dante's Divine Comedy with God in the Heavens, in Paradise, and a long harsh way for the soul to travel, through Hell and Purgatory, in order to reach the spiritual goal.

The mystic in relation to the transcendent God, then, is the searcher for that which was lost, the seer of visions, the humble penitent seeking the great 'other'. But mysticism has also another conception of God, that of immanence - the God within. In this view, every living moment contains the possibility of the spiritual, we always can be what we may be, we can always cooperate with the spiritual
and with our inner vision. The mystic does not have a long
hard road to travel to an immanent God: all he or she needs
to do is to remember, to realize the presence in the soul
and in the universe; it is the mysticism of James' healthy-
mined souls: 'an opening of the eyes of the soul in which
Reality is bathed. For them the earth is literally "crammed
with heaven".15. 'In Him we live and move and have our be-
ing.' This experience of immanence, writes Underhill, 'pro-
vides the basis of the New Testament doctrine of the in-
dwelling spirit. It is variously interpreted, the "spark
of the soul" of Eckhart, the "ground" of Tauler, the Inward
Light of the Quakers ....16. 'If', says Boehme, 'thou con-
ceivest a small minute circle, as small as a grain of mus-
tard seed, yet the Heart of God is wholly and perfectly
therein: and if thou art born in God, then there is in thy-
self (in the circle of thy life) the whole Heart of God un-
divided.'17

In Anya Seton's The Winthrop Woman is a beautiful vision
of immanence, of the spiritual nature of all existence
which is open to those who can see:

A ray of sunlight started down between the tree trunks.
It touched the pool with liquid gold. The pool became
transparent to its green depths and her self was plunged
in those depths and yet uplifted with joy upon the rush-
ing wind. The light grew stronger and turned white. In
this crystal whiteness there was ecstasy. Against this
light she saw a wren fly by; the wren was made of rhythm,
it flew with meaning, with a radiant meaning. There was
the same meaning in the caterpillar as it inched along the rock, and the moss, and the little nuts which had rolled across the leaves.

And still the apperception grew, and the significance. The significance was bliss, it made a created whole of everything she watched and touched and heard - and the essence of this created whole was love. She felt love pouring from the light, it bathed her with music and with perfume: the love was far off at the source of the light, and yet it drenched her through. And the source and she were one. 18

We have seen this theme at work in psychosynthesis. Immanence is contained in the notion of the 'I' being in direct line with the Higher Self, which is a spark of the spiritual reality: but the assumption is that not everyone is in touch with their own centre or their own soul: in fact few may realise their own potential in the world.

The danger of the concept of immanence is a vague pantheism, a somewhat removed spiritual sense, but its strength is the conviction of power from within, a radiance that is always available, a sense of unity with all living beings. The danger of the transcendent reality is a divorce from the world and a conviction of hopelessness and lack of worth, but its strength is in the energy it can create in the search for truth. It is difficult for most people to contact their own sense of unity through the mystic awareness to which Einstein refers at the beginning of the chapter. 'At the very base of men and women's
consciousness then lies the ultimate wholeness', wries K. Wilber in his *Up from Eden*. 'But - and here's the rub - it is not in the vast majority, consciously realised. Thus the ultimate whole is for most souls, an Other. It is not, like Jehovah, an ontological Other - it is not set apart, divorced, or separated from men and women. Rather, it is a psychological Other - it is ever-present, but unrealised; it is given, but rarely discovered; it is the nature of human beings, but lies, as it were, deep in the depths of the soul.'\(^{19}\) It is precisely to the possibility of this awakening that psychosynthesis addresses itself.

Evelyn Underhill, throughout her book on mysticism, paints a graphic picture of the unrealized self, the equivalent of Plato's prisoners in their cave, the prisoners of the psychological and social conditioning to which we are all subject. We as the prisoners believe that the material world we see is the whole truth; a tree is simply a tree, a social institution is something to be believed in without question, relationship with a person is just an everyday event; we are born and we die and that is all there is to it. The person only in touch with consciousness, the senses and the socialization learned through childhood takes the world for granted; reality is what is given; 'sanity consists in sharing the hallucination of our neighbours.'\(^{20}\)

For the mystic the 'ordinary' world is but a pale shadow of the reality he or she has glimpsed. The limitation is not
only to believe that the world as perceived by human senses is the world as it is, but also to believe that consciousness (the area defined by Assagioli in his egg-diagram) and personality are the entire self. Again for transpersonal therapists and mystics alike, each person has the possibility of going beyond the personality and being in touch with the soul, the Higher Self. This is a world of becoming, the 'what we may be' of Pierro Ferrucci's book. The pearl lies in the oyster but must be found.

The journey from an unawakened state to a different reality is the theme of all the subsequent chapters in this section. Plato's well-known images of the cave and the harp depict the relationship of the mundane to mystical reality in this great philosopher of ancient Greece; the prisoners' journey to the sun is a description of the travel towards the transcendental, the image of the harp and its music is more within the immanent tradition. Dante's is the classical transcendental journey, accompanied by Reason (Vergil) only so far, but finally being guided by the power of Love (Beatrice). This was a vision conceived within and accepted by the orthodox Catholic church in the Middle Ages. Jewish mysticism and the Kabbalah, a transcendental picture of reality with emphasis on the seeker, was also part of Assagioli's inheritance. The neoplatonic, gnostic and hermetic streams of mysticism have often remained underground through the last fifteen hundred years, but have a direct bearing on Assagioli through Theosophy. Neoplatonic thinking, based on Plotinus, is largely conscious of immanent
reality, and has been an inspiration for artists, philosophers and poets all over Europe throughout the centuries - particularly influencing the Renaissance (and Florence was the Renaissance city par excellence) and mystical and Romantic work. Gnostic thinking in its classical sense is predominantly aware of mystical reality as 'the other', which is inaccessible, remote, far from the degradation of matter; however, writing in the Gnostic Gospels of the first and second centuries A.D. is softer, more optimistic, closer to immanence. Many of these writings came to be accessible at the turn of the century, together with a considerable interest in Eastern mysticism and religion, and this was the atmosphere in which Assagioli formed his ideas. But the strength in his belief in what later came to be known as transpersonal psychotherapy was not just derived culturally from the environment. Mystical knowledge was a fundamental part of his own experience and conviction. Psychosynthesis was based purely on experience, not just on tradition: 'spiritual traditions may have been an inspiring factor for him, never a source of proof'.

Oriental writing which particularly influenced Assagioli included the Bhagavadgita, Aurobindo and Sri Shankara's The Jewel of Discrimination, and his library contains mystical and spiritual writing from all religions and all periods of time. In picking out and describing the particular writers and Schools that I have, I have been aware of the early influences on Assagioli - his classical and Italian education, the philosophy adopted by his mother and later his wife, and his Jew-
ishness. But concentration on the themes I have chosen does not preclude other spiritual influences on his work.
Chapter 12
The influence of Plato

At the beginning of The Act of Will Assagioli comments on the contrast between modern external achievements and the lack of inner vision, knowledge and control that would be perceived by a classical Greek visitor to the twentieth century:

Were he a Plato or a Marcus Aurelius and refused to be dazzled by the material wonders created by advanced technology, and were he to examine the human condition more carefully, his first impressions would give place to great dismay .... this supposed demigod (modern man), controlling great electrical forces with a movement of the finger and flooding the air with sound and pictures for the entertainment of millions, would seem to be incapable of coping with his own emotions, impulses and desires.¹

We seem to have advanced little in fundamental spiritual and moral ways in the last two thousand years - in fact, we may have regressed.

Assagioli received a full classical education, and the influence of classical striving for goodness, knowledge and reality was basic to all his work. In the Republic Book VII, Plato (through Socrates) put forward his view that personally and politically most people live in a dream.
It is the task of the philosopher to wake up and live both fully and with awareness, and to take part in social and political affairs wide awake.

The understanding that most human beings are asleep is linked to Plato's view of the nature of reality: that the world we see around us is an imperfect copy of the truly real world, the perfect Form or Archetype. The 'Platonic view of the material world as an image of its ideal archetype'\(^2\) is central to much later mystical thinking and experience. Reality itself is perfect, in this view; within it are Forms which are the original blueprint (the archetype) for the world we see around us. These Forms are of physical objects such as tables or plants, but they also hold the perfect vision of Beauty, Goodness and Love. The world we perceive is a pale reflection of this reality, if we are unawakened: it is only the soul who can see things as they really are. 'Knowledge - true knowledge - is remembering what the soul once knew.'\(^3\) Plato in Phaedo asks whether we were born knowing many things; and whether, when we learn true things, we actually recollect what we knew before birth; whether 'our souls existed long ago, before they were in human shape, apart from bodies, and then had wisdom'\(^4\)? And whether 'there are two kinds of existing things, one visible, one unseen .... and the unseen is always in the same state, but the visible constantly changing'\(^5\). This concept also applies to the relationship between soul and mortal being - that the body and earthly state changes, but the soul, if contacted, is always there,
'pure and everlasting and immortal and unchanging'\(^6\). The point of a philosopher's life is to 'pursue the real'\(^7\).

True knowledge is 'the colourless, formless, intangible essence, visible only to the mind, the pilot of the soul'\(^8\). The realm of Forms is the divine world and the search for it is the experience of the aware person: to find it is the true homecoming.

This sense that most people live their lives asleep is illustrated by Plato's most famous image - that of the cave, which is given as a metaphor for human nature:

Imagine mankind as dwelling in an underground cave with a long entrance open to the light across the whole width of the cave; in this they have been since childhood, with necks and legs fettered, so they have to stay where they are. They cannot move their heads because of the fetters, and they can only look forward, but light comes to them from a fire burning behind them higher up at a distance. Between the fire and the prisoners is a road above their level, and along it imagine a low wall has been built, as puppet showmen have screens in front of them over which they work their puppets .... See, then, bearers carrying along this wall all sorts of articles which they hold projected above the wall ....

What do you think such people would have seen of themselves and each other except their shadows, which the fire cast on the opposite wall of the cave? ....
.. suppose the prisoners were able to talk together, don't you think that when they named the shadows which they saw passing they would believe they were naming things ....

One might be released, and compelled to stand up, and turn his neck round, and to walk and look toward the firelight; all this would hurt him, and he would be too much dazzled to see distinctly those things whose shadows he had seen before .... then, supposing he was compelled to look toward the real light, it would hurt his eyes, and he would escape by turning them away to the things he was able to look at, and these he would believe to be clearer than what was being shown to him ....

Suppose, now, someone were to drag him hence by force .... when he came into the light, the brilliance would fill his eyes and he would not be able to see one of the things now called real? ....

He would have to get used to it, surely, I think, if he is to see the things above. First, he would more easily look at the shadows, after that images of mankind and the rest in water, lastly the things themselves. After this he would find it easier to survey by night the heavens themselves and all that is in them ....

Last of all the sun itself, by itself, in its own place, and see what it is like, not reflections of it in water or as it appears in some alien setting ....
Then we must apply this image .... The world of our sight is like the habitation in prison, the firelight there would be like the sunlight here, the ascent and the world view is the rising of the soul into the world of the mind .... our reasoning indicates .... that this power is already in the soul of each, and is the instrument by which one learns.  

Plato regarded the world of the mind, that of Forms, as the highest reality. Many mystics, both Eastern and Western, have named this highest reality as the Higher Self or simply the Self, in touch, however, in both concepts with the universal reality. Plato, along with many later mystics, believed that through socialization and culture, through the routine and offered banality of much everyday living, people learn to live in a false reality, an alienation, a fundamental unawareness of the truth of things. As Evelyn Underhill writes in her excellent discussion of the different states of consciousness in which people live:

By false desires and false thoughts man has built up for himself a false universe: as a mollusc, by the deliberate and persistent absorption of lime and rejection of all else, can build up for itself a hard shell which shuts it from the external world, and only represents in a distorted and unrecognizable form the ocean from which it was obtained. This hard and wholly unnutricious shell, this onesided secretion of the surface consciousness, makes as it were a little cave
of illusion for each separate soul. A literal and deliberate getting out of the cave must be for every mystic, as it was for Plato's prisoners, the first step in the individual hunt for reality .... We see a sham world because we live a sham life.  

The powerful image of the cave is basic to psychosynthesis. We live in our personalities driven by powerful and often unconscious forces, seeing only what we can bear to see, carrying many defensive accretions, until such a time as we begin to wake up, to relate to transpersonal elements, and to the Higher Self. It is the task of the psychosynthesis therapist to act as guide to the person, the client, on his or her journey. Assagioli in Psychosynthesis refers to Plato's image of the cave, and to the task of the therapist in helping his or her client to greater awareness. The first step is the awakening which is the recognition of the false self, the many defences and fragmentations, the skewed perceptions. Plato, in what has been called 'the Magna Charta of Western Mysticism', writes in Phaedo:

When the mind returns into itself from the confusion of sense (that is, of cave life), as it does when it reflects, it passes into another region of that which is pure and everlasting, immortal and unchanging, and feels itself kindred thereto, and its welfare under its own control and at rest from its wanderings, being in communion with the unchanging.
Plato brings out the relationship of transience to the eternal once more in the analogy of the harp in *Phaedo*:

The harmony is invisible and bodiless and all-beautiful and divine on the tuned harp; but the harp itself and the strings are bodies and bodily and composite and earthy and akin to the mortal. We conceive the soul to be something like this - that our body being tuned and held together by hot and cold and dry and wet and suchlike, our soul is a kind of mixture and harmony of these very things, when they are well and harmoniously mixed together.

... if, then our soul is a kind of harmony, it is plain that when the body is slackened inharmoniously or too highly strung, by diseases or other evils, the soul must necessarily perish, although it is most divine, just as other harmonies do, those in sounds and those in all the works of craftsmen.

The search for reality and awareness which he expressed so clearly in *Phaedo*, in the *Republic* and the *Symposium* is about the 'final attainment of knowledge in terms of clear vision', which relates both to the analogies described, of the cave and the harp, ideas of both reason and insight, and the relationship of the body and the personality to the soul. As Gosling puts it, the final stage

... is grasped as a result of ever wider synoptic considerations, in the Symposium of "the vast ocean of the beautiful", in the Republic of the solar system of
Forms. The vision is of why the beautiful things are to be called beautiful, in the Republic of what makes all good things good. But final knowledge 'is not attained or discovered: it comes upon the soul, it is revealed to the soul. It is outside the soul's capacity; it is something given and received'. A similar theme emerges in the Paradiso of Dante's Divine Comedy.

These themes are all basic to psychosynthesis. Assagioli is most aware of the symbolic nature of beauty, and uses visualization as a familiar technique. He writes on music and its significance, the search for true knowledge, the several ways to the Self. The notion of pure qualities is present in the concept of the superconscious, and these are directly related to ideal Forms.

Plato holds that everyone, even the most misguided or evil person, pursues the good according to his or her own vision. The difficulty is attuning to a true vision of what is real! In this all the faculties and dualities are needed - logos (the reasoned proposition and the active basis of thought) and eros (the power of heart and feeling), the body and the soul, pathos (sensitivity and receptivity) and ethos (dynamism) are directed to perceiving what is truth, what is real and therefore what is good.

Plato's notion of self-discipline is remarkably close to that of the will in psychosynthesis, as a means to freedom. Gosling stated that in the Republic
Plato aims to show that a really undisciplined man least of all does what he wants. This claim takes two forms; first that he is dominated by a subset of his desires, so that not all his desires are satisfied, and second that like all men he wants the best out of life, but lacking knowledge pursues something else.\textsuperscript{19}

Plato sees virtue as being the health of the personality and vice as a form of disease. Doing ill is related to lack of awareness - this comes even more strongly in subsequent neoplatonic thought. The tyrannic man, like the tyrannic state, is slave to fear, want, every sort of misery and every sort of wickedness. The philosopher, by way of contrast, lives his or her own life, because of the truth of his or her own vision. The pursuit of reality is also the pursuit of freedom.

Plato was concerned with the development of the inner life and the strength this offers: 'the bravest and wisest souls would be least disturbed and altered by any experience from without'.\textsuperscript{20} In the \textit{Symposium} he postulated several kinds of love - common love, heavenly love, right loving, and he discusses the people who are 'pregnant in soul', searching for the potential of love and truth and their birth in their own lives.

He developed the analogy between the state and the person - the need for order, cohesion and wholeness, of a somewhat hierarchic nature. Plato constantly moved between the individual and society in his consideration - for
instance in thinking about the nature of justice in the Republic: 'we will examine justice in the single man, looking for the likeness of the larger in the shape of the smaller': the microcosm and the macrocosm. He perceived warring forces in society just as in the individual, but each of these forces symbolized a valuable quality.

The Greeks declared that two world spirits dwell in the fabric of cosmic and human life and they stand in mortal combat with one another. This combat is of such power and magnitude that we can by no means foretell its outcome. The growing spirit is the spirit of civilisation; it ever seeks to create forms wherein life may expand, may build, and make itself more secure. The burning one on the other hand, seeks life in movement, change, adventure, battle, and at times even in conflict and violence. The growing one is peaceful, the burning one is warlike; civilisation is conserving and often conservative, while the opposing dynamism is revolutionary.

Just as different qualities clash in the individual, each however containing something of worth, so they do in the state.

As in the individual, the only wise place to take a decision is from the calm centre. It is up to the people who are on the path of awareness and who are philosophers to make their contribution to public life, and it is really
only those who have attained wisdom who are fit to rule:

The truth is more or less that the city where those who rule are least anxious to be rulers is of necessity best managed, and has least faction in it; while the city who get rulers who want it most, is worst managed. 23

In the true form of the city state the rulers would be those who had attained contemplation and were thus able to discern principles concerning human life .... the contemplation of the Good is something to be used for the benefit of others. 24

This principle is certainly not applied to the political scene today. Assagioli was anxious to develop psychosynthesis from a concern with personal therapy to an application to groups and societies, but this development so far is largely implicit and undeveloped. 25

He envisaged politics as being less the search for power by individuals and more the search for good by people in the world. We know from the first quotation in this chapter and from other references that Assagioli was aware of and built on Platonic ideas, among many others. The themes of awakening, realization of another reality, the context of the soul, the simplicity and perfection of the Real, the possibility of harmony in the individual and the world, are all basic to the psychosynthesis framework. Assagioli had learned of these values early in his life, at school, and he often acknowledged their inspiration.
Plato had a direct personal influence on Assagioli, acknowledged by him, all his life, and it is through that influence that Platonic ideas can be discerned in the theory. There is of course much in Plato that is not in psychosynthesis. Assagioli refers most to the awareness of soul, and the possibility of perfection that is a strong element in Platonic thought. There is awareness of the ideal world that lies beyond the obvious one, and the belief that only relatively few people will ever become aware of the greater reality. These ideas in psychosynthesis, as an experience, can seem like remembering what one has always known, but forgotten: although that may be the case with all strong belief.

There is nothing in psychosynthesis which is inconsistent with Plato, but Plato was of course a great philosopher, concerned with the nature of knowing and of goodness in all their manifestations, and a universally known creative thinker. He dealt systematically with all the great issues in human life. Psychosynthesis on the other hand, is a little known twentieth century psychotherapy developed by an obscure Italian psychiatrist. There is therefore little comparison that can be made in terms of widely accepted significance to the human understanding of the human condition. There are however clear demonstrations of influence from Plato to Assagioli, acknowledged by Assagioli, which are at the basis of the theory and practice. This is not recognised by most of the psychosynthesis trainees - as there is little overt recognition of most of the philosophical base in most of the training - but the clear line of inheritance is there. This
is significant here because it places the thought lying behind psychosynthesis, not only in the esoteric but also in the mainstream mystical tradition. But Assagioli chooses what he wants from Plato's philosophy and ignores the rest, he is selective and employs his usual 'magpie' methodology, acting always as a clinician and not as a philosopher.
Assagioli's mother and wife were both Theosophists. So originally was Alice Bailey, an English mystical writer with whom he later worked. Assagioli was very particular in keeping psychosynthesis and his professional work separate from his interest in the esoteric tradition: and also he was widely read in all the mystical traditions. But the direct descendence of Theosophy from the gnostic tradition is significant in the whole of his thinking and reflected in the basic assumptions upon which psychosynthesis was founded.

Roszak comments in *Unfinished Animal* that H.P. Blavatsky, the founder of Theosophy, started writing partly in response to Darwin's then recently published theory of evolution. Writing in the 1870s, she reckoned Darwin's theory inadequate.

Her effort, unlike that of Christian fundamentalists, was not to reject Darwin's work but to insist that it had, by its focus on the purely physical, wholly omitted the mental, creative and visionary life of the human race; in short, it omitted consciousness, whose development followed a very different evolutionary path.¹

Rozsak goes on to say:
Against Darwin's restricted notion of evolution, HPB (Blavatsky) posed her "secret doctrine", a composite rendering of the several schools of the Hidden Wisdom (Gnosticism, Kabbalism, Hermeticism, Neoplatonism) freely and often awkwardly blended with the Oriental religions whose literature was only just beginning to receive respect in HPB's own day.²

Theosophy was from the beginning concerned with the awareness and the development of human consciousness.

The pervasive influence of gnosticism on our culture is not widely recognized. Ahern in his introduction to gnosticism and the esoteric tradition underlying Anthroposophy calls it 'probably the most profound imaginative tradition of the West, influencing Shakespeare, Goethe and W.B. Yeats, among many others; also, unless some recent scholarly doubts are well-founded, it was the matrix from which modern science emerged'³. Poets, artists, philosophers have at many key times been greatly involved in this tradition, particularly at the time of the Renaissance, in the Romantic period in the early nineteenth century, and around the turn of this century. And, most significantly for this study, it is the view of at least one Jungian scholar, Stephen Hoeller, that Jungian psychology is gnosticism in twentieth century dress:

Jung might be viewed as a modern day Gnostic who absorbed the gnosis, both by way of his inner transformation and his confirming study of Gnostic literature.
He knew that in his psychology he was putting forward an essentially Gnostic discipline of transformation in contemporary guise. It seems to me that the same might be said of Assagioli and psychosynthesis. Like Jungian psychotherapy, psychosynthesis has a gnostic 'feel' is recognisably part of esoteric thought once that comes to be recognised by the reader.

What then were the roots of these doctrines, which have remained as an undercurrent in the Western world since the first centuries A.D. which was such an extraordinary spiritual period following the death of Christ? Frances Yates, whose studies of the gnostic tradition in the Renaissance have been a spectacular contribution to modern history, writes in tracing back these roots:

This world of the Second century was... seeking intensively for knowledge of reality, for an answer to its problems which the normal education failed to give. It turned to other ways of seeking an answer, intuitive, mystical, magical. Since reason seemed to have failed, it sought to cultivate the Nous, the intuitive faculty in man.5

Neoplatinism, as its name implies, was initially a development in the first centuries A.D., of Platonic thought, though later its hellenic roots became imbued with Christianity. The most well-known and remarkable writer was Plotinus who lived from 204 or 205 to 270 A.D. and whose work was within the Greek tradition. Members of the school include Porphyry, Plotinus' disciple.
and Iamblichus, who died in 326; the movement as such ended with the Athenian and Alexandrian Schools of the fifth and sixth centuries, with Proclus, Hypatia and Damascius, when orthodox Christian influences closed such heretic philosophical enquiry; however, this alternative river of thought has continued underground throughout the centuries.

Wallis, in his study of neoplatonism, comments that the movement 'stands out not as an abandonment of Greek rationalism, but as an adaptation of Greek thought to the world of inner experience.' It was a philosophical School rather than a religion.

Neoplatonic thought rests on the assumption of an ordered cosmological reality, based in the One, the ground of all things, which is unity. As life comes more into form, as it moves further down the Chain of Being, it is more diversified, more in conflict, more fragmented. The individual soul can, however, if it so wishes, ascend to become more unified again with Unity through purification and simplification. Matter is relatively base, and spirit relatively pure. The One, in Plotinus' thinking, is both transcendent and immanent in living creatures. Creatures can be more creative and indeed more alive, the more they contemplate the One: the most perfect form of the world is multiplicity-in-unity. The worst sin is isolation from and ignorance of the Unity of the creative force. 'External evil and suffering take their place as necessary elements in the great pattern, the great dance of the Universe.'
Plotinus wrote a specific tract Against the Gnostics, although later neoplatonic thinking and gnostic thought became intertwined. Unlike the gnostics, Plotinus did not believe that matter and the world are inherently evil. He believed the universe was good at root and that the gnostics were arrogant beyond belief to criticize the creator.

The man who censures the nature of the universe does not know what he is doing, and how far this rash criticism of his goes. This is because the Gnostics do not know that there is an order of firsts, seconds and thirds in regular succession, and so on to the last, and the things that are worse than the first should not be reviled; one should rather calmly and gently accept the nature of things, and hurry on oneself to the first, ceasing to concern oneself with the melodramas of the terrors, as they think, in the cosmic spheres, which in reality "make all things sweet and lovely" for them.

The gnostics believed that it was formidably difficult to seek the soul's true home: Plotinus that the nature of things became clearer, simpler, sweeter as the soul approached the One. Here is the age-old contrast between the immanent and transcendent views of God as discussed in the general chapter on mysticism.

The gnostic movement was a religious movement in the Christian tradition. Jonas comments that the gnostic insistence on the 'reception of truth either through sacred or secret lore or through inner illumination replaces
rational theory and argument. Its major writers were Justin Martyr, who died in 165, Hephæstius died 180, Clement of Alexandria died 215, Iræneus died 202, Tertullian died 230, Hippolytus died 236, Origen died 254, and Epiphanius died 403, together with the writers of the Gnostic Gospels discovered in 1945 at Nag Hammadi. These latter are a series of books about the life of Jesus, whose origins seem to be not dissimilar to those of the gospels now contained in the Bible. There are 52 texts in the find, including the Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of Philip: the Gospel of Truth and the Gospel to the Egyptians: the Secret Book of James, the Apocalypse of Paul, the Letter of Peter to Philip, and the Second Treatise of the Great Seth. The texts actually found are dated A.D. 350-400, but the originals were thought to be in Greek and about 120-150 at source. The most fascinating point that Elaine Pagels makes in her study of the Gnostic Gospels is that 'we now begin to see that what we call Christianity - and what we identify as the Christian tradition - actually represents only a small selection of specific sources, chosen from among dozens of others.'

The gnostic material is different from orthodox Christianity in several fundamental ways, which continued to make gnosticism a heresy in relation to the church throughout the centuries. The gnostic material is dualistic. It postulates an ineffable and transcendent Godhead: and a Creator of the world who had fallen and represents evil, the Demiurge. Everywhere contains the footsteps of God, but Jehovah,
the Creator, the Demiurge, created the world from jealousy. So there is an eternal world, and a world of evil in which we live and are constant strangers, shut off from God except dimly, as a remembrance. It is error and lack of knowledge that leads to suffering and evil: it is only by coming to understand the true nature of reality, through gnosis, that we can find our way home. This knowledge is realized by few. It includes a knowledge that the institutions of society and our everyday experience are 'at best shadowy perceptions of another and more fundamental reality'; that we are 'strangers in a strange country' on this earth. Jonas comments that

Greek thought had been a grand expression of man's belonging to the world .... and through knowledge that breeds love had striven to heighten the intimacy with the kindred essence of all nature: gnostic thought is inspired by the anguished discovery of man's cosmic solitude, of the utter otherness of his being to the universe at large.¹²

It is the self-consciousness, the existentialism of many modern writers, but with the doctrine of redemption through knowledge - inner knowledge - at the heart. In the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus is quoted as saying: 'I manifested myself to men in the flesh. I found them drunk, I found them blind, and none athirst among them. When they have slept off their wine they will repent.'¹³ This doctrine of mankind being asleep is found in many modern writers.
Some of the gnostics thought there were several kinds of people at any one time; the sarkikos, the people of flesh where carnal elements predominate; the psychikos, who are more self-determining and aware and whose lives can go any way; and the pneumatikos, the noetic, who are truly spiritual people, those who have the capacity for search and for knowledge. Real knowledge springs from the immediate perception of a transformed aware consciousness. With awareness comes the knowledge that 'all power is a source of alienation .... all institutions, laws, religions, churches and powers are nothing but a sham and a trap, the perpetuation of an age-old deception'. Gnosticism has been a perpetual threat to orthodox Christianity because it is deeply radical and anarchic.

Neoplatonism and gnosticism are in many ways deeply opposed. But both were very heterogenous movements over the centuries, and many gnostics took a more favourable view of the universe, and the possibility of reaching through to ultimate truth, accepting and working through all the evil and suffering of existence. The similarity that the gnostics and the neoplatonists shared, in contrast to orthodox Christianity, once it had formed into a church, was a radicalism. This was related to the emphasis on inner experience as the root of knowledge, and on search: 'gnostics tended to regard all doctrines, speculations and myths - their own as well as others - only as approximations to the truth'.

There was a third important stream of belief and thought
relevant to our search for this 'alternative current' of Western traditions, which is hermeticism. This was a series of writings, originating about the same time, in the first centuries A.D., though they were thought by Renaissance scholars to whom they were very important to originate in ancient Egypt, under the name of Hermes Trismegistus; as Frances Yates writes,

Hermes Trismegistus, a mythical name associated with a certain class of gnostic philosophical revelations or with magical treatises and recipes, was, for the Renaissance, a real person, an Egyptian priest who had lived in times of remote antiquity and who had himself written all these works. 16

We now know that these actually came from this immensely rich and speculative period after the death of Christ, in the first centuries A.D., and that they form part of the alternative stream of Western culture.

Hermeticism shares the gnostic belief in the significance of inner knowing, and stresses the secret nature of this knowledge. Its key theme is that of transformation, the renewal of nature and the world, and is associated through the centuries with magic, the transforming quality of spirit in matter. Dualistic hermeticism, where spirit and matter are seen as very separate and indeed opposing entities, tends to be pessimistic about the nature of the world, but there is a more pantheistic influence which is more optimistic and benign, as well as more unitary.
These three most fascinating Schools of thinking and belief, then, form a most significant and persistent 'other' element in the Western world. As Pagels comments, 'it is the winners who write history - their way'\textsuperscript{17}, so that this particular kind of interpretation of the world is not found in ordinary history books; also much of what we know of these origins has only recently been discovered - through the Nag Hammadi Gospels, through the original and initiatory researches of Frances Yates into the hermetic School, and through a renewed interest in mysticism this century. The influence of these streams of thought appears in many guises in our culture - for instance, E.R. Dodds comments that in Plotinus

\textit{... converge almost all the main currents of thought that come down from 800 years of Greek speculation; out of it there issues a new current destined to fertilise minds as different as those of Augustine and Boethius, Dante and Meister Eckhart, Coleridge, Bergson and T.S. Eliot.}\textsuperscript{18}

There are many differences between the Schools, and certainly it is likely that Plotinus would not have wished to have seen his \textit{Enneads} grouped together with the \textit{Poimandres} of Hermes Trismegistus, but from today's perspective, they are part of a common perception of the world which is in marked contrast to an orthodox church which worshipped a man-like God, which valued certainty and hierarchy, and which eventually led to a view of knowledge as being ex-
ternal rather than internal to the person.

A striking feature of gnostic thought, as has already been indicated, is the emphasis on self-knowledge. As interest is centred on inner knowing and the spirit and God within, and the bars to this knowledge, the gnostics were necessarily interested in a dynamic understanding of human nature. This makes for a remarkable similarity with modern depth psychology, particularly transpersonal psychology.

Hoeller traces the basic assumptions of gnostic thought relevant to their view of the person: that there is a potency dwelling within people, and true awakening and gnosis is dependent upon the awakening of this element: that symbolism is an important key to this potential and it can be reached through dreams and other means: that the existential condition of people is not only determined by the sins of the past but also by the possibility of wholeness: that the gnostic idea of the 'Demiurge' 'is not a mere weird and shocking invention of the Gnostics but an archetypal image universally present in the human psyche, and inevitably manifest in the various myths of enlightenment or liberation' ¹⁹ - the Demiurge is the law that is applicable to the unenlightened, but which can impede full awakening:

.... that the alienation of consciousness, along with the attendant feelings of forlornness, dread and homesickness, must be fully experienced before it can be overcome .... that those unaware of suffering are much
more likely to have their development arrested at the level of shallow personalist concerns than their fellows who are aware of the facts of suffering. The neurotic personality, resentful and fearful of the growing pains of the soul, tends to seek refuge in self-deception and thus frequently convinces itself that growth is really unnecessary, for things are quite satisfactory just as they are at present:  

that growth comes from the conflict of opposites, male and female, light and dark, unconscious and conscious, and by the reconciliation of those opposites within the person:

.... that the wholeness, or Self, which is the end result of the process of spiritual growth, is characterised by all the qualities such as power, value, holiness which religious systems have always attributed to God:  

and that

goodness is no substitute for wholeness .... that in the long run what matters is not goodness or obedience to moral laws, but only and simply the fullness of being:  

This whole process can be summarized by one of the sayings from the gnostic Gospel of Thomas: 'if you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not
bring forth will destroy you." The gnostics believed that exploring the psyche is a religious task: that ignorance, not sin, leads to suffering: that most people live in oblivion and therefore have no real fulfilment. It is necessary for human beings and the human race to work through the darkness within and without in order to become truly themselves. In the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus scorned those who thought that the Kingdom of God is in a particular place, like heaven in the sky - he reckoned that if you thought that, the birds would get there before you:

.... rather, the Kingdom of God is inside of you and it is outside of you. When you come to know yourselves, then you will be known, and you will realise that you are the sons of the living Father. But if you will not know yourselves, then you dwell in poverty, and it is you who are that poverty ...." 24

.... that "Kingdom", then, is a state of transformed consciousness." 25

There is then a fascinating paragraph, again from the Gospel of Thomas:

Jesus saw infants being suckled. He said to his disciples, "These infants being suckled are like those who enter the Kingdom". They said to him, "Shall we then, as children, enter the Kingdom?" Jesus said to them, "When you make the two one, and when you make the inside like the outside and the outside like the inside,
and the above like the below, and when you make the
male and the female one and the same .... then you will
enter (the Kingdom). 26

And yet, as Elaine Pagels comments, the Christian Church
expects the Coming and the Kingdom as special events, with
a particular time and place - a concept that Jesus in the
_Gospel of Thomas_ assumed to be naive.

In the work of Valentinus, one of the later gnostics,
he maintained that all things originate in 'the depth',
'the abyss' (presumably the unconscious), and one of his
disciples, the author of the _Gospel of Philip_, maintained
that it was possible to contact this truth by symbol and by
image; 'truth did not come into the world naked, but it
came in types and images. One will not receive truth in any
other way' 27. But all this was through self-knowledge. Ac-
cording to the _Book of Thomas the Contender_, another of the
Gnostic Gospels, 'whoever has not known himself has known
nothing, but he who has known himself has at the same time
already achieved knowledge about the depth of all things' 28.
Simon Magus claimed that each human being is a dwelling
place 'and that in him dwells an infinite power .... the
root of the universe' 29.

In the beliefs of these gnostic, neoplatonic and hermet-
ic thinkers in those early centuries after the death of
Christ when our present Christianity was being formed,
there continued the split between those who assumed the
universe to be basically evil, and those, like Plotinus,
who believed that awareness and self-perfection could lead to the ultimate salvation of all. Hans Jonas, whose book on the gnostic religion came out originally in 1958, emphasized the dualistic split between good and evil: 'the terrified gnostic glance views the inner life as an abyss from which dark powers vie to govern our being, not controlled by our will.'\textsuperscript{30} Later on, however, he accepts that some gnostic teaching could accept that the transcendent God could become immanent - the aware person could become a Christ. And Elaine Pagels, in her later study which is based on the Nag Hammadi Gospels, emphasizes the possibility of true gnosis and transformation through self-knowledge, the acknowledgement of the female as well as the male qualities in Christianity, and the potential joyfulness of life -

The gospel of truth is a joy for those who have received from the Father of truth the grace of knowing him .... For he discovered him in themselves, the incomprehensible, inconceivable one, the Father, the perfect one, the one who made all things.\textsuperscript{31}

The gnostics were deeply concerned with evil, and different Schools came to different conclusions about the fundamental nature of the world, whether it was good or evil, and at what level.

There is a conception though, that fragmentation must become unified as well as ignorance changed through knowledge if there was to be any possibility of salvation.
Porphyry wrote:

Endeavour to ascend into thyself, gathering in from the body all thy members which have been dispersed, and scattered less multiplicity from the unity which once abounded in the greatness of its power. Bring together and unify the inborn ideas and try to articulate those that are confused and to draw into light those that are obscured.\(^{32}\)

Again this is the theme of the change from fragmentation into unity. And from orthodox Christianity, St Augustine in his *Confessions* writes: 'by continence we are collected into the One, from which we have declined to the many'.\(^{33}\)

All these writers, within the framework of ideas about the Great Chain of Being, struggled with the relationship of body (matter) and soul (spirit) and saw human beings and society riven with conflicts. Plotinus wrote that

the soul is many things, linked to the realm of sense by what is lowest in us, linked to the intelligible realm by what is highest. For each of us is an intelligible cosmos. By what is intellective, we are permanently in the higher realm; by our lowest part we are prisoners of sense.\(^{34}\)

From the other current of gnosticism comes the affirmation that these splits can be healed. From the *Odes of Solomon* comes the statement that 'he who possesses knowledge..... (is like) a person who, having been intoxicated, becomes
sober and having come to himself reaffirms that which is essentially his own. Ordinary human existence is spiritual death, and resurrection is the moment of enlightenment.

Gnostics believe that in knowing oneself, one knows the divine and the universe. Also that souls who are enlightened recognize one another - 'souls are responsive to one another because they all come from the same soul - the Soul. The concept is thus much closer to that of immanence than to transcendence:

For Plotinus, the higher is not the more remote; the higher is the more inward .... Augustine's "tu autem eras interior intimo meo et superior summo meo" (you were more inward than the most inward place of my heart and loftier than the highest), with its suggested identification of the inward and the higher, strikes an authentically Plotinian note. As the soul ascends to the One, it enters more deeply into itself; to find the One is to find itself.

With the total reliance of all of these systems of thinking and belief on the authenticity of the Self and the God within, authority, including political authority, is clearly rooted far more in the individual than in an outside hierarchy. Plotinus regarded action as weak contemplation, but he did regard it as important to act in the world and make a contribution.

The Gnostic is in fact not an antinomian (anti = against, nomos = law) but a seeker after autonomy (autos = self,
nomos - law), inasmuch as he strives for a state of consciousness wherein his own law is declared to him day by day and moment by moment by his indwelling divine intuition. It is in the dusty, bloodied and tear-soaked arena of daily existential confrontations with life, and not in the library of Bibles, Korans and Gospels, that the Gnostic discovers the law that is applicable to his particular and individual condition. 38

This is a view which has cropped up from time to time throughout religious history (the Anabaptists, Luther, the Quakers) even within the orthodox Christian church.

The similarity of central themes within psychosynthesis to elements of gnostic and neoplatonic thought is obvious, even without the intermediary of Theosophy and Jungian psychotherapy. In the psychosynthetic insistence on the relationship with the 'I' and the Self can be traced the gnostic concept of self knowledge and contact with the divine and the potential within the person. There is an importance of symbolism as a means to the truth, and the non-belief in a hierarchical church. Instead there is a vision of the unity that comes through the reconciliation of opposites both at a personal and at a social level, and a conviction that through being in touch with the soul, all creatures are one, a dream that has emerged in many utopian attempts at a good society. This belief and experience that it is possible for people to relate to one another at the level of the soul is basic to
psychosynthesis. A quotation from the Second Treatise of the Great Seth, one of the Gnostic Gospels, indicates this spirit: that what characterizes the true church is the union that members enjoy with God and each other, 'united in the friendship of friends forever, who neither know any hostility, nor evil, but who are united by my gnosis .... in friendship with one another'\textsuperscript{39}.

The gnostic tradition has been throughout its history a utopian tradition, a vision of how the world could be and a strong sense that the way the world is now is not the way it was meant to be. James Robinson points out in his introduction to the collection of Nag Hammadi Gospels:

The focus that brought the collection together is an estrangement from the mass of humanity, an affinity to an ideal order that completely transcends life as we know it, and a life-style radically other than common practice. This life-style involved giving up all the goods that people usually desire and longing for an ultimate liberation. It is not an aggressive revolution that is intended, but rather a withdrawal from involvement in the contamination that destroys clarity of vision.\textsuperscript{40}

Although the psychosynthesis view is that a person truly in touch with themselves should make a contribution to society as it is now, but from a different, centred place, the element of a search for the alternative vision is there, even if only in potential in the social and political world.
It is not possible in relating these streams of thought to psychosynthesis, to cite a direct influence, as is the case with Plato and Dante. As far as I know Assagioli never mentions the words 'neoplatinism', 'gnosticism' or 'hermeticism.' The obvious links are through Jung's very explicit explorations in this area of thought, which included in his case alchemy. I have learnt by discussion with people who were part of Assagioli's life, that he was interested in esoteric mysticism, as he was interested in all mysticism, and this is borne out by his library. Assagioli was involved in parapsychology though he was careful to keep this separate from psychosynthesis. He was close to Alice Bailey, who was a well-known psychic communicator.

But it is not only these explicit leads which make me certain that these streams of thought are relevant to psychosynthesis. It is the general tone and message of the material, that is dealt with in this chapter and the next.

Uncovering this stream answered my questions about the origin of ideas behind psychosynthesis, which were the motivation for my original search. There are obviously inconsistencies within these four streams of thought. Clearly they have always been seen as far more 'alternative' visions than that of Plato, respected always as a great thinker, even by those who regretted that he was not a Christian! The comparative obscurity of this 'other tradition' has answered some of my questions about why the whole tenor of psychosynthesis was unfamiliar and unexplained. To some extent, reading material in this new area feels like a new language, which has echoes
in our more known world, but whose substance is obscure.

Psychosynthesis like neoplatinism, is a 'school', and not a religion like gnosticism. But the common theme is that the search for inner reality and outer understanding are the same thing: that the modern split between the inner and the outer is false. What we presently call 'psychology' and 'religion' are falsely separated. Both are approached incorrectly if it is assumed that knowledge in essence is exterior to the person, and that psychological problems are only pathological, not an oppurtunity for growth in real knowledge. These themes pervade the whole of the material of this and the next chapter.
Chapter 14
The Kabbalah and the Jewish tradition

In Assagioli's library there are both scholarly books and modern journals on Jewish mysticism; the scholarly work includes writing by Buber, with whom he was personally in touch, and Gershom Scholem. As Martin Buber has himself commented, Scholem 'has created a whole academic discipline', that is, Jewish mysticism.

Through his exhaustive investigations of the history of Jewish mysticism from the second to the eighteenth centuries, Scholem opened up a world of ideas which hardly anyone knew existed .... Scholem has shown that at the very heart of mainstream Judaism lie powerful forces of myth and mysticism.²

Within both the Kabbalistic and the Hasidic traditions there are many concepts similar to the gnostic and the neoplatonic Schools. A classic Kabbalistic medieval book is the Zohar, which is in fact a series of gospels which are attributed by Scholem to Moses de Leon. Scholem also comments that 'the Kabbalah of the early thirteenth century was the offspring of a union between an older and essentially Gnostical tradition represented by the book Bahir, and the comparatively modern element of Jewish Neoplatonism'.³ The Zohar was produced in Spain. At the same time in Italy Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia was composing a series
of Kabbalistic books, inspired by the writings of the great Jewish philosopher Maimonides, who in his turn was influenced by Meister Eckhart. The thirteenth century was the great classic period of Kabbalistic writings, but they were based, of course, on a much older tradition, particularly the Italian Merkabah mysticism which contained many gnostic concepts, particularly number mysticism, the centrality of Redemption and the sense of the 'cosmic veil' between mankind and the otherness of God. The Kabbalah has always been seen as part of the esoteric element in Jewish spirituality, available only to the few and the learned.

Assagioli was Jewish by birth, and of course an Italian, living in an area in which much of the Jewish mystical writing was formulated. The Kabbalistic and to a lesser extent the Hasidic doctrines pick up many of the themes of the mystical material discussed so far: also there is a remarkable similarity between the basic Kabbalistic diagram of the Sephirot - the pictorial representation of man's relationship to God - and the 'egg-shaped diagram' in psychosynthesis.

The Kabbalah was a secret doctrine - 'a school of mystics who are not prepared to hand their secret knowledge, their "Gnosis", to the public'⁴. Consistent with this secrecy is a reluctance of the writers to talk of themselves or to inject their own personalities into the spiritual writing; they write in an impersonal way. Scholem comments that 'Jewish mystics are inclined to be reticent about the hidden regions of the religious life, including the sphere
of experience generally described as ecstasy, mystical union with God and the like', and that this attitude 'emanates from modesty and the feeling that a Kabbalist who had been vouchsafed the gift of inspiration should shun ostentation'. He cites various instances of this tendency, and I certainly think we could add another name to this list, that of Roberto Assagioli, who in psychosynthesis produced a psychotherapy and a series of techniques based on a strongly mystical influence which is hardly acknowledged except in the most general outlines. His own personality remains quite hidden in his writing, all of which seems to emanate from an unknown source.

Kabbalism is about the movement away from God and the way back again to the spiritual. In Hasidic thought we forget what we were born knowing, because otherwise that knowledge would drive us mad in such an evil world. Jewish mystical writing is particularly aware of evil: 'they have a strong sense of the reality of evil and the dark horror that is about everything living'. This awareness and concern with evil, together with the interest in magic and control, and the element of secrecy to be found in Kabbalism, account for some of the wariness with which the whole subject of Kabbalism is approached. From the beginning there has been 'the closest and most indissoluble union of religious fervour and mystical ecstasy with magical beliefs and practices', as was also the case with hermeticism.

As with other kinds of gnosticism, there is a strong sense of God immanent in all things, that has already been
quoted as a general comment: 'the infinite shines through the finite and makes it more and not less real'. In medieval Hasidism 'one is .... forced to recognise the existence of a religious mood with a strong tendency towards pantheism, or at least a mysticism of divine immanence'. In the Zohar, the hidden God has neither qualities nor attributes, but the image is that of a coal and a flame - 'that is to say, the coal exists also without a flame, but its latent power manifests itself only in its light'.

This divine Self, this "I", according to the theosophical Kabbalists - and this is one of their most profound and important doctrines - is the Shekinah, the presence and immanence of God in the whole of creation. It is the point where man, in attaining the deepest understanding of his own self, becomes aware of the presence of God.

This process is diagrammatically represented in the Sephirot.

The assumption is that the human being is deeply embedded in the matter and evil of the world. The Kabbalist considers evil as the bark of the cosmic tree or the shell of a nut, which has to be stripped or broken before the true person, the person who is in touch with God, can emerge.

Abulafia's aim, as he himself has expressed it, is "to unseal the soul, to untie the knots that bind it". "All the inner forces and the hidden souls in man are distributed and differentiated in the bodies. It is however in the nature of all of them that when their knots
are untied they return to their origin, which is one without any duality and which comprises the multiplicity". The untying is, as it were, the return from multiplicity and separation towards the original unity. As a symbol of the great mystic liberation of the soul from the fetters of sensuality the "untying of knots" occurs also in the theosophy of northern Buddhism. 14

Again the similarity to the process of psychosynthesis hardly needs pointing out. Work with the subpersonalities and defence mechanisms is essentially about untying 'the knots that bind' the soul, so that the unity of the Higher Self can be more clearly experienced.

Schlem writes

Taken altogether, the spiritual outlook of the Zohar might well be defined as a mixture of theosophic theology, mythical cosmology and mystical psychology and anthropology. God, the universe and the soul do not lead separate lives, each on its own plane. 15

Instead God is immanent in the universe. For the Kabbalist, everything mirrors everything else, everything is a symbol of everything else.

But beyond that he discovers something else which is not covered by the allegorical network: a reflection of the true transcendence. The symbol signifies nothing and
The Sephirot
communicates nothing, but makes something transparent which is beyond all expression.\textsuperscript{16}

The path to be followed within the Kabbalistic system is, as has already been indicated, demonstrated by the Sephirot, which is generally known as the tree of life - the roots in the earth, the branches near to heaven, and containing a natural propensity to grow. The pattern of the Sephirot is seen as being true of divine attributes, of life on earth, and of the 'four worlds' in which we exist - Will, Intellect, Emotion and Action. It is the Kabbalistic method of delineating pure form behind the changing world of our existence, and as such is consistent with the general mystical tradition.

This pattern can be applied to many forms. But if it is applied to the picture of the person, like Assagioli's egg-diagrams there are the following likenesses:

i) the Tiferet is the Self (the Higher Self):

With the emotional Sephirot of Hesod and Gevurah it forms the triad of the Divine soul; with the higher Sephirot of Hokhmah and Binah it forms the great triad of the Divine spirit... In the human psyche Tiferet is the Self, the core of the individual which lies behind the everyday ego: the "Watcher" which focusses the largely unconscious influences of the higher centres of Mercy and Justice (Hesod and Gevurah), Wisdom and Understanding (Hokhmah and Binah).\textsuperscript{17}

Thus Assagioli's picture of the superconscious and the
relationship to the Self is depicted somewhat more precisely in the Kabbalah. The Higher Self is shown in his diagram as being on the edge between the superconscious and the collective unconscious: in the Kabbalah the Tiferet is shown as organizing the higher qualities of the person and also as being in direct touch with Keter, the Crown, which is God (I AM THAT I AM);

ii) Yesod is the 'I' which is directly in touch with the Self, and with the active principle of Nezah and the passive principle of Hod. Halvi comments that it is a complex Attribute with many qualities.

First it is generative: it is from this point, as will be seen, that further Trees manifest. Second it is reflective: here, directly below Tiferet, an "image of the image" can be perceived, and the Tree sees itself; Yesod is the mirror within the Mirror. These two complementary functions mean that its constitution (or Foundation) must be clear and sound; hence the inner meaning of sexual purity associated with this Sephirah. In ourselves it appears as the ego, the lower place of consciousness, in which we see ourselves, and which projects a persona for others to see which may or may not (according to our state of balance and self-knowledge) reflect the true nature of the self at Tiferet. Most of our perception of the world, and most of our implementation of will, take place at Yesod.18

Assagioli refers to the moon shining on the water as depict-
ing the relationship of the Higher Self to the 'I'.

There are also differences. The function of the 'I' as observer which is so basic to the map in psychosynthesis is more divided up between the Yesod and the Tiferet in the Kabbalah. In fact, Tiferet is named as 'the Watcher'. Also in the Kabbalah more attention is given to the superconscious processes, and less to the lower unconscious. Melkhut in the Kabbalah is the presence of God in matter - the body and the earth. This is particularly relevant because Assagioli's contribution to psychotherapeutic theory was his stress on the importance of the superconscious. The balancing of the Kabbalah and psychoanalysis, which emphasizes lower unconscious material, would have produced the particular symmetry of the egg-shaped diagram: though this is of course, my own guesswork, and not substantiated from any other source.

There are many other resonances of psychosynthesis in Kabbalistic thinking. There is first of all the emphasis on Will, which is the first and highest of the four worlds in which we live. This is not only the personal will but is also the realization of the divine will which is working toward creation. In the Kabbalah the use of the clear good will has reverberations in all the four worlds of Will, Intellect, Emotion and Action of which we are a part. Assagioli's final book was entitled The Act of Will. Again there is no mention of the Kabbalah, but he says in the preface that 'this volume is....a preliminary map of the act of willing from the point of view of the newer developments in psychology - that is to say, existential, humanistic, and transpersonal psychology - although it has roots in older contributions', 19. He writes about the
strong and the skilful will, and the relationship of the personal will to the transpersonal and the universal will. In Appendix Four to the book, entitled 'Historical survey', he does cite older writers about the will - the Raja Yoga, Zen Buddhism, Augustine and various nineteenth and twentieth century philosophers, before going on to examine assumptions made about the will in psychology. Perhaps all we could say about the significance of Kabbalistic thinking here is that all mystical writings tend to emphasize the path, the journey, and therefore the relationship of the personal to the divine will.

Similar things could be said about the emphasis on awakening in the Kabbalah and the development of awareness. We have already seen these as a main theme in Plato, Dante and Hasidism. These ideas are connected in the Kabbalah to the idea of reincarnation. Again there is the idea that we are born knowing many things, but we forget: 'the person begins to forget his memories of the upper Worlds as he becomes increasingly involved in the physical life of being a baby'. Halevi talks of the people who still vaguely remember

.... that other, freer, place, the dimly recalled homeland .... such people, called outsiders by some, are still slaves, like all their fellows bound in the flesh, but they are particularly unhappy ones because they know they are enslaved and cannot, like their companions, simply lose themselves in the game of everyday life.
The Kabbalah teaches that the seeker must be well grounded in ordinary life.

Thus the Kabbalist does not withdraw from the lower Worlds and seek special conditions or isolation in which to develop, but uses the daily situation and ordinary events around him .... Only Man has the capability of perceiving both the superior and inferior Worlds. To acquire such an inner and outer faculty of sight is one of the aims of Kabbalah .... 22

Here again is a similarity with Assagioli's insistence on acting in the real world, with true awareness.

Thus the Kabbalah is a spiritual path, concerned with developing personal self-knowledge and awareness. The assumption is that the higher worlds are simpler and purer; each level of the four worlds, of Will, Intellect, Emotion and Activity 'contains the qualities of the one above, so that each descending level in turn is under more laws, is more complex, and is further from the source.' 23. In psychosynthesis, the personality level contains the greatest diversity and multiplicity, and the task is to contact the qualities of the superconscious which are clear and coordinating. In the Kabbalah, 'man's final purpose is to re-unite the divine and human wills.' 24.

Halevi quotes a classical Kabbalistic story from the Zohar, which illustrates the spirit of both the Jewish mystical search and of psychosynthesis:
A certain young man once saw the figure of a veiled girl at a window of a palace. At first only curious, he went each day to catch a glimpse of her. After a while, she would look in his direction as if expecting him. Slowly he became involved in what appeared to be a relationship if only at a distance. In the course of time the girl lowered her veil to reveal something of her face. This so increased his interest that he spent many hours at the palace hoping to see the fulness of her beauty. Gradually he fell deeply in love with her and spent most of his day at her window. Over time she became more open with him and they conversed, she telling of the secrets of the palace and the nature of her father the King. Eventually he could bear it no longer and wished only to be joined with her in marriage so that he might experience all she spoke of. The man in the allegory is the soul, the princess the spirit, the palace existence, and the King the King of Kings.25

In including a chapter on the Kabbalah in this study of psycho-synthesis, I am making a guess. Jewish mysticism is not mentioned by Assagioli. I think however that this inclusion is justified on three counts: one is the similarities traceable between the Sephirot and the egg-shaped diagram; two is the inclusion of work of Scholem and Jewish books and newspapers in the Florence library: and thirdly the Kabbalah, firmly in the neoplatonic and gnostic traditions, once again reiterates many of the familiar themes formed throughout this study. I
can claim no more than 'ressonances' between Kabbalistic ma­
terial and psychosynthesis, but these seem to me to be strong and powerful.
Chapter 15
The influence of Dante

Assagioli states quite categorically that 'the central symbolic meaning of the Divine Comedy is a wonderful picture of a complete psychosynthesis'. The journey by Dante through Hell, Purgatory and Paradise is the journey of the spiritually aware person through life. This symbolism is present on many levels - Dante journeys through geographical space and counted time through the regions, in a kind of non-material world: the symbolism is allegorical, is moral and is an image of everyone's life on earth, as Assagioli saw it.

The first part - the Pilgrimage through Hell - indicates the analytic exploration of the lower unconscious. The second part - the Ascent of the Mountain of Purgatory - indicated the process of moral purification and gradual raising of the level of consciousness through the use of active techniques. The third part - the visit to Paradise or Heaven - depicts in an unsurpassed way the various stages of superconscious realization, up to the final version of the Universal Spirit, of God himself, in which Love and Will are fused.

Assagioli said he felt a most special connection with Dante Alighieri. Dante was born in Florence in 1265, and was exiled from there, for the rest of his life, in 1302. The
Divine Comedy, his major work, is dated Easter 1300 in its events - the journey was made at that particular time, but most of it was actually written in political exile: Dante finished it shortly before his death in 1321. Assagioli lived much of his life in Florence, but must have often felt an exile in Mussolini's Italy. He felt identified completely with Dante, whose work he had known all his life, in following a spiritual path. He also particularly liked to work with symbolism, and many of the themes of Dante are played out in psychosynthesis.

Dante the poet is also the main character in the story:

Midway this way of life we're bound upon,
I woke to find myself in a dark wood,
Where the right road was wholly lost and gone ....

How I got into it I cannot say,
Because I was so heavy and full of sleep
When first I stumbled from the narrow way. 3

The person until this time is pictured as half asleep, and it is not until well into life that this spiritual journey begins. From the dark and frightening wood, Dante can see a mountain which seems to him the right way, but he is stopped by a leopard, a lion and a she-wolf - self-indulgence, violence and maliciousness. It becomes clear that he has to go on the journey the long way round. At this point he meets Vergil, who is Dante's symbol of human reason and who offers to guide him through the alternative path through Hell and Purgatory to reach the mountain and the right way, which is at present blocked by the sins. So begins the long
journey through all the torments of Hell to the centre of the earth and Lucifer, 'the ill Worm that pierces the world's core'\(^4\). At this centre point, 'the point .... toward which all weight bears down from everywhere'\(^5\), Dante and Vergil start to ascend to the antipodes and to Purgatory, where instead of punishment for sin being the predominant theme, the souls find hope and redemption through their suffering.

Hell, Purgatory and Paradise are all arranged in tiers - the concept is completely hierarchical - so the two travellers, having ascended into the nethermost reaches of Hell, begin to climb up through Purgatory; all the time, as in Hell, they meet and converse with souls in the various regions, until they reach the 'other wood' on the edge of Paradise - the one the human race should have started out at if sin and its subsequent suffering had not occurred; where, having cast aside sin, Dante has achieved again his real innocence.

At this point, human reason - Vergil - can take him no further, and eventually wisdom, for which he has been most earnestly seeking - Beatrice - appears to take him through Paradise. Beatrice and Dante rise through all the tiers of Paradise to God, where all qualities are merged and become whole. Here is the image of the 'rose of snow-white purity'\(^6\), where all Heaven gathers in a perfect shape and coherence.

This then is Dante's - Christian and Catholic, and medieval - picture of our task on earth:
Don't you see
That we are worms, whose insignificance
Lives but to form the angelic butterfly
That flits to judgment naked of defence?\(^7\)

In order to have the possibility of becoming a butterfly, the person must be looking for meaning and for God. He or she is likely to start the search after the experience of a 'dark wood'. The search involves becoming more and more one's unique self, centred in awareness, and related to all the different aspects of the personality, and then related to the Higher Self, to all of society, and to a search for spiritual meaning and purpose. But in order for this to happen, the person has to wake up to the necessity of the journey in the first place - many of the souls in Hell have never been prepared to be fully alive.

Dorothy Sayers, in her most companionable Introductions and Notes, explains the differences Dante sees between Hell and Purgatory:

In the former, acts of sin produce their cumulative effects, the soul remaining at the lowest point of degradation to which it has unrepentedly willed to descend; in the latter, the stain of sinfulness is cleansed, the penitent soul shedding off successively all those imperfections which cling to it against its better will. Hell is concerned with the fruits, but Purgatory with the roots, of sin .... Hell is the fleeing deeper into the iron-bound prison of the self .... Purgatory is the resolute breaking-down, at
whatever cost, of the prison walls, so that the soul may be able to emerge at last into liberty and endure unscathed the unveiled light of reality.\(^8\)

Again there is an implicit image of a worm changing into a butterfly - but each butterfly a unique, particular, irreplaceable being whose identity is not to be merged but who can add to the richness of reality. Barbara Reynolds quotes Teilhard de Chardin in her Introduction to Paradise: 'In and by means of each one of us .... an absolutely original centre is established in which the universe is reflected in a unique and inimitable way'.\(^9\)

Three major themes relevant to psychosynthesis emerge on the journey. These are the importance of reason, and also its limitations; the basis of love in the universe, and its relation to wisdom and to reason; and the significance of free will and of choice.

Reason and the search for truth is what drives us on on the search, and it will only be when we have found the truth that our reason will allow us to rest:

That nothing save the light of truth allays
Our intellect's disquiet I now see plain -
God's truth, which holds all truth within its rays.

Intellect, like a wild thing in its den,
When it has run and reached it, there can it rest,
As reach it must, else all desire were vain.

Hence, at the foot of truth, the undying quest
Springs like a shoot, and doubt is still the lure
That speeds us toward the height from crest to crest.\(^{10}\)
Thus the search for knowledge, being one of the ways to the Self, is the companion and the goad on this journey. But reason has its limitations, and can only take us so far. Vergil, the representative of human reason, can take Dante right through Hell and Purgatory, up to the beautiful wood just outside Paradise. At this point he says that they

.... have reached a place
Where, of myself, no further I discern.

I've brought thee here by wit and by address;
Make pleasure now thy guide - thou art well sped
Forth of the steep, forth of the narrow ways.11

As Dorothy Sayers says in her notes to this section:

When the stain of sin is purged, and love set in order, the wisdom and skill of human reason are no longer needed for right conduct, because love is then the fulfilling of the law (Rom.xiii. 10). In St Augustine's words: "Love, and do as you like" - because what you ought to do and what you want to do are now the same thing.

The fundamental basis of love has been accepted throughout, even in Hell and in Purgatory. In Purgatory, Vergil, in a long discourse on the failures of weak or misapplied love, comments:

Never, my son, was yet
Creator, no, nor creature, without love
Natural or rational - and thou knowest it.12
Beatrice, wisdom, in Paradise comments that at that point intellect and love are fused, in the famous lines:

Pure intellectual light, fulfilled with love,
Love of the true Good, fulfilled with all delight,
Transcending sweet delight, all sweets above.\(^\text{13}\)

This fusion is commented on by Assagioli in *The Act of Will* as being part of the synthesis about which he is writing. The combination here is also, of course, the personal fusion with universal truth and love.

The final lines in the *Divine Comedy* also relate to this ultimate fusion:

Yet, as a wheel moves slowly, free from jars,
My will and my desire were turned by love,

The love that moves the sun and the other stars.\(^\text{14}\)

Choice and personal will are emphasized throughout the story. Sayers comments that Dante shared

.... the belief of all Catholic Christians that every living soul in the world has to make the choice between accepting or rejecting God, and that at the moment of death it will discover what it has chosen: whether to remain in the outer darkness of the alien self, knowing God as only terror and judgment and pain, or to pass joyfully through the strenuous purgation which fits it to endure and enjoy eternally the unveiled presence of God.\(^\text{15}\)
She expands on this idea further in her notes on Sloth, in Purgatory:

The sin which is English is commonly called Sloth, and in Latin Accidia (or acedia) is insidious, and assumes such Protean shapes that it is rather difficult to define. It is not merely idleness of mind and laziness of body: it is the whole poisoning of the will which beginning with indifference and an attitude of "I couldn't care less", extends to the deliberate refusal of joy and culminates in morbid introspection and despair. One form of it which appeals very strongly to some modern minds is that acquiescence in evil and error which readily disguises itself as "tolerance"; another is that refusal to be moved by the contemplation of the good and the beautiful which is known as "disillusionment", and sometimes as "knowledge of the world"; yet another is that withdrawal into an ivory tower of isolation which is the peculiar temptation of the artist and the contemplative, and is popularly called "escapism". These are of course Sayers' own interpretations, but they do bring home the importance of the active will which Assagioli was most concerned about: we cannot opt out.

The strength not to give up but to go on being fully alive is debated interestingly in Dante's conversation with the spirit of Marco Lombardo on the second cornice of Purgatory. Dante expresses his despair:
The world indeed is barren through and through,
As thou hast said, of virtue and of worth,
Sin-laden and sin-clouded - that's most true.

Marco replies:

Light's given you to know right from wrong at need.

And free will, so its stuff can stand the strain
Of its first tussles with the stars, will fight,
If nourished well, to win the whole campaign;

For of a nobler nature, mightier might,
You're the free subjects - might which doth create
A mind in you that's no star's perquisite.

So, if the world now goes with crooked gait
The cause is in yourselves for you to trace. 17

The responsibility for the world's ills, particularly the political ills, is firmly with the human race, but some problems may spring from the individual and some from the society:

Clear cause, then, why the world's so ill-behaved
Is that it's governed after an ill mode,
Not that the nature in you is depraved. 18

Dante, particularly with his own extensive political experience and suffering, is most aware of the social as well as the personal aspects of the meaning of suffering. As Dorothy Sayers writes,

Both loomed large in Dante's mind, and they interpenetrate and complete one another. For most of us it may
be easier to understand Hell as the picture of a corrupt society than as a corrupt self. Whichever we start with, it is likely to lead to the other.\textsuperscript{19}

And Dante saw the allegory as being not only about the journey of the individual but also about the community of the world - it is the political way of salvation as well as the personal way.

The combination of personal and political, of knowledge and love, of the single will to the universal, is central to psychosynthesis. Sayers comments on the universality of the vision that is opened to the reader - something that has become much more difficult in the modern Western world, where different branches of knowledge and understanding are fragmented. Talking of Dante's attitude, she writes:

As for the mixture of passion, mysticism, and science in one and the same poem, he would highly approve it, as imparting an agreeable variety and comprehensiveness to the work. It would never occur to him that he ought to keep his head, his heart, and his religious experience in water-tight compartments, or that a poem might not properly appeal to all of them in turn. It is only the twentieth century reader who is disconcerted by having to break down the Victorian bulkheads in order that his partitioned-off personality may flow together again.\textsuperscript{20}
This combination is something which was both inspiring and difficult for Assagioli, as will be discussed in the next section. Synthesis is fundamental, but Assagioli also regarded himself as a scientist, which is, of course, an analytical rather than a synthetic activity. The first therapists in the twentieth century definitely saw scientific investigation as being very different from religion, and regarded reason rather than feeling as being the mainstay of their task. Assagioli's espousal of both Dante and Plato gave him a different and alternative framework for his work, though he was always very keen to claim he was a scientist.

The final point that I would like to make about the relevance of Dante's framework to Assagioli is the very hierarchical nature of the pictures of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise. This is in accordance with the picture of the Great Chain of Being, which was a notion of the universe held by most people from neoplatonic times until the eighteenth century. He describes this in his *Il Convivio* (The Banquet):

> The goodness of God is received in one way by substances separated (from matter), that is Angels, which have no material grossness but are almost diaphanous through the purity of their form; differently by the human soul which, although it is in part free from matter, is in part impeded like a man under water except for his head and thus not entirely in or out of it; differently again by animals, whose soul is made entirely of matter but
somewhat ennobled; by plants; by minerals; differently from all these by the earth which is the most material and therefore the most remote from and disproportioned to the first, simplest and noblest virtue which is entirely intellectual, that is God.  

As Holmes writes in his book on Dante, 'the highest beings in the universe were the most simple, the most spiritual and the most uniform. The lower parts of creation were increasingly diverse and material'  

This also is part of Assagioli's picture of the human beings, a mixture of soul and personality, where the superconscious is the most pure and clear, and the diversity of the subpersonalities is the stuff that has to be worked with and resolved. There is definitely a sense of the 'higher' and the 'lower' forces, with the lower being attuned to and relating to the higher, but being to some extent different in quality.

Assagioli uses the work of Dante for his work with the superconscious. He suggests that suitable people should be given the task of reading the Divine Comedy as it represents so clearly the personal journey, looking carefully at the symbolic meanings and identifying with Dante. He also refers again to the guided daydream technique of Desoille, where the client is asked to descend into a cave or to climb a mountain.

Desoille has found empirically that during the descent the images that are evoked in the imagination are related to the unacceptable or threatening powers of the
unconscious and also to certain complexes and images related to parent figures with which negative emotions are connected. In contrast, in the ascent of the mountain there is the evocation of positive and constructive feelings; also newly experienced feelings of love and wisdom are often invoked by this technique.23

Assagioli was also most attached to the exercise of the blossoming of the rose, clearly a mystical symbol related to the white rose in Dante's Paradise, which he quotes among other referrals to the beauty and significance of the rose and which is symbolic of growth and 'livingness', the life force which is the spirit.
Chapter 16
The alternative mystical tradition traced through the Renaissance and into the modern period

It would be inappropriate to spend too much time in this study of psychosynthesis in describing the truly fascinating history of the alternative mystical tradition, in alchemy, in astrology, in heretic Christian movements such as the Cathars and the Anabaptists, in the massive artistic and spiritual flowering of the Renaissance, in the work of Shakespeare, Vaughan, the great Italian painters, the utopian visionaries of Europe, William Blake and William Wordsworth, the Romantic movements of the early nineteenth century. But some evidence must be given for the continuation of the gnostic strand through this long period, an alternative current that at times flowed very strongly into the main Western culture.

This current is, in Mannheim's definition, part of an alternative 'other' system of thought which he defined as 'utopian' - 'we regard as utopian all situationally transcendent ideas .... which in any way have a transforming effect on the existing historical-social order'. Gnosticism is utopian in two senses, not only as being part of a whole different concept of 'knowing' in the later part of the period, but also being part of a largely unacceptable kind of spiritual knowledge. It is part of those 'complexes of ideas that tend to generate activities towards changes
of the prevailing order\textsuperscript{2}. But it has remained throughout this long period as part of the alternative, part of the utopian rather than in any way of the mainstream ideology: so it remains potentiality rather than actuality.

All the streams of belief so far discussed came together in the Renaissance, particularly in Italy where the sense of transformation was strongest, and most particularly in Florence. Scholars came to have access to classical Greek thought, and brought to it a freedom of appreciation generally not found in the Middle Ages; Marsilio Ficino for instance, who lived from 1433 to 1499, founded a new Platonic Academy, backed by Cosimo de Medici. He translated hermetic material, was deeply involved in the Kabbalah, was a student of Dante, knew of Plotinus, and reckoned all this material could be absorbed in the Christian tradition. Also at that period, Eastern and Oriental work became available in the West, particularly Islamic Sufism, the Muslim mystical tradition, and even some knowledge of Hindu and Buddhist thought. This extraordinary and exotic mix of cultural experience concerning the nature of the universe and the place of the human race within it resulted in a blossoming of artistic and exploratory work which is unique in history. But Christianity remained the orthodox religion, split as it then became into Catholic and Protestant, and science later became the mainstream method of thought and the recognized basis of knowledge. Gnosticism remained 'the other'.

Alchemy, throughout the Middle Ages and afterwards,
remained part of this unacceptable alternative. Jung regards alchemy as part of the constant psychological striving of mankind to get in touch with the ultimate. 'The point is that alchemy is rather like an undercurrent to the Christianity that ruled on the surface. It is to this surface as the dream is to the consciousness.'

Alchemists, in their attempt to make gold, and to induce spirit to appear in matter, were in Jung's view in a similar existential search to the more orthodox religious, and perhaps in their attempt to control matter were following a similar path to the one which was a direct ancestor of modern science. Alchemy was part of the gnostic process - 'the alchemists ran counter to the Church in preferring to seek through knowledge than to find through faith' - but this knowledge was part of the 'out there' knowledge that eventually led to science. Alchemy springs from gnosticism in its search for the philosophers stone (the Higher Self?), but its methods eventually led to the split between science and mysticism with which we are concerned in studying the significance of psychosynthesis. Jung saw alchemy (and astrology) as human projection - 'such projections repeat themselves whenever man tries to explore an empty darkness and involuntarily fills it with living form': the belief in the separate reality of the external - separate, that is, from the person projecting his understanding - would be Jung's explanation of the split in science and mysticism today.
Frances Yates writes that

the Hermetic science par excellence is alchemy; the famous Emerald Tablet, the bible of the alchemists, is attributed to Hermes Trismegistus and gives in a mysteriously compact form the philosophy of the All and the One. In the Renaissance, a new style 'Alchymia' becomes associated with the new Magia and Cabala .... the De harmonia mundi (1525) of Francesco Giorgio, a Franciscan friar of Venice, develops to the full a theme which is implicit in all types of the Hermetic-Cabalist tradition, namely the theme of universal harmony, of the harmonious relationship between man, the microcosm, and the greater world of the universe, the macrocosm .... to the native Pythagorean medieval tradition, Hermeticism and Cabalism added immense richness and complexity, swelling out the universal harmonies into a new symphony.6

The preoccupations of Plato and Plotinus, together with the alchemical attempts to activate and control the basic energy of the universe, come flooding into the origins of our modern period.

It was in the fifteenth century that the translations and original work that were to be the foundation for the Renaissance started to appear. The hermetic work had been brought to Florence from Byzantium in 1460, and Ficino's translations of the Corpus Hermeticum became available through the 1460s. He translated Plato's Symposium in 1469,
and another Platonic work within the next decade. His own major work, the **Platonic Theology on the Immortality of the Soul**, appeared in 1474. He subsequently translated Plotinus, in 1484-92, and also brought out his other original work *On Drawing Down the Life of Heaven* in 1489 - a book that was largely based on hermetic material. He worked along with other scholars in Florence's Platonic Academy.

Pico della Mirandola (1463-94) was working in Florence at the Academy at the same time. He also translated neo-platonic material, and among his 900 productions included much Kabbalistic material; he was 'the seminal figure who perceived the structural similarities between the Kabbalah and the *Corpus Hermeticum*'. His own book, *Oration on the Dignity of Man*, used neo-platonic ideas, particularly the ideas of correspondence of harmonies in the universe and man as microcosm of the whole:

... that the good magic works through "simpatia", through knowing the mutual rapport running through all nature, the secret charms through which one thing can be drawn to another thing, so that as the peasant marries the vine to the elm, 'so the Magus marries earth to heaven, that is to say, the forces of inferior things to the gifts and properties of supernal things."

Alchemical work at this time was particularly influenced by Paracelsus (1493-1541), who could be seen as one of the major forerunners to modern 'alternative' medicine. He held strongly that disease is evil or disharmony, linking up the hermetic ideas of the natural harmony of the universe.
Ahern writes that he believed that 'crucial to success' in healing work 'are the physician's arcane understanding, self-knowledge and other, more Christian virtues'. Again there seems a direct link here to modern depth psychology, carried underground into the twentieth century. The symbolic function of alchemy is again brought into the twentieth century transpersonal therapy movements by Burckhart's notion that spiritually understood, the transmission of lead into gold is nothing other than the repairing of the original nobility of human nature: and again Ahern writes, 'gold and silver are the macrocosmic correspondence to the original condition of the soul'.

Giordano Bruno, who also had strong Florentine connections, lived from 1548 to 1600, when he was burnt at the stake for his heretic views. He carried these earlier Renaissance views to many parts of Europe, and developed them. He is the subject of one of Frances Yates' major books, *Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition*. Bruno shed the Christianity to which the majority of other Renaissance writers had held, and believed truth was to be found directly from these alternative doctrines - a view of course completely unacceptable to the church of the time. He was interested in the relationship between spirituality and magic, that is, control and domination over natural phenomena.

Bruno adhered to the picture of the world in which the celestial images, the archetypal forms, are the true reality, which may be accessible to the human being. Yates
quotes from a text, *Corpus Hermeticum* XI, which gives some­thing of the aspirations of these beliefs, which were to­tally unacceptable to a hierarchic church and reckoned to be entirely blasphemous:

Unless you make yourself equal to God, you cannot under­stand God: for the like is not intelligible except to the like. Make yourself grow to a greatness beyond meas­ure, by a bound free yourself from the body; raise your­self beyond all time, become Eternity; then you will understand God. Believe that nothing is impossible for you, think yourself immortal and capable of understand­ing all, all arts, all sciences, the nature of every living being. Mount higher than the highest height; descend lower than the lowest depth. Draw into yourself all sensations created, fire and water, dry and moist, imagining that you are everywhere, on earth, in the sea, in the sky, that you are not yet born, in the maternal womb, adolescent, old, dead, beyond death. If you em­brace in your thought all things at once, times, places, substances, qualities, quantities, you may understand God.11

This is the most ambitious and risky method of experiencing the world in the mind, the most powerful way of interpret­ing the relationship of the microcosm to the macrocosm. It closely relates God to the nature of human thinking.

Bruno published a book, *Cena de le Cenari*, in 1584. In it he writes:
The Nolan (himself) .... has released the human spirit, and set knowledge at liberty. Man's mind was suffocating in the close air of a narrow prison house where only dimly, and, as it were, through chinks could he behold the far distant stars. His wings were clipped, so that he might not soar upwards through the cloudy veil to see what really lies beyond it and liberate himself from the foolish imaginations of those who - issuing from the miry caverns of earth as though they were Mercuries and Apollos descending from heaven - have with many kinds of deceits imposed brutal follies and vices on the world in the guise of virtues, of divinity and discipline, quenching the light which rendered the souls of our fathers in antique times divine and heroic, whilst confirming and approving the pitch-dark ignorance of fools and sophists. 12

In these quotations are reflected the ambitions of the hermetic thinker, the gnostic sense that the world is not as it should be, a conservative sense of a paradise lost, and a radical sense of potential nowhere realised. There is the sense of a knowledge not shared with the majority of mankind, who are asleep, and actively or passively trying to keep the human race within the prison.

It is interesting to see that the picture that the earth is alive is present in Bruno's written thought: 'the interior principle in things is the cause
of their movement .... Therefore the earth and the heavenly bodies move in accordance with individual differences in their intrinsic principle which is their soul....\textsuperscript{13}. And everything, including all the differences of the particular, is one: 'The summum bonum, the supremely desirable, the supreme perfection and beatitude consists in the unity which informs the all .... May the Gods be praised and may all living things magnify the infinite, the most simple, the most one, the most high, the most absolute cause, beginning and one\textsuperscript{14}. The divine light, he believed, was in everything. In his *Eroici Furori*, published in England in 1585 with a dedication to Philip Sidney, Bruno writes of the divine light that shines through all things and beats on our senses - 'behold he standeth behind the wall, he looketh forth at the windows, showing himself through the lattice\textsuperscript{15}.

In England, the neoplatonic and hermetic stream of thought was represented in particular by such men as Robert Fludd (1574-1637) and John Dee (1527-1608), who influenced Philip Sidney and, as Tillyard indicates in his classic book *The Elizabethan World Picture*\textsuperscript{16}, the whole extraordinary vitality of the Elizabethan age - including, of course, Shakespeare and the great playwrights and poets. The aim of such men as Dee and Fludd, in line with the ambitions expressed by Bruno above, was to gather together the whole of human knowledge, and to understand it and experience it through the gnostic tradition. Poetry was so highly regarded at that time because of, as Tillyard puts
it, 'the Neo-Platonic doctrine that poetry was man's effort to rise above his fallen self and to reach out toward perfection'. He quotes Sidney on poetry:

Neither let it be deemed too saucy a comparison to balance the highest point of man's wit with the efficacy of nature, but rather give right honour to the Maker of that maker, who, having made man in his own likeness, set him over and beyond all the works of that second nature; which in nothing he showeth so much as in poetry, when with the force of the divine breath he bringeth things forth far outpassing her doings, with no small argument to the incredulous of that first accursed fall of Adam, sith our erected wit maketh us know what perfection is and yet our infected will keepeth us from reaching unto it. 17

This is a classic lament of the reach for the sun and the stars and a comment on the bridge of poetry that should make the journey possible. There is also, interestingly enough, a hint of the assumption of domination over nature that was to form one of the themes of 'natural magic' or science in the next centuries.

Over the next few centuries the neoplatonic and hermetic traditions continued even more underground. Frances Yates follows the story into the seventeenth century with the Rosicrucian movement in Europe. She ends her study The Rosicrucian Enlightenment with the words of Comenius (born 1592) in his Via Lucis which expresses the great hope of
the alternative vision:

If a light of Universal Wisdom can be enkindled, it will be able both to spread its beams throughout the whole world of the human intellect (just as the radiance of the sun as often as it rises reaches from the east to the west) and to awake gladness in the hearts of men and to transform their wills. For if they see their own destiny and that of the world clearly set before them in this supreme light and learn how to use the means which will unfailingly lead to good ends, why should they not actually use them?

The spiritual awareness that the Rosicrucians, as heir to the neoplatonic vision, had in mind was of the inward nature of people as well as that of the natural environment:

This illumination shines inward as well as outward; it is an inward spiritual illumination revealing to man new possibilities in himself, teaching him to understand his own dignity and worth and the part he is called upon to play in the divine scheme. 18

There is a direct link here through to the Theosophical and Anthroposophical movements of the nineteenth and twentieth century, and through to 'New Age' mysticism of the present day. At intervals in this long period there was a considerable poetic resurgence of the ideas of microcosm and macrocosm, a sense of the spiritual nature of all life, a sense of rebirth and the soul forgetting much that it
was born knowing. The philosopher Swedenborg had represented a hermetic strand in the eighteenth century, but of course at the time of the Enlightenment rationality was prized above all and mysticism was largely discredited. However, at the turn of the eighteenth/nineteenth centuries there is evidence of a renewed interest in Plato, Plotinus, hermeticism and mysticism in both poets and philosophers in Europe.

William Blake was the great eighteenth century mystical poet, expressing a sense of the correspondences and the relationship between the microcosm and the macrocosm in such well-known lines as:

To see the World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the Palm of your Hand
And Eternity in an Hour.

His art and his poetry represent the neoplatonic and the hermetic tradition in a period that was largely unsympathetic. Goethe as a philosopher was deeply impressed by Plotinus: 'Goethe had the need to feel himself one with the totality of nature; the consciousness of this unity, the unio mystica with the eternal and all-one, was his joy, his religion,'19. These strands from eighteenth century Europe passed over into the nineteenth century Romantic movement. The general philosophical movement towards Romanticism was supported by Spinoza and by Schelling. There is mention at the turn of the century of a 'new religion'.
Novalis at this time wrote:

In Spinoza .... lives this divine spark of the understanding of Nature. Plotinus, perhaps stimulated by Plato, was the first to enter with the true spirit of this holy place, and even yet no one has pressed further into it than he.

Schelling himself was writing:

The seed of Christendom was the feeling of a separation of the world from God .... The new religion, which already announces itself in isolated revelations .... will make itself known in the rebirth of Nature as the symbol of the eternal Oneness; the first reconciliation and resolving of the old-age discord must be celebrated in philosophy whose sense and meaning is grasped only by him who recognises in such philosophy the life of the newly originated Godhead. 20

A sense of experience being knowledge was present in the early nineteenth century Romantic poets and the whole movement of Romanticism in art and in philosophy. This German Romantic movement also rediscovered Giordano Bruno, as well as drawing on the vision of the mystic Boehme. In an interesting and very well-documented book about the English poet Coleridge and the 'pantheist' tradition, Thomas McFarland traces Coleridge's knowledge of Bruno to 1801, and quotes Coleridge's comments on the virtual unavailability of Bruno's work at that time:
Giordano Bruno, the friend of Philip Sidney and Fulk Greville, was burnt at the stake under pretence of atheism, at Rome, on the 17th of February 1599-1600 .... His works are perhaps the scarcest books ever printed. They are singularly interesting as portraits of a vigorous mind struggling after truth, amid many prejudices .... The most industrious historians of speculative philosophy have not been able to procure more than a few of his works. Accidentally I have been more fortunate in this respect, than those who have written hitherto on this unhappy philosopher of Nola; as out of the eleven works, the titles of which are preserved to us, I have had the opportunity of perusing six.21

Coleridge's neoplatonic interests were shared by other English Romantic poets, in lines that are very familiar. Wordsworth's Ode on the Intimations of Immortality in Early Childhood brings together, in lines such as

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting ....

or

To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,

ideas of the journey of the soul and the unity, the oneness of all life. Perhaps an even better-known example is from Tintern Abbey:
.... and I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all the things.

Byron has similar lines in Childe Harold and Shelley in Mont Blanc. The gnostic and the Plotinian spirit emerges with great strength in this nineteenth century work. Walt Whitman and W.B. Yeats are among later poets in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries who draw on this same enduring vision. As Kathleen Raine has put it in her essay 'Yeats' debt to William Blake', in a passage that sums up the modern significance of the gnostic stream in art:

.... there is a universal language of symbolic discourse, age-old and world wide, but inseparable from the kind of knowledge which it embodies. The present difficulty in understanding this language - or even divining its presence - arises from the denial, by current philosophies coloured from positivism, of the reality of a spiritual order. In Europe spiritual knowledge is embodied and transmitted principally within that tradition which descended through Orphism
to Plato, to the neo-Platonists and the Gnostic sects, and to their successors both within Christendom (Dionysius the Aeropagite and Dante were of them) and outside it. It is the language of Alchemy and of the Cabala, and of all allied ways of thought whose foundation is what Blake calls the "language of divine analogy", the teaching of the Smaragdine Table of Hermes, "as above, so below". The created world is, at every level, a manifestation (and therefore a symbol) of anterior forces. It is the language also of all symbolic art; or one might rather say that symbolic art is the natural language of such thought. The measure of its exactness is its conformity to the spiritual knowledge of the Perennial Philosophy. Just as the terms of mathematics must remain meaningless to those who do not comprehend number, so this symbolic language must remain hidden forever from those for whom its universe of discourse is as if non-existent. It might be called "occult" or "esoteric" since it is hidden from all but initiates; yet it is so hidden only in as far as its terms are incomprehensible except in the light of knowledge of a certain kind. To those who, like Yeats, are both by natural bent and by a fortunate environment, capable of discerning its traces, it is everywhere apparent throughout the entire range of imaginative art.

The justification for this chapter is that indicates something
of the history of this alternative stream of mysticism as it emerges in European culture from the Renaissance to the present day. My intention is to indicate that Assagioli was writing within a longstanding and continuing framework, which has never been dominant in society, but which has always been present, as Kathleen Raine indicates, for those with eyes to see it.
Chapter 17
Religion and mysticism at the turn of the
nineteenth/twentieth century

By the end of the nineteenth century, materialism, science, positivism and technology had transformed the Western world, as will be discussed further in the next chapter. Conventional religions had failed to convince, and indeed repelled, many of the educated people within society. Then, as now, there was a sense of impending doom, and a growing atheism.

Darwin's *The Origin of Species*, published in 1859, had had a major impact on assumptions about the nature of mankind in the latter part of the nineteenth century. His work explained the evolution of the human race in a way which was independent of any divine agency. His basic premises of 'the survival of the fittest' in the evolution of species and the survival of individuals, and of 'natural selection' which postulated that the strongest strains would survive, could account for the development of the creatures of the world, including ourselves, by chance and by principle. This scientific framework, which depended upon twenty years of painstaking thorough research and reflection, could explain the human situation in scientific, materialistic, non-divine terms.

The visionary Karl Marx, who protested against the ills of the Western economic way of life, saw his new communist
revolutionary society in materialist terms, perceiving conventional religion as part of the power position he wished to destroy; Marx saw his view as perfectly consistent with Darwin's theories of the evolution of the human race. Many humanistic, ethical and socialist societies, largely grounded in agnosticism or atheism, were set up at the end of the nineteenth century. Budd maintains that the reaction against conventional religion, which she outlines so graphically as it occurred in England, was also a reaction against the authority of the churches.¹

Stuart Hughes, in his interesting study of the consciousness of social thought in Europe at the turn of the century, describes the 'self-satisfied cult of material progress found at that time. Positivist systems thinking was paramount - thinking based on the predominance of science, the importance of empirical research and the "objectivity" of knowledge'². All thinkers of that time absorbed a notion of knowledge that was positivist, systemic, scientific. Freud thought of himself as an engineer or a technician, as did all the great sociologists working at that time; medicine and psychology were seen in much the same light as other kinds of technology.

But it is interesting that scholars also thought in terms of grand designs and great systems. It must have seemed to many that the whole of existence would perhaps shortly be understood. Mathematicians at Cambridge

.... were carried away by a wave of Darwinian enthusiasm; we seemed to ride triumphant on an ocean of new
life and boundless possibilities. Natural Selection was to be the master-key of the universe; we expected it to solve all contradictions. Among other things it was to give a new system of ethics, combining the exactness of the utilitarian with the poetic beliefs of the transcendentalist.³

Thus for some, the new kind of scientific precision could be used with, and not supplant, older modes of human awareness and more ancient kinds of knowledge.

In the latter part of the nineteenth century there occurred, slowly and marginally, a renaissance in spiritual awareness among certain groups. Spiritualism became known and even fashionable in both Europe and America. Eastern religions slowly became known to some aware people who were able to see countries such as India not only as Empire but also as repositories of ancient wisdom with much to offer the West. Many books, both before and after the turn of the century, investigated other periods of human experience very different from those of the materialistic West: William James, whose father was a disciple of Swedenborg, gave his lectures on the 'Varieties of religious experience' in 1901, publishing them a year later: Ralph Waldo Trine's In Tune with the Infinite, a book drawing on the experience of the mystics, came out in 1897: Ernst Haeckel's The Riddle of the Universe, of 1899, written in German, examined the relationship between science, conventional religion and a new religious and social/spiritual awareness in Germany and in Europe: R.M. Bucke's Cosmic Consciousness,
published in 1901, was about the possible development of a new consciousness within the human race. Particularly relevant to Roberto Assagioli, though he knew all of this material, was the founding of the Theosophical Society, as his mother became a member. This was formed in America in 1886, in England in 1888, and in Italy in 1902, as well as in many other countries round the world in swift succession.

Thus, an alternative system to the materialistic one was developing: or rather, as H.P. Blavatsky, the founder of Theosophy, maintained, the 'new' spiritual awareness was an extension of Darwinism. She argued that Darwin had not gone far enough: he analysed the physical evolution of the human race, and in doing this lost his faith. She considered that he failed to see the possibility of a spiritual evolution. This was at the root of her philosophy, and was based on the age-old stream of mystical awareness, both Eastern and Western. This was the evolution that she was concerned to track in her difficult books, *Isis Unveiled* (1877) and *The Secret Doctrine* (1888).

Hughes maintains that the new, or rather rediscovered, awareness of the irrational, 'non-logical, the uncivilised, the inexplicable' factors in human affairs occurred both at the level of grand and respected theory and at the more popular level of the spiritualists and the Theosophists, who would still not be seen by most conventional academics as serious contributors to thought. There was some acceptance that rational thought could not on its own explain the human condition. It came from those people who would
not quarrel with Darwin's work and its implications, and yet could not take for granted, as many atheists and agnostics did, that spiritual awareness had been dismissed once and for all by scientific knowledge and technology. The interest in the nature of consciousness, and the new work being done at the turn of the century, most notably by Freud, on the nature of unconsciousness, brought a new way not only to study the external world, but also the internal emotional nature of human beings. This was a first scientific attempt to study the non-rational in the social sciences, and led to the invention of psychology (a very positivistic science) and psychodynamics (a scientific 'School' studying the non-rational).

It was early in the nineteenth century that a Frenchman, Anguétil du Perron, brought back from India a collection of 50 Upanishads. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, more Eastern books were being brought to the West and seriously studied. Thus, as at the time of the Renaissance, a whole different way of seeing the world became available, though this time potentially to a much wider proportion of the population. At first this material was only seen by a few - for example the Upanishads, including the Bhagavadgita, which was obtained by Edward Carpenter in England in 1880 from a friend in the Ceylon Civil Service. In 1879, Sir Edwin Arnold published The Light of Asia, which was written in the form of a Buddhist poem and went into many editions. Theosophists from the beginning drew on Asian religious sources, particularly Tibetan.
And gradually this interest, which at first had been mainly the prerogative of scholars, spread to groups of people in European countries and America which were large enough to form societies. In England the Buddhist Society was founded in 1907, with an understanding that the purpose was not only scholarship but practice and belief - 'the dual need, to study objectively and to practice subjectively'. The Buddhist Society, especially through the great influence of such people as Christmas Humphries, had particular links with Theosophists: indeed, Theosophy was known by some as 'esoteric Buddhism'.

Buddhism contains the idea of an immanent God.

God's light dwells in the self and nowhere else. It shines alike in every living being and one can see it with one's mind steadied .... If the world is what it is, it is because of tension. The world of time and change is ever striving to reach perfection.

Most people, in this view, do not become true individuals, but just live out their social roles:

Any sense of satisfaction and security derived by submission to external authority is bought at the price of the integrity of the Self .... By developing our inner spiritual nature, we gain a new kind of relatedness to the world and grow into the freedom, where the integrity of the Self is not compromised .... The sense of insufficiency, of barrenness and dust is due to the working of the Perfection, the mystery that lurks at
the heart of Creation .... Wisdom is direct experience which occurs as soon as obstacles to its realisation are removed.6

These are Radhakrishnan's words from a mid twentieth century version of the Gita, but they sum up some of the universal messages of the long fable of the story - the fight between good and evil, the journey of each person, the problem of suffering and the possibility of wisdom - a choice not taken by many people. These were messages from another ancient culture that, at the turn of the century, came with great force to some individuals who were unconvinced of the ultimate wisdom of science and technology, and tired of the conventional authoritarian churches, fossilized into respectability. This Eastern strand has remained relatively latent through most of the twentieth century, but of course re-emerged with considerable aplomb in the nineteen sixties.

Hermann Keyserling, with whom Assagioli was in steady and respectful contact, wrote an interesting pamphlet, published by the Shanghai Mercury in 1912, on The East and West and their Search for the Common Truth. He spoke at that time of the 'extraordinary interest in all things Eastern - Eastern thought, art, religion and culture in general' that had arisen in the West in the last fifty years, and which did not exist before. He comments that 'modern nations are striving to bring happiness to mankind by improving environments, forgetting that happiness is the function of an inner attitude towards outer circum-
stances'. But though the East had almost certainly attained a greater wisdom than the West, just as the ancient Greeks had a greater sense of the universe of ethics, and a greater possibility of speaking directly from the soul than people do in modern society, neither of these civilizations had been effective at doing things. Keyserling comments:

The East has been sitting within the sun, and so it was enlightened; but it had got there not by a gradual approach but by a sudden jump, and it could not understand its nature. As long as it did not move, it remained in the light. As soon as it moved at all, in whatever direction it be, it moved away from the sun, and the sun shone on its back, so finally it lost the light. So far we Westerners have never been in the sun, but we are slowly approaching it. And as the sun is before our eyes, and not at our back, we will not only reach it some day but we will know its intrinsic nature.

He believed that the people in the West had lost track of their own roots; that they needed to tap the wisdom of the East, and also forgotten Western knowledge. The technology of the West, combined with ancient wisdom, could be this next step forward for human consciousness.

Several authors at this period began to collect evidence of mystical experience, and to develop a conviction that out of all the seeming chaos and cruelty of the external world could emerge a new consciousness that could be shared by all, and which would wondrously alter the conditions of
life on earth. Marx had prophesied this on a material and social/economic/political plane only. But such a writer as Edward Carpenter in England combined socialist convictions with spiritual awareness, and understood that a new world could only emerge when the spiritual and the social were seen together. In his splendidly titled *From Adam's Peak to Elephanta*, published in 1892, he compared the visions of East and West:

The West seeks the individual consciousness - the enriched mind, ready perceptions and memories, individual hopes and fears, ambition, loves, conquests - the self, the local self, in all its local phases and forms - and sorely doubts whether such a thing as a universal consciousness exists. The East seeks the universal consciousness, and in those cases where its quest succeeds, individual self and life thin away to a mere film, and are only the shadows cast by the glory revealed beyond. But again he believed that the two sides of the world could together bring about one vision.

Ernst Haeckel, in his influential *The Riddle of the Universe*, published in German in 1899, tackled a theme that was later repeated by Assagioli - how science had progressed at an unprecedented rate throughout the nineteenth century, but that there was no advance, only barbarism, in social and moral arrangements. He commented that the greatest theories of the soul in the last two thousand years had sprung from introspection, and that the most neglected aspect of
the study of the person was the soul. He saw the way forward to 'the Riddle of the Universe' in a greater understanding of the nature of mankind.

R.M. Bucke, in his well-known Cosmic Consciousness, published in 1901, believed that the possibilities for a new world were present at that time:

The human race is in the process of developing a new kind of consciousness, far in advance of the ordinary human self-consciousness, which will eventually lift the race above and beyond all the fears and ignorances, the brutalities and bestialities which beset it today.\(^8\)

He thought three revolutions were about to happen - aerial navigation (planes), which would lead to the dissolution of barriers between nations; social and economic action that would lead to greater equality and the end of poverty; and a spiritual awareness based on renewed personal experience of the divine, which would develop into an entirely different experience of living for people. Most of the latter part of the book is taken up with case histories of men and women from different periods who had experience of 'cosmic consciousness'.

Philosophically the period at the turn of this century was full of contradictions. There was hope in science, yet awareness among some that science could probably only tackle relatively physical problems, with limited human awareness: a decline in conventional religions and churchgoing, and a scepticism about religion influenced most strongly by
scientific theories of knowledge and the iconoclastic work of Darwin: and a strong sense of impending doom because of human inability to understand the great forces unleashed on the world by the human race. But simultaneously a small minority of people considered, and often fervently believed, that the human race was just at the beginning of what could be a completely new age and consciousness, when the physical evolution already analysed by Darwin could be followed by a social and spiritual awareness, the social being dependent on the spiritual.

So Theosophists, the group most relevant to this study, were part of a larger movement. Annie Besant was one of the most prolific and articulate writers in the Theosophy movement at that time, and one of its leaders. She insisted that the evolutionary idea was basic to the inspiration of Madame Blavatsky; that the 'secret wisdom' on which it was based had existed through the ages and rested on the mystical knowledge and insight of the Platonist, neoplatonist and Eastern streams; that the truth of things had always been experienced by a few, but now it was important that more people understood and experienced the basic unity of the human race and the human quest - this was why it was particularly important and significant to acknowledge the wisdom of other cultures; that wisdom is different from and superior to knowledge, however scientific; that individual awareness and growth is important but is only significant if it is used in service to others in the world; that mankind brings sorrow, but that basically 'life is
not a cry but a song'.

The three aims of the Theosophical Society were: i) to be the nucleus of a universal brotherhood ii) to promote the study of Aryan and other Eastern literatures, religions and sciences, and iii) to investigate unexplained laws of nature and the psychical powers latent in man.

The society with these aims, and with the charge of being 'esoteric Buddhism', continued to be attacked as unscientific, putting forward 'abstract and unverifyable conceptions', eccentric and weird. It was often regarded as nonsense. The interest in psychic phenomena, the doctrine of Karma, reincarnation, the occult and the esoteric tradition have made it a marginal force in society, but the aims are grand and ambitious and always have been.

A modern academic, Theodore Roszak, considers Blavatsky 'among the most original and perceptive minds of her time, if also one of the most uneven', and Theosophy 'one of the most adventurous and intriguing bodies of nineteenth century thought'. He writes that she got a glimpse of what might be called the higher sanity possible to the human mind, a sanity that had only existed before in the consciousness of a few outstanding individuals, but which might be possible for the whole human race - and indeed essential for its survival. The psychology then existing at the turn of the century, and still the most usual form taught in our universities, was experimental, physical, reductionist and secularized. A psychology 'grounded in the transcendent impulse' was only derived from this mar-
original thinking. William James, a psychologist of great repute, firmly split his standard psychological works Principles of Psychology from his Varieties of Religious Experience. The two aspects of the person, personality and soul, were then regarded as totally separate, and still largely are today. It was groups like Theosophists which were the only ones to see the legitimate connection.

Theosophists followed the gnostic split between spirit and matter, and paid great attention to spirit. But they also had a sense from the Buddhist tradition of the immanent God, the God within, available to all. All souls have connection with the World Soul. Various concepts relevant to psychosynthesis in a direct way can be found in Theosophy - the idea of the World-egg, the philosophers stone, which represented unity, and which could at least be seen against Assagioli's 'egg-shaped diagram', the drawing of the nature of the person; and the idea of the seven rays, the seven basic forces in the universe, and the possible connection with the seven ways to the Self in psychosynthesis, a concept also found in Eastern religions.

Theosophy also contains the idea of division and unity within the person, and the connection between the two. 'Divided by separative desire we are our lower selves. Dominated by our perception of the universal harmony we become our higher selves.'10 Annie Besant, in A Study of Consciousness, published in 1904, writes that the normal person's sense of 'I am' is restricted to ordinary consciousness. However, she continues to say that by working
through what she calls the subconscious and its instincts and divisions, it is possible to contact 'the super-physical consciousness'; and she particularly comments on studies of dreams (Freud's *Interpretation of Dreams* came out in 1899), of intuitions, of creative artistry, which indicate to us something of its existence. Blavatsky herself wrote earlier that 'this grand universe is in reality but a huge aggregation of various states of consciousness'\(^{11}\).

So at the time that Assagioli wrote his first paper in 1906, on humour and smiling wisdom, many of the ideas which entered into psychosynthesis were already available, for those able and willing to perceive them. The creation of a new phenomenon such as psychosynthesis is of course always a mystery, but it is important to understand the atmosphere in which a person begins to work, the surrounding web of ideas and experience available to him or her. Assagioli created from his own religious experience and from a very wide cultural base; his roots in Italy, in Europe, at the exuberant turn of the century were undeniably part of the basis of his inspiration. He was picking up, in beginning his work on psychosynthesis, a current of thought and experience which postulates the existence of the Higher Self, the significance of the 'I', the emergence of consciousness not only through the individual, but also through the whole human race. It was a utopian way of thinking that pictured the person as a 'soul', a spiritual being, in essence. It assumed knowledge and authority lies within the individual if this is recognised.

The convictions alter through time, according to different
cultures. But it is as possible to train this stream of thought in the West as for Lovejoy to trace the Great Chain of Being over two thousand years. What I can only hint at here is the replenishment at different periods of Western culture of mystical ideas from the East which fed the underground esoteric stream in a materialistic age.

It becomes increasingly clear that Assagioli, with his early experiences within the spiritual consequences, approached the new psychodynamic analysis of the person from a different angle from the beginning. He acknowledged the academic studies which influenced him: what he did not so freely acknowledge was the whole background described in this Part of the study and which has part of his early experience and conviction.
Chapter 18

Mysticism and science in psychosynthesis: the influence on Assagioli of being a scientist.

The introductory chapters to this study raised the questions, firstly about the nature of knowledge in psychosynthesis and how we could understand such a phenomenon in the twentieth century, and secondly about what were the theoretical tools we can use to help us understand the material of psychosynthesis. Developments both in the history of ideas and the sociology of knowledge do provide assurance that it is possible to trace ideas through time and through different cultures. It is possible to discern similarities and resonances in ideas, worked and reworked through different generations. Also both disciplines necessarily pay attention to the individual creative thinker - whose experience makes him or her into a separate actor, not merely the tool of his or her times or traditions.

The first part of this study then, delineated psychosynthesis theory and practice as it is described by Assagioli. Many of these ideas seem strange and perhaps unacceptable to modern academics: in any case they are not described in Assagioli's work in a scholarly form. But their interest to me was the root of the ideas and beliefs. The investigation of these roots forced me back into the mystical literature of the world, though I have only here described the Western tradition. Following the obvious leads of Plato and Dante, I was taken further back, into a more utopian tradition in Mannheim's sense,
to an alternative mystical tradition which has remained the 'other' in many contrasting societies over the last two thousand years. I have argued that Assagioli was implicitly part of this stream, and that it is this esoterical mythical stream that underlies psychosynthesis. I, like most conventionally educated academics was unfamiliar with this flow of utopian thinking, and it was Assagioli's very lack of explicit explanation of all his sources that aroused my curiosity in the first place.

One of the insights of both the history of ideas and the sociology of knowledge is that our knowledge comes linked to a whole framework of ideas. In Kuhn's term, I have argued that Assagioli's thought was within the spiritual and mystical frame outlined in the recent part of the study. However in order to place this religious material in an appropriate proportion to its significance in Assagioli's own work, I must in this chapter redress the balance between religion and science.

In this chapter, I place all this material in the context of the twentieth century and the role and the status of Dr. Assagioli as a psychiatrist in this century. His books are to some extent puzzling because he presents himself first and foremost as a scientist, as a clinician and as a psychiatrist. This is puzzling because his whole style is, except in an occasional superficial way, not scientific. He is really not interested in the careful empirical building up of theory from practice except within his own framework which he produced intuitively early in his life. He pays attention to the
work of Freud, to behaviourist psychology and to medical psychiatry, but not really convincingly in my view. His writing is clearly formed in inner conviction which he does not carefully argue, but merely takes for granted. Its source is clearly, I believe, in the theories presented in the rest of Part Two of this study.

Assagioli was of course subjected to pressures, internally and externally to be a scientist. These pressures meant for him, as he indicates in his writing, first and foremost, following a professionalism, pursuing an open frame of mind, assuming that what he put forward was 'not true', as is still maintained today in psychosynthesis, and being willing to go on learning through his lifetime, modifying his system as he did so. Secondly, because he was a doctor, a psychiatrist and a clinician, he was therefore trained in the empirical method, learning to adapt to what he learned of the human condition through patients. An internal obligation for him was to trust and study his own subjective experience. This is of course not necessarily the view of the natural scientist, who tends to put empirical 'objective' findings before subjective conviction. The challenge was that Assagioli's subjective experience from early in his life was mystical, being an over-riding wish to be present to his Self\(^1\). It is in the mixture of these three definitions of science that the crux of the contradictions about the nature of knowledge in psychosynthesis lies.

The medical model of the person at the turn of the century was, and largely remains today, a very physical one. As was
demonstrated in a previous chapter, the scientific view of the person had become the most widely accepted framework of serious knowledge.

Three centuries after Descartes, the science of medicine is still based, as George Engel writes, on "the notion of the body as a machine, of disease as the consequence of breakdown of the machine, and of the doctor's task as repair of the machine".

Engel was writing in 1977, and certainly these assumptions would have been true of the basis of scientific training Assagioli received at the beginning of the century. However, by the time he wrote his doctoral dissertation in 1910, he was already influenced by psychoanalysis, and was already in contact with Freud and Jung. They also were doctors, of course, and regarded themselves as scientists.

Assagioli regarded the whole of psychosynthesis as a science. He writes in his introduction to Psychosynthesis:

May I emphasize the fact that the elements and functions, coming from the superconscious, such as aesthetic, ethical, religious experiences, intuition, inspiration, states of mystical consciousness, are factual, are real in the pragmatic sense...because they are effective..., producing changes both in the inner and the outer world. Therefore they are amenable to observation and experiment through the use of scientific method in ways suited to their nature: also they can be in-
fluenced and utilized through psycho-spiritual techniques.

At this point the question may arise as to the relationship between this conception of the human being on one hand and religion and metaphysics on the other. The answer is that psychosynthesis does not attempt in any way to appropriate to itself the fields of religion and philosophy. It is a scientific conception, and as such it is neutral towards the various religious forms and the various philosophical doctrines, excepting only those which are materialistic and therefore deny the existence of spiritual realities. Psychosynthesis does not attempt to give a metaphysical nor a theological explanation of the great Mystery - it leads to the door, but stops there. 

In these two paragraphs, it is possible to see Assagioli's struggle with being both a 'scientist', claiming the authority of science, and also drawing on mystical material. The whole system assumes that the person has a soul as well as a personality - which would hardly be accepted by most empirically based scientists. The central paradox of his position is that he denies materialistic philosophies, but believes himself to be following the scientific method, which over the last century has been totally materialistic. Inductive, empirical science would be against the formulation of such unprovable entities as 'the great Mystery'. Assagioli attempts to prove that spiritual experiences are 'facts' because they have discernible consequences, both to the inner life of the person and in the outside world, but his actual work is therapeutic
and clinical, and as far as I know he showed very little interest in doing exclusively observational or experimental work. This same description also applies on the whole to Freud and to Jung. Both, however, were greater writers than Assagioli. Assagioli simply presents a therapeutic system, including mystical material, yet in a way that claims it to be scientific. In theory, his two worlds fit together only uneasily: combining them in practice appears to be less problematic.

Assagioli's presentation is both academic and polemic. He closes his Introduction by making 'a cordial appeal to all therapists, psychologists and educators to actively engage in the needed work of research, experimentation and application', but this appeal is related to 'the great need of healing the serious ills which at present are affecting humanity'. He felt he had the truth or was near the truth; he felt it vital to act in the world, but conceived this should be done within a scientific framework.

No-one could read Psychosynthesis, even less The Act of Will, and least of all most of Assagioli's articles, and think that this was the work of a 'normal' scientist. His style is narrative and polemical. The first two chapters of Psychosynthesis were originally published in the prestigious Hibbert Journal in the 1930's, which is a journal devoted to philosophical and religious knowledge, and his style is consistent with this framework. However Assagioli in the earlier part of his career also contributed to scientific journals, both in Italy and elsewhere.

The model that he explicitly took for himself was not that of the scientist, or the medical doctor, but that of the clinic-
ian. He writes:

As is well known, in the course of the last seventy years a group of inquirers, which was at first small but which gradually grew more active, turned its attention to the investigation of the phenomena and mysteries of the human psyche. The most important results have not been achieved by academic psychologists, but by independent investigators. Nearly all of them were clinicians, driven by the practical needs of their patients and aided by the greater evidence that certain psychological phenomena acquire when they are accentuated by a morbid condition. 4

His first reference and acknowledgement is to clinicians who were alive at some point during his own lifetime - Pierre Janet, Sigmund Freud, Alfred Adler, Melanie Klein, Karl Jung, Otto Rank, Karen Horney, Erich Fromm, Victor Frankl. All these therapists touched the medical and the academic fields but have only been accepted within them to some extent. Assagioli is pointing to something very significant when he writes that these investigators were often pushed more by the needs of their patients than by academic requirements alone. They were a somewhat maverick group of individualistic workers, because they were in touch with the real problem of people and had to attempt to solve the complex and muddled conflicts of the human psyche.

Assagioli lists the research that has influenced him - and the list is indeed formidable and very varied, and must often
contain contradictions. At the beginning of *Psychosynthesis*, he lists psychosomatic medicine, and 'inter-individual and Social psychology and Psychiatry and the Anthropological study of man' from the more conventional medical and social science disciplines: the psychology of religion, the investigation of the superconscious and 'creative understanding' from the more religious side - the psychology of religion being more within the academic mainstream, and the latter two more 'fringe' knowledge: 'the holistic approach and the psychology of the personality, which includes humanistic and transpersonal psychology', founded on the 'holistic' idea first realized by Jan Smuts: parapsychology and psychical research, which has been a fringe study for several centuries, though it was in the mainstream before the eighteenth century and perhaps is coming back in England now with the recently founded Chair in Parapsychology: Eastern psychology, which is tied in with Eastern religious thinking: and finally 'active techniques' for the treatment and development of the personality which relate to the older School of healing, and through to guided daydreams (Desoille) and psychodrama (Moreno).

This is anything but a classical scientific approach. It is an immense hotch-potch of ideas available to the searcher in the twentieth century. There is no careful slow investigation of these ideas and how they relate - or not - to each other. Instead Assagioli next describes his worked out structure of the nature of the person. He worked and thought intuitively, not analytically. It is up to the research worker to unravel some of the pieces.
He was however aware throughout that what he had developed was 'only a working hypothesis': in relation to his picture of human nature, 'we must also guard against the danger of "indoctrination". We must keep in mind that, after all, we are giving the conception of man according to psychosynthesis as it has been developed up to the present time. This fits in with the practice in teaching psychosynthesis of writing 'this is not true' at the bottom of the teaching material. Assagioli left an open-endedness to his work which is definitely part of the scientific spirit. Here science and psychosynthesis are completely compatible.

Assagioli has a similarly pragmatic approach to values. He accepts that there is a hierarchical approach in his therapy - for instance in the terms 'superconscious' and 'lower unconscious'. He thinks, with most modern thinkers in the social sciences, that we inevitably make value judgements, however 'objective' we believe ourselves to be - many psychologists who refuse to accept valuation are making valuation judgements all the time, although blissfully unconscious of it. Surely it is better to do it consciously and deliberately. Some of his own values - for instance on the nature of women - are not at all acceptable in the modern climate today.

He quotes many of the classical psychological tests as part of his 'active techniques', although in my experience, they are rarely used in psychosynthesis now - the association tests, projective techniques such as the Rorschach and the Thematic Aperception Test (TAT), and Happich's Initiated Symbol Projection. He certainly felt himself to be thinking and working
within a wide scholarly framework, particularly as it was relevant to clinicians. He continued to adapt his work and his thinking up to the end of his life, incorporating Maslow, Rogers and Fromm in his later writing.

Thus in my view Assagioli is in the interesting position of regarding himself as lying within one framework of ideas that is in science, the predominant ideology of the twentieth century in Europe, but actually finding the whole framework of his theory and practice in an alternative mystical framework, which was partly derived from his artistic education as an Italian schoolchild, but which is also owed to his own spiritual experience and to the values and beliefs he shared with many writers quite outside the mainstream of thought. For many years, from his thesis in 1910 until the end of the 1950's, Assagioli was able to work perfectly well as a psychiatrist, in a society that could tolerate his alternative version of psychotherapy, much of that time living and working in Mussolini's Italy. During that time he wrote various articles, two of which were presented in the Hibbert Journal of the 1930's, but most of his life was centred in Italy and, though he was in touch with many thinkers and writers indifferent countries, was not on the international stage. However, psychosynthesis became better known in other countries at the end of the 1950's and began to spread in Europe and America, and eventually through the world.

It was at this point that he was pressured to present a more accessible version of his theory. He did not like writing and when his book *Psychosynthesis* came out in the middle of 1965,
it was an accumulation of essays, including those published in the Hibbert Journal. At this time, Assagioli was already in his 70s. Most of his work continued to be informal, through personal contacts, though his second book, The Act of Will was published in the year of his death 1974.

The question of where psychosynthesis stands between mysticism and science was not then formally much tested in his lifetime, though it does of course lie behind Sam Keen's questions about the nature of the theory quoted in the Introduction. It is only now, with its growth and development, that questions are really being raised about the nature of the underlying ideas, and that the implicit should become more explicit. Some of the tensions that Assagioli lived with continue to be part of the uncertain status of psychotherapy, particularly transpersonal psychotherapy and the problems raised in the Introduction are a necessary part of an ongoing debate.

So in this chapter I have been attempting to redress the balance a little in my analysis of Assagioli's work. I wish to argue that it is most understandable when seen within the ancient utopian mystical stream of thought to which Assagioli had access. But he was trained as a doctor, and a psychiatrist, regarded himself as a clinician and writer in his view in the scientific mode. He therefore operates within two paradigms of thought, though I would argue that the spiritual one is the most basic, though it is also the less acknowledged. Much of psychosynthesis - its open-ended experimental approach for instance - is indeed most compatible with the best scientific spirit. His particular balance within the dominant
and utopian modes of knowing remains a delicate one, a balance only now being studied and assessed.
Chapter 19

Summary and conclusion: a deeper synthesis

The gods did not reveal, from the beginning,
All things to us; but in the course of time,
Through seeking we may learn, and know things better.

But as for certain truth, no man has known it,
Nor will he know it; neither of the gods,
Nor yet of all the things of which I speak.
And even if by chance he were to utter
The final truth, he would himself not know it;
For all is but a woven web of guesses.

Xenophanes

Impetus for this study sprang from a curiosity about
the ideas lying behind psychosynthesis. My curiosity has
taken me back to the past, to Plato, to the early gnostic
and Christian writers, to the origins of modern Western
society, and to the turn of this century as key periods:
it also led me to an awareness of the constant change in
the bases of knowledge, particularly in science, during
this century. Each period in history must rework old ideas
with new experience, constantly creating a new synthesis.
To trace the origins of psychosynthesis, it is necessary
to look back: to offer a critique of it, one must look for-
ward at its present and future relevance.

There are many aspects to criticize in psychosynthesis.
Its origins are obscure, its framework hardly justified in
any systematic way by its founder. It was created in a mag-
pie fashion. It may be wildly over-optimistic and sometimes superficial. From the scientific point of view it is founded on experience and belief, and Assagioli showed relatively little interest in testing his framework. From a religious point of view its personal and spiritual origins are not well described. And yet in some fashion psychosynthesis can really justify its name: its model and techniques do offer a coming together of inner experience and outer events, of the personal and the social of past wisdom and present science, of psychotherapy and theology, in a way not precisely achieved by any other form.

In Part One of this study, the ideas that were to be explored in psychosynthesis were presented. These are of course not the whole of the subject but rather some of the key areas - the assumption that we are souls, which are the context of our lives, with personalities that are the content, and that this pattern is repeated in the whole human race, over time: that the conscious personality is a small part of our whole being - that the personal and collective unconscious is the framework of our lives, expressed through myths, dreams and fairytales, a source of knowledge in searching to understand our situation: and that the empirical study of unconscious material is part of the approach as it has been for most twentieth century psychotherapeutic frameworks.

Within this overall structure are concepts and assumptions that require more investigation. For instance, how, in a world so harsh, can we assume that a spiritual framework is basically good? What if each destructive characteristic had a benign quality, perverted through defence mechanisms which have often already ceased
to serve the person? This was the question raised in the Introduction about the idea of brokenness and its relationship to wholeness. How did the image of human beings as being asleep come about? And what would it be to wake up, as a person and as a species, and work through to the potential by way of facing our own destructiveness, evil and sin, and perhaps achieve 'what we may be'? What is the root of all these concepts?

In tracing back the early influences on Assagioli, it is possible to see these ideas reoccurring as a pattern over and over again. In Plato's earliest intellectual studies, there is the notion of the soul awakening in the dark cave, seeing that the world it had taken for granted is an illusion, a shadow (the archetype that Jung was to use to describe the unconscious aspects in ourselves we must work through), and finding 'its way, painfully, slowly, to the sunlight and the colours that are there - and always have been, though they could not be seen in the darkness. In Dante, the story is of the soul's journey through Hell, where there is no hope, down to the centre of the deepest darkness, and then slowly up through Purgatory, where, through purging, the people there could hope for light: onwards, then, guided by wisdom (Beatrice) rather than reason (Vergil), to Paradise. In the Jewish mystical tradition, the Kabbalah, the Sephirot represents a similar system, and as a diagram is akin to Assagioli's symbolic picture of the person. The gnostic tradition, through its emphasis on 'knowing' and realization, influenced Jung directly and
Assagioli through Theosophy: here the Good is the context, but is obscured through the creative Demiurge which is evil as well as good: and the spiritual sense here is transcendental, the idea of the soul being 'homesick', searching for the goodness that is far away. The neoplatonic tradition emphasizes the immanent spiritual self - the 'I' and the Higher Self within, which can be realized through 'inner knowing', contacting the One that is the foundation of everything. Behind all these pictures is a sense of the evolution that is possible, though certainly not inevitable, both for the individual person and for the species. This evolutionary sense was graphically developed in the nineteenth century by several great thinkers - Feuerbach, the spiritual precursor of Marx, Marx himself in his model of the material possibilities for the human race, Darwin in his theory of physical evolution of the species, and Freud in his scientific study of the unconscious. This theme has continued in the present century in Jung, in Teilhard and in present-day 'new age' thinkers such as Wilber and Russell.

A major theme through this study has had to be tracing back the ideas that lay behind psychosynthesis. The earlier pictures of the soul's journey have been by definition mystical: this has been true of Eastern as well as Western religions. They have been glimpses by remarkable people of a model of human life known to and accepted by only a few: esoteric knowledge. But what has been noteworthy in this century is that gradually some thinkers in the
scientific tradition, which itself sprang from the mystical tradition of the Renaissance—"natural magic", have returned to these spiritual areas. The split between science and mysticism traced through Part Two is in some ways healing—though perhaps only marginally at the moment when we look at the whole of society and what is happening to it, but the potential may be there. Science itself is changing towards a view more consistent with the religious sense—the newer picture of reality is more about relationships, about change, about organic systems, and paradox and balance being held through consciousness. Scientists are now much more ready to acknowledge that the characteristics of the knower are as important as those of the known in the way that any situation is perceived; and that—following Kuhn—any science must be a 'myth', a model, a paradigm, about how things are. This means increasingly that there is more room for alternative myths of reality to be taken seriously. All, as Xenophanes indicates in the poem quoted at the beginning of this chapter, are 'but a woven web of guesses'.

This has been a study in the history of ideas—which is of course always speculative. Although Assagioli gave a list of the areas of study which had most influenced him, as recounted in my Introduction, he was most inexplicit about anything but the general outline of those areas. He emphasized the scientific framework, and played down the spiritual—representing those areas as being about the study of religion rather than being the religious experience itself. This perception of Assagioli is partly modified
by an examination of his library in Florence, which has many specifically mystical books, and by his notes. And the impression from talking with people who knew him was that he was clearly a 'wise person' rather than simply an academic.

The two periods when he founded psychosynthesis and when it developed internationally are suggestive. The beginning of the twentieth century was able to provide the soil both for the scientific study of unconscious material and for relating to the Eastern (and Western) spiritual knowledge then current in educated circles in the West. Theosophy was known in Italy, and to Assagioli's family. From the beginning he wrote on mystical material - in 1908 he gave a paper on the German mystic Hamann and the American transcendentalist Emerson at an international philosophical conference, and he always worked in the area of medicine in relation to education and religion. His Italian background was of course particularly steeped in that synthesis, and in the relationship of ideas to art and to living.

It does seem that this is the first time in history that we can truly have a transpersonal psychotherapy. Psychotherapy as such has only really developed this century: and as has been traced in Part Three, the understanding of the unconscious and the techniques for working with unconscious material have developed out of all recognition in these last eighty years. Psychosynthesis relies on a large number of techniques - not an 'eclectic mishmash' but held together by a firm and still developing framework. The mystical
tradition is of course old, but at this point in time - more perhaps even than at the beginning of the century - the unsatisfactoriness of an entirely material framework is increasingly recognized, and scientific study itself has brought about a greater understanding of the relativity of all of our ways of 'seeing' the world. In the last chapter, something of the development of holistic spiritual thinking in this century has been traced.

There are still many criticisms that can legitimately be made of psychosynthesis. It can be seen as too superficially optimistic, too ungrounded in real intellectual discipline. But when its long and important theoretical roots are uncovered, it could come to be grounded in richer earth than it has been so far. It has such a rich ancestry which could give it greater strength and over-ride the doubts which have been raised.

But more than that, psychosynthesis can be seen as representing one significant strand in our search for meaning, in relating the inner life to outer reality, the spiritual path of the individual to the search for the potential of the human species through consciousness. It had seemed that science was the way to truth, but science then meant that any spiritual vision was 'nothing but' a dream, an illusion. One of the saddest pictures I hold from my reading for this study is Darwin's confession of his loss of faith - how the wonder of his first sight of South America had gradually been lost, and how the world had come to seem to him mundane, two-dimensional: Marx, too, assumed
that when a human being took back the power which he or she had projected into religious, industrial or political institutions, there would then be no magic, and only material progress would then be possible. For both Darwin and Marx, though each had started off as a visionary, the result of their theories could only be materialistic, non-religious, certainly non-mystical. But perhaps now, at this point in the twentieth century, we can see that our older visions are not necessarily invalid, that science and religion, psychology, politics and theology can be reunited, and that in this a presently rather obscure praxis such as psychosynthesis can play a part. The very term 'synthesis' represents what many thinkers are presently searching for, as a correction to analysis. Perhaps, after all, the individual, and the world we live in, may be 'a soul'. 
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